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HEARING AND OBEYING THE LORD'S VOICE IN MY GENERATION 

Apostle Dr. Opoku Onyinah 

KEY TEXTS: 1 SAMUEL 3:9-10 

 

Therefore Eli said to Samuel, “Go, lie down; and it shall be, if He calls 

you, that you must say, 'Speak, LORD, for Your servant hears.'" So 

Samuel went and lay down in his place.  10Now the LORD came and 

stood and called as at other times, “Samuel! Samuel!” And Samuel 

answered, “Speak, for Your servant hears” (NKJV). 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 GOD SPEAKS IN EVERY GENERATION 

God always speaks to people in every generation.  The way God speaks to people in 

each generation may change but there is a clear indication that he always speaks to 

people.  In the Bible, God spoke to Abraham and his immediate descendants—Isaac 

and Jacob.  They are often referred to as the Patriarchs. For example, Genesis 12:1 

reads, "Now the LORD said to Abram...." How God spoke to him or the way he 

spoke to him is not clear.  In other places, he spoke to Abraham and also to Jacob in 

dreams.  What is certain in this period is that the Lord spoke to these people and 

they were sure that they had heard the voice of God. 

Another picture comes out during the call of Moses.  God called him through the 

burning bush experience, and commissioned him to go and deliver His people.  The 

experience that Moses had with the Lord is described as "speaking to God face to 

face": 

Then He said, "Hear now My words: If there is a prophet among you, I, 

the Lord, make Myself known to him in a vision; I speak to him in a 

dream. 7 Not so with My servant Moses; He is faithful in all My house. 8I 

speak with him face to face, Even plainly, and not in dark sayings; And 

he sees the form of the Lord. Why then were you not afraid To speak 

against My servant Moses?" (Num 12:6-8, NKJV).  

Through this special dealing with Moses, God gave him the Law which became the 

standard way of knowing the will and ways of God. God's purpose was well 

established in His Law. On the one hand, those who heard and obeyed were 

blessed. On the other hand, failure to obey resulted in curses and punishments. 

Nevertheless, new trends emerged which did not have the direct reference to the 

Law of God as written down for His people.  Therefore, God continued to speak to 

people through some people who were identified as 'prophets'. Seventeen books 

have been assigned to the prophets who were able to write down their prophecies in 
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the Bible. The Law and the words of the prophets continued until the coming of the 

Lord Jesus. 

The coming of Jesus began a new era. The person of Jesus was the embodiment of 

the word of God.  He was the voice of God on earth, throwing light on God's word 

that had been misunderstood and showing people the right path to God.  Jesus did 

not throw away the Law of God that had been written down. Rather, He made the 

written word of God clearer.  For example, in Matthew 5:17-18, He declared, "Do 

not think that I came to destroy the Law or the Prophets. I did not come to destroy 

but to fulfil.  18 For assuredly, I say to you, till heaven and earth pass away, one jot 

or one title will by no means pass from the law till all is fulfilled" (NKJV).  What did 

he mean by this? He wanted the people to know that the Law of God was from God 

and it was perfect, but people had misunderstood it and applied it differently.  His 

presence was to demonstrate to people the meaning of God's word and to make it 

relevant to generations.   But the people of His generation could not 'hear' Him, thus 

several times He told them, "He who has ears, let him hear" (Matt 11:15; 13:9 

(NIV); cf Luke 8:8; 14:35; John 14:23-24). 

Jesus appointed twelve men whom he called 'apostles'.  He trained them and 

impacted their lives in such a way that they should be able to continue the work 

which He began after his death.  They were, however, to wait for the Holy Spirit 

before embarking on this ministry.  

The death of Jesus began an era which continues up to our time—the period of the 

apostles. In this era, the apostles become the mouthpiece of God. The coming of 

Jesus shows us that God could still speak through a person without saying "thus 

says the Lord".  It shows us that the body of a human being can demonstrate the 

voice, power and glory of God.  In other words, the apostolic era, which includes our 

days, has a combination of the ministry that was common in the Old Testament and 

that of the Lord Jesus Christ.  In this era, the revelation of God settles in the body of 

a person for the person to become a source of blessing. 

1.2 Common things in the Lord's Voice in All Generations 

We have established so far that the Lord speaks to people in all generations.  One 

thing the Lord required from His people was for them to hear and obey Him. 

Obedience brings blessings and disobedience brings curses and punishments.  One 

thing I have observed is that Christians often think God spoke in the past but not 

today.  Some Christians think and talk about the past and the future but not of 

today.  The theme, "Hearing and Obeying the Voice of the Lord in my Generation", 

is about how God continues to speak to his people in all times including today. 

In this study, I shall use the call, life and ministry of Samuel to show how the Lord 

speaks and deals with people.  The contempt of God's statutes by Eli's sons that 

contributed to the rarity of God's word will be looked at.  I shall discuss Eli's 
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instruction to Samuel, "Speak, LORD! your servant hears" (1 Sam 3:10), and how 

Samuel responded to it.  The role that Eli played and how he responded to the Lord 

through the message sent through Samuel will also be handled.  Highlights will be 

thrown on hindrances to hearing from the Lord.  Samuel's encounter with Saul and 

the issues that came out will be examined to shed light on the operations of a 

prophet.  An attempt will be made to link hearing the voice of the Lord in the Old 

Testament with that of the New Testament.  The impact of hearing from God on 

generations will be analysed.  The downside of the prophet will be analysed so as to 

focus on the Lord always without depending on people.  It is hoped that lessons 

drawn from this study will strengthen your faith in the Lord in order that you will 

continue to hear from the Lord and obey Him. 

2.0 RARITY OF THE WORD OF GOD 

And the child Samuel ministered unto the Lord before Eli. And the word 

of the Lord was precious in those days; there was no open vision (1 

Sam 3:1, KJV). 

Now the young man Samuel was ministering to the Lord under Eli. And 

the word of the Lord was rare in those days; there was no frequent 

vision (1 Sam 3:1, ESV). 

The boy Samuel ministered before the Lord under Eli. In those days the 

word of the Lord was rare; there were not many visions (1 Sam 3:1, 

NIV). 

2.1 The Power of God was Still at Work 

God always speaks, but sometimes the word of God becomes rare.  It becomes rare 

because when He speaks, people do not listen.  During the time of the boy Samuel, 

there was the scarcity of the word of God in Israel. Yet, the power of God was still at 

work.  Samuel was born out of the dedication of his father's worshipful practice and 

his mother's prayerful nature.  Hannah was barren and so she prayed to God for a 

child. Samuel was the result of her prayer and the blessing of the High Priest Eli.  Do 

not underestimate the power of prayer. Prayer that comes from the heart can 

change situations at home, school, the workplace and church. 

One of the reasons that caused the author of 1 Samuel to say there was scarcity of 

the word of God was that the two sons of the High Priest, Hophni and Phinehas, 

were living in sin.  They were treating the offering of the Lord with contempt and 

also leaving in immorality.  The Lord used the officials around to speak to them but 

they would not listen (1 Sam 2:15-18).  The Lord also used their father to speak to 

them, still they would not obey him (1 Sam 2:22-25).  Thus they had hardened their 

hearts. 

Meanwhile Samuel's mother brought him to the High Priest after she had weaned 

him.  It is said that Jewish mothers weaned their children at age three. This means 

Samuel was brought to Eli the High Priest when he was about three years. 1 Samuel 
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2:11 indicates that Samuel started ministering to the Lord immediately he was sent 

to the High Priest. "Then Elkanah went home to Ramah. And the boy ministered to 

the Lord in the presence of Eli the priest" (ESV; cf 1 Sam 1:11-28; 2:1-11).  It 

appears that because the sons of Eli were living in sin, Samuel was given the 

opportunity to serve the Lord at a tender age. He continued to grow in the presence 

of God, and in favour with Him (1 Sam 2:21, 26). 

During this period, the Lord desired to have clean vessels to speak through them.  

He used a person described as "a man of God" to warn Eli of the behaviour of his 

sons who were serving as priests and the disaster that was ahead of them (1 Sam 

3:27-36).  Yet in the midst of this, the Bible says "the word of the LORD was rare" (1 

Sam 3:1).  

2.2 Meaning of “the Word of God was Rare" 

What does the Bible mean by the phrase "the word of God was rare?" The writer 

shows that "the word of God was rare".  Then he explains why the word of God was 

rare in the next sentence, "there was no open vision".  What we need to do now is 

to find out what he means by "there was no open vision".  The New King James 

Version says that "there was no widespread revelation" (1 Sam 3:1, NKJV).  That is, 

here, it explains that by saying that there was no open vision, it meant there was no 

widespread revelation. Revelations may come through avenues such as dreams, 

visions, trances, angelic visitations and prophecies. 

2.2.1 Rarity of dreams, visions and trances  

Dreams are the images that we see when we sleep.  These images appear 

involuntarily to our mental sight as we are asleep.  The images may be a series of 

events which are well understood, or events which make no sense at all.  Everyone 

dreams. 

Visions are mental images that appear to people while they are still awake, and not 

sleeping. Not everyone has a vision.  

Trances are getting into a state of temporary unconsciousness where images appear 

to people, or situations in which people may not be in control of what is happening 

to them.   

Sometimes, the Lord may grant some people dreams, put some people into trances, 

or grant people visions that are related to  past, present or future events.  With 

regard to visions, some images may appear to people while praying with their eyes 

closed or opened.  The vision can be a revelation which the Lord communicates to a 

person.  Dreams, visions and trances are related to the office of a prophet (Isa 6:1-

7, Ps 89:19; Lam 2:9; Mic 3:6; Eze 1:1-3; 8:1-4; Dan 1:17).   
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2.2.2 Rarity of Angelic Visitation 

Open vision may be related to angelic visitations. The Lord has been revealing 

Himself to people through angelic visitations.   For example, the Lord sent angels to 

Abraham, Gideon and Daniel (Gen 18:1-2; Jud 6:11-12, Dan 9:20-23). The angels 

may appear like human beings and suddenly leave the scene immediately they 

accomplish their mission.  Often the people they deal with do not recognise them 

until they leave. Some examples are the angels who visited Abraham on their way to 

destroy Sodom and Gomorrah and the angel who spoke to Gideon in the wine 

threshold (Gen 18:1-2; Jud 6:11-12).  Angelic visitation is also associated with the 

office of the prophet (eg, 2 Kgs 19: 5-7; 2 Kgs 1:3, 15; Dan 9:20-23, Zec 1:9-19; 

2:3). 

2.2.3 Rarity of Audible Voices 

When the Lord established the Hebrews as a nation of Israel, he spoke to them in an 

audible voice (Exo 20:18-20; Deut 4:15, 36; 5:23-24).  This assured them that the 

God they served was a person. It also created fear in them to worship the God who 

is alive. Such an audible voice was heard during the baptism and ministry of Jesus 

(Matt 3:17; 17:5; Jn 12:28-29). Paul also heard an audible voice like this when he 

encountered Christ on the way to Damascus (Acts 9:4). Hearing an audible voice is 

sometimes associated with the office of a prophet (Isa 6:8). 

Having Open visions, angelic visitations and hearing audible voices can be 

considered supernatural acts which may draw people's attention to the fact that the 

Lord is at work.  The absence or lack of frequency of these acts might have caused 

the writer of 1 Samuel to say that the word of God was rare. Besides the absence of 

these acts, the author was bringing up an issue which was very important—the Lord 

was raising a prophet for the nation.   

This is clear if we take the following into consideration.  While at the end of Chapter 

2 (vv. 27-38), he said, "...a man of God came unto Eli and said unto him, "Thus saith 

the LORD..." (KJV), at the beginning of Chapter 3, he declared that the word of God 

was rare.  For a man of God to say, "thus saith the LORD" meant he came to 

prophesy to Eli (the message was about the impending doom for Eli's family).1  

Then, after presenting the call of Samuel, he ended the chapter (Chapter 3) by 

saying: 

The Lord was with Samuel as he grew up, and he let none of his words 

fall to the ground. 20 And all Israel from Dan to Beersheba recognized 

that Samuel was attested as a prophet of the Lord. 21 The Lord 

continued to appear at Shiloh, and there, he revealed himself to Samuel 

through his word (1 Sam 3:19-21, NIV).  

                                                           
1The message was about the impending judgment on Eli's family. 
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This was a clear indication that the writer was drawing attention to the fact that the 

Lord was raising a prophet for the nation.  

There are many other great lessons for us to pick up from this presentation.   

First, we realise that not all people who prophesy are prophets.  Although, a man of 

God was sent to Eli to proclaim the word of God to him, he was not addressed as a 

prophet.  

Second, the office of a prophet may include open vision. Open vision may also be 

associated with an audible voice—hearing clearly from the Lord. Samuel heard an 

audible voice from the Lord and it was considered as an open vision. 

Third, it is God who raises a prophet. We must therefore not create one ourselves.  

People recognise who a prophet is.  Once, someone was ordained as a prophet and 

he was questioning himself whether he was a prophet or not. Perhaps, the 

'conferring' body had seen beyond what the person and others could see. 

Nonetheless, there is a great concern here since the prophet himself was not 

recognising the prophetic call in his life.  The prophet must not only know the call of 

God in his life, but others around him must also recognise the call of God in his life. 

Fourth, prophesying once does not make a person a prophet.  Although, the man of 

God came forth to declare the word of God, he was not addressed as a prophet.  In 

addition, it was said that the word of God was rare.  Conferring the office of a 

prophet on such a person who might have prophesied only on a few occasions, 

might have given him pleasure to often prophesy out of emotions. 

One of the easiest gifts to imitate is the gift of prophecy.  We all have feelings and 

impressions.  Sometimes, one's feeling becomes so strong that if he is not careful, 

he may think that the Lord is speaking through him.  During church service, when 

the atmosphere is charged with praises and thanksgiving, such a person may be so 

excited and prophesy out of emotion.  Such prophecy may bring out the deep 

feelings within him.  Such words uttered can address the person’s own challenges as 

in the case of Hannah, "Do not keep talking so proudly or let your mouth speak such 

arrogance, for the Lord is a God who knows, and by him deeds are weighed (1 Sam 

2:3, NIV).  Here, Hannah was prophesying to herself. It appears that during the time 

of her barrenness, she was talking arrogantly.  In the Pentecostal circles, instead of 

such a person hearing and obeying the voice of God for himself, he may quickly 

declare it for other people.  Jack Deerie, a North American Pastor and Theologian, 

has rightly said, "There is always the temptation to hear God for other people 

instead of hearing him for ourselves".2 

                                                           
2 Jack Deere, Surprised of the Voice of God: How God Speaks to Us Today (Eastbourne: Kingsway Publication, 
1996), 171  
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The words which come out during such charged atmospheres can also offer a word 

of exhortation to people, which are not necessarily evil.  The person may preach in 

his utterances.  Depending upon the temperament of the person speaking, such a 

message can be very long or short. 

In more disturbing situations, such uttered messages which come out of charged 

atmospheres may speak into rumours circulated among people.  The person may, 

under the guise of prophecy, sometimes shaking uncontrollably or shouting above 

his voice, attack issues and people.  The issues attacked may concern decisions 

taken which the presenter and others disagree.  It can be ongoing activities being 

undertaken by leaders which some members disagree and murmur about behind the 

scene.  It can be the manifestation of resistance against ongoing changes of some 

traditions being carried out by leadership.  Often, for fear of being considered 

opponents or disobedient to leaders, such people use prophecy to vent their 

grievances. This type of 'prophecy' breeds tension and sometimes divide churches.  

Speaking out of emotion in a form of prophecy does not only occur in Christian 

circles.  It occurs in other religions and traditional circles.  For example, during the 

death of close friends or loved ones, the emotions of some people may arise to the 

point that they may hear voices or see visions of the deceased.  In ancient times, 

during funeral celebrations, people used to prophesy to predict among other things 

the so-called persons who killed the deceased and also diagnose the causes of the 

death. Among the Akans of Ghana, that type of prophecy was called nsamankom 

(prophecy from the dead).   

These are indications that there are so many voices besides the voice of the Lord. 

Thus, often these distortions make it difficult to identify the voice of God.  However, 

God has made it easy for people to hear His voice and obey Him. Often, He raises 

people identified as prophets who are able to speak His mind clearly and cause them 

to obey Him.  The writer of 1 Samuel shows how the Lord raises a prophet. 

3.0 THE MAKING OF A PROPHET 

3.1 Samuel's Dedication to the Lord by the Parents 

Samuel's parents had conceived him in prayer. The Lord listens to the prayers of 

people who cry to him. Yet that does not guarantee that the child born to a praying 

parent will automatically become God-fearing or a Christian. The parents of Alfred 

Kinsey, the man who is believed to have started the sexual reformation in the 

twentieth century, were said to be very devout Christians in the Methodist Church.3  

(see also SW pg 55).  

                                                           
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred_Kinsey#Early_life_and_education. Accessed on 13 October 2015. 
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Madonna Louise Ciccone,  who is often referred to by the media as the “Queen of 

pop”4, was born to Catholic parents, Silvio Anthony "Tony" Ciccone and Madonna 

Louise Fortin. Yet, instead of yielding to the Christian principles, she decided to rebel 

against everything Christianity stands for.  

It needs the hand of the parents to bring up such a child in the Lord.  The Lord will 

also bless the efforts of such parents.  

Hannah prayed that if the Lord gave her a child, she would dedicate the child to the 

Lord. When the Lord gave her Samuel and he was weaned, that is, about three 

years old, she presented him to the Lord. It is said that Jews weaned their children 

at age three. Perhaps, that was the reason why Hannah had to take a three-year 

old-bull and slaughter it. The bull represented the boy Samuel; he had been 

dedicated to God.  I wonder why the High Priest accepted him at that age. He was 

quite young (1 Sam 2:24-28).  Taking him at that tender age meant the High Priest 

would have to do some additional work on him.  

3.2 Serving at the House of the High Priest 

The High Priest Eli was old, so his sons were serving as priests.  But they did not 

know the Lord (2:12). They were treating the priesthood with disrespect—fattening 

themselves with the offering of the Lord and sleeping with the women who served in 

the house of the Lord (2Sam 2:12-17).  It is sad and very dangerous to be a priest 

without knowing the Lord.  Currently, there are many people serving as pastors who 

do not know the Lord.  Who is a pastor who does not know the Lord?  Any pastor 

who keeps on sinning without repentance does not know the Lord.  This includes:  

 Pastors who are immoral, defiling young girls and chasing other men’s wives 

 Pastors who are misusing church funds 

 Pastors who are manipulating churches' systems for their own benefits 

 Pastors who are worldly: extremely focussed on fashion, including those 

changing and acquiring clothes, vehicles, and houses at the expense of the 

kingdom work. 

The priesthood is supposed to be a sacrificial service, not by mouth but by practice.  

When you see a pastor trying to say, "Had it not been the ministry, I would have 

been like this or that, as a means to stir people to give money", watch out for the 

tendency to get back into slavery in 'Egypt' or the tendency to be 'fleshy' is strong.   

He needs to review his life and pray.  The true minister sees those ’fleshy’ things as 

rubbish.  In life, we do not boast of the things which are garbage. We see them as 

filthy.  We throw them away.  True ministers of God have thrown these things away.  

Ministers who still run after them are like children who need to be taught the basic 

                                                           
4 http//:wwwguinessworldrecords.com/contents_pagesrecord.asp?records=55387. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madonna_Louise_Ciccone
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things of Christ again.  The challenge with such ministers is that they are still leading 

the flock. They cause havoc in churches and society.  Eli's sons were still those who 

were offering the sacrifice of the Lord and performing the duties of the priest in the 

house of God.  They had the right to carry or touch the Ark of the Lord.  What a 

responsibility that the Lord has placed on ministers! How I wish all pastors would 

truly recognise the great responsibility that the Lord has placed on us. "We have an 

altar from which those who minister at the tabernacle have no right to 

eat" (Heb 13:10, NIV, emphasis mine). 

When we consider the book of Hebrews which said that we have no right to eat on 

the altar on which we serve, the writer had challenged his listeners to shun away 

from sexual immorality; love of money; strange teaching (teaching which satisfies 

people’s appetites); and ceremonial food (Heb 13:4-10). Pastors must be 

representatives of Christ on earth. 

Eli's sons were eating from the 'altar' of the Lord.  Yet, it was they who were to 

teach Samuel the art of priesthood.  How was Samuel going to make it through the 

depraved lives of Eli's sons?  Samuel got closer to the old man.    

3.3 Samuel Assisted the Elderly man Eli 

The moment the boy was left with the priest, he started serving the Lord, by 

assisting the High Priest (1 Sam 2:12, 3:1). The New Living Translation puts 2:12 

this way, "Then Elkanah returned home to Ramah without Samuel. And the boy 

served the Lord by assisting Eli the priest".  By serving Eli the priest, he was serving 

the Lord.  The Lord does not just call people out of the blue.  He calls those who 

have servants' hearts. 

Samuel got very close to Eli. Eli chose to bring Samuel to sleep closest to him than 

his children.  He was doing for Eli what Eli’s own sons would not do.  This is 

apparent in the sense that when the LORD called Samuel, his room was very close 

to Eli’s, to the point that Samuel thought the High Priest was calling him to run one 

of the errands he does for him.  He was still alert to serve Eli at night.  He did not 

pretend to be asleep while he was not. Sometimes people who stay with pastors' in 

their homes serve more than the children of the pastors. They take away all the 

blessings from the pastors' homes. They learn how to cook, serve visitors, maintain 

a house, and serve the Lord; they leave the house with such blessings.  While 

human beings are respecter of persons, God is no respecter of persons (Acts 10:34).  

He blesses all who call upon Him. 

You must serve if you want to be served.  Those who would ill like to follow the 

footsteps of leaders must follow them and assist them.  Once you follow a leader, 

you are learning things that are taught and catching things that cannot be taught.  

With things that are taught all who come to hear of them, learn of them. But with 

things that are caught, only those who follow and get closer catch them 
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unknowingly.  As leaders get along with others (both young and adults), they share 

their life stories and stories of their heroes—they share both good and bad 

moments; they share issues which they will not talk about officially or normally. 

These things come out during times of eating or conversations.  It is during these 

unguarded moments that protégés catch the spirits and principles of their mentors. 

Mentors' aims and visions in their lives come out clearly during such moments.  For 

example, it was during such private times with His disciples that Jesus asked His 

disciples about who people thought He was, and who they the disciples thought He 

was.  Then, after that He revealed to His disciples His main purpose for coming on 

earth (Matt 16:13-21). 

The little Samuel was constantly 'drinking' from Eli, the High Priest. He was getting 

things which Eli's own children could not get. He was 'drinking' from the old man.  It 

was during this period that the Lord called him. 

3.4 The Call of Samuel 

3.4 1 Available to the Lord 

During this period, supernatural encounters such as seeing visions of God, hearing 

his audible voice and having the ministration of angels were rare. God was desiring 

to raise up a prophet or prophets for the people—a person or people who could hear 

from and see the Lord.  God always desires to bless His people with all spiritual 

blessings, but He lacks people who are truly available–people who are prepared to 

pay the price.  Often the price is not just living a holy life, but living for the Lord. 

Living for the Lord includes sometimes standing alone against the populist ideas, 

loneliness (friends may shun you), saying the right thing at the right time, and 

rejecting worldly pleasures. Living for the Lord also includes allowing yourself 'to be 

ashamed' for Him such as not following fashionable things which all believe it is 

within the modern trend.  For example, a young woman who is living for the Lord 

will not dress up to expose her breast (cleavage) which others may consider as 

having self-confidence.  A young man who is living for the Lord will not have a girl -

friend and have sex with her. A pastor who is living for the Lord may not take fringe 

benefits, which other pastors may consider as their rights.  Paul who was living for 

the Lord had this to say: 

Don't we have the right to live in your homes and share your meals? 
5Don't we have the right to bring a Christian wife with us as the other 

disciples and the Lord's brothers do, and as Peter does? 6 Or is it only 

Barnabas and I who have to work to support ourselves?" (1 Cor 9:4-6). 

Yet I have never used any of these rights. And I am not writing this to 

suggest that I want to start now (1 Cor 9:15, NLT). 

If I were doing this on my own initiative, I would deserve payment. But 

I have no choice, for God has given me this sacred trust (1 Cor 9:17).  
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The little Samuel had chosen to live for the Lord.  He chose not to follow the ways of 

Eli's sons. Perhaps he heard Eli saying with his soft tone: 

"I have been hearing reports from all the people about the wicked 

things you are doing. Why do you keep sinning? 24 You must stop, my 

sons! The reports I hear among the Lord's people are not good. 25 If 

someone sins against another person, God can mediate for the guilty 

party. But if someone sins against the Lord, who can intercede?" But 

Eli's sons wouldn't listen to their father, for the Lord was already 

planning to put them to death (1 Sam 2:23-25, NLT). 

Samuel decided to listen to Eli the High priest rather than follow the evil examples of 

his sons. The Bible says, "But Samuel, though he was only a boy, served the Lord. 

He wore a linen garment like that of a priest" (1 Sam 2:18, NLT).  He was serving 

the Lord and living as a priest, putting on the dress of priests. 

3.4.2 God reveals Himself to Samuel 

Samuel was sleeping in one of the rooms in the temple where the Ark of the 

Covenant was and which was closer to Eli when suddenly he heard a voice like Eli 

calling him.5  The voice was so close to the voice of Eli that although God called 

three times, Samuel thought, on all three occasions, that Eli was the one calling him.  

God’s love overlooks our mistakes. Genuinely, Samuel thought it was Eli calling. The 

Lord will not bypass us when we make genuine mistakes.  He will repeat the call 

until our ears are open to him.  You can never run away from the call of God.  It is 

clear and repeated so many times that it becomes the passion of your life. 

What needs to be taken into consideration here is why the boy Samuel heard the 

voice of the LORD as the voice of Eli.  Eli had impacted his life. Eli was his mentor, 

therefore, he was hearing the voice of God as the voice of Eli.  If God calls you, 

what sort of voice will you hear? 

In Ghana, because Christianity came first through the Roman Catholic priests, the 

visions of God or Jesus that people often see is the type of the Roman Catholic 

priest wearing a white robe. God often reflects in the images of the mentors who 

train the protégés.  In times of crises, sometimes, I see the vision of some of the 

founding leaders encouraging me in the Lord.  Knowing your mentors is good 

because the Lord may use them in dreams and visions to speak to you or encourage 

                                                           
5 1 Sam 3:3 shows that the lamp of God had not gone out. What lamp light was he referring to? Was 

it the lamp in the Tabernacle or generally referring to the light of God in Israel.  The lamp of God in 

the Tabernacle was never to be extinguished or put off (Ex 27:21; Lev 24:1-4).  If the Tabernacle 

was meant here, it means they had changed the prescribed instruction to keep the lamp burning.  It 

was never to go off. 

However, the phrase "lamp of God" is also used to refer to hope (2 Sam 21:17; 1 Kings 11:36; 2 

Kings 8:19).  Yet since the sacrificial offering had changed, the doors had been made, it could be that 

the lamp here was referring to the lamp in the Tabernacle. 
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you in your life challenges.  However, God wants you to hear His voice within the 

voice of your mentors. This was what Samuel lacked.   

In presenting Samuel's call, the author of 1 Samuel adds that Samuel did not know 

the Lord (3:7).   

He had said a similar thing concerning the sons of Eli, but, for them, he said that 

because they were living in sin. "Now the sons of Eli were corrupt; they did not 

know the Lord" (1 Sam 2:12, NKJV).  However, when the author of 1 Samuel said 

the boy Samuel did not know the Lord, he was trying to say that the boy Samuel did 

not know that it was the Lord who was speaking, since the Lord had never spoken 

to him before (1 Sam 3:7).  Tradition says that Samuel was about twelve years old 

when this happened. 

3.4.3 The Need for Mentors 

I have been wondering why God failed to speak to Samuel directly by saying, 

"Samuel, I am the Lord your God.  It is not Eli who is calling you. Listen to me now".  

Many things could explain why the Lord did not take this approach.  For example:  

First, Samuel could have been afraid. He was a young boy.  He might still not have 

understood what was happening.   

Second, the Lord wants parents and adults to pass on their knowledge of Him to the 

younger generation.  When He created Adam and Eve, He told them to multiply.  

The Lord did not want to do the multiplication Himself.  He wanted Adam and Eve to 

do it.  The reason the Lord called Abraham as stipulated here is illuminating, "For, I 

have chosen him, so that he will direct his children and his household after him to 

keep the way of the Lord by doing what is right and just, so that the Lord will bring 

about for Abraham what he has promised him" (Gen 18:19, NIV). God always wants 

human beings to cooperate with Him to work.  He wants adults to pass on what they 

know to others.  Paul instructed Timothy, "And the things you have heard me say in 

the presence of many witnesses, entrust to reliable men who will also be qualified to 

teach others" (2 Tim 2:2-3, NIV).  It is the responsibility of adults to mentor children 

in the way of the Lord. 

Third, the Lord wanted Samuel to know that his obedience to Eli had yielded fruits.  

Eli was the High Priest who was teaching the ways of the Lord.  He knew the ways 

of the Lord but his children did not. Since God shows no partiality, whoever obeyed 

the High Priest would be blessed. He pronounced blessing on Hannah and she gave 

birth to Samuel.  Again, he pronounced blessing on Hannah and she gave birth to 

other children, "Before they returned home, Eli would bless Elkanah and his wife and 

say, "May the Lord give you other children to take the place of this one she gave to 

the Lord." 21 And the Lord gave Hannah three sons and two daughters. Meanwhile, 

Samuel grew up in the presence of the Lord"(1 Sam 2:20-21). 
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Fourth, the Lord wanted Samuel to know that hearing his voice did not mean that he 

did not need the training of Eli.  He still needed his mentoring.  Often, when people 

are granted some 'graces' of God, they think that they do not need the leaders 

again.  This is a great mistake.  The Lord still wanted Samuel to know the 

importance of submitting to the training of Eli. He needed not to follow the ways of 

Eli's sons who were disobedient to their father.  

Eli taught Samuel the right way to respond to the Lord, “Speak, LORD, for your 

servant hears" (1 Sam 3:9, ESV).  The term "LORD" here is Jehovah.  Thus, he 

taught Samuel that it was the God of their fathers, Jehovah, who was speaking to 

him. To say that "your servant hears" is to say that your servant is listening to put 

into practice what you will communicate to him.  Often, the Lord Jesus would tell his 

hearers,  "He who has ears, let him hear" (Matt 13:9, 43 ESV; cf. Rev 11:15; 13:9, 

43; Rev 2:7, 11, 17, 29; 3:6, 13, 22; 13:9).  Everybody has ears, but why "he who 

has ears".  The implication is that anyone who is willing to hear what He, the Lord, is 

saying should listen, obey and put His words into practice.  This is an indication that 

paying attention to what your master says is very important.  Eli taught Samuel the 

right way to respond to the LORD.  

Protégés, disciples and church members should always be ready to hear from their 

leaders. It is one thing to say, "Yes Sir" and another to truly submit to your master.   

Jesus says something about the Scribes and Pharisees that is very deep:  

Then Jesus said to the crowds and to his disciples, 2 "The teachers of 

religious law and the Pharisees are the official interpreters of the law of 

Moses. 3 So practice and obey whatever they tell you, but don't follow 

their example. For they don't practice what they teach (Matt 23:1-3, 

NLT). 

Jesus said to the crowds and to his disciples: 2 "The teachers of the law 

and the Pharisees sit in Moses' seat. 3 So you must obey them and do 

everything they tell you. But do not do what they do, for they do not 

practice what they preach (Matt 23:1-4, NIV). 

The Lord gave the Law to the Jews through Moses. The authority of interpreting the 

Law among the Jews had been delegated to the Scribes and Pharisees.  During the 

time of Jesus, the explanation of the Law was often done in the Synagogues and in 

the Temple.  The Scribes and Pharisees sat while expounding the Law, and rose 

when they read it. The Scribes and Pharisees "sitting in the seat of Moses" meant 

that they had been given the authority to teach the Law.  But they were not 

practising what they were preaching. 

I would have thought that Jesus would ask the people not to listen to the Scribes 

and Pharisees at all because He often condemned them for their external religiosity. 

However, He rather asked the people to obey whatever they were  taught from the 

word of God. Jesus is teaching us that we must listen to whatever is truly taught 

from the word of God, even by evil teachers or leaders, but we must not follow their 
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evil behaviour.   The reason is that God has set order and He respects it. He would, 

therefore, expect people to listen to His word even from the mouth of leaders and 

teachers who are hypocrites.  

You must take notice that Jesus might be saying that the people must obey 

whatever the Scribes and Pharisees said which was based on the word of God, but 

they must not obey the traditions and the man-made rules of the Pharisees.  This is 

plausible if you consider the fact that Jesus himself disobeyed the man-made rules 

of the Pharisees several times in the gospels (Matt 15:1-6; Mk 7:1-8; cf Eph 6:1).  In 

teaching children to obey their parents, Paul used the same principle, "Children, 

obey your parents in the Lord, for this is right" (Eph 6:1, NIV, emphasis mine).  

The principle of obeying "in the Lord" cuts across whenever the Christian is dealing 

with those in authority.  If people in authority do not know the Lord, they will throw 

people out of gear.  'Submission in the Lord' is the key. 

Samuel had been listening to Eli, who had been sitting on the seat of Moses, now he 

needed to listen to the one, in whose seat, Eli was seated—the LORD. 

3.4.4 The LORD Came and Stood 

Samuel had been placed in the right mood to receive from the Lord. Accordingly, 

"the LORD came and stood there, calling as at the other times, 'Samuel! Samuel!'" 

(1 Sam 3:10, NIV).  What does this mean, "the LORD came and stood there?" Was 

God really standing there?   

It seems Samuel might have seen a form before his eyes like some visible human 

shape or a glorious splendorous light which appears to him like God.  On the other 

hand, and more appropriately, he might have heard the voice as if it was 

approaching nearer and nearer, then at last, he could imagine that it stopped to 

approach him and felt the LORD was standing with him. It appears that this was a 

way of presenting the story as a real experience, later the book refers to the whole 

incident as a vision. 1 Samuel 3:15, "Samuel lay down until morning and then 

opened the doors of the house of the Lord. He was afraid to tell Eli the vision" (NIV).  

Furthermore, presenting the story this way shows that the revelation of God was an 

objectively real affair, and not a mere dream of Samuel's.  

On the one hand, the Lord is always calling people, but it is only those who are 

available who hear Him.  On the other hand, the Lord sometimes calls people for  

specific assignments and commissions them.  

3.4.5 Samuel’s Response 

In Samuel's response to the Lord, he left one of the words that Eli thought him and, 

of course, a very important word, that is, "LORD".  He rather said, "Speak, for Your 

servant hears", instead of "Speak, LORD, for your servant hears".  Why did he leave 

it? Some suggestions are made here: 
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Perhaps, he was afraid to mention the name "LORD" (JEHOVAH). Or, perhaps he 

was thinking that it could be the voice of another human being.  Perhaps, he was 

thinking that it was the voice of any other spirit. Or, perhaps he was being careful.  

Whatever the case might be, I think receiving such an experience is quite 

frightening.  Often people who receive such encounters begin to shiver and speak 

quickly.  It could be that in such a solemn moment Samuel was shivering, 

frightened, and forgot to say LORD.  

What Eli taught Samuel is how we must hear the LORD'S voice. We must pay 

attention to the Lord and allow Him to speak. Once we pay attention to Him, we will 

always hear His still small voice.  

The Lord spoke and it was clear (1 Sam 3:10-15). The message was the same 

message of doom concerning Eli's family that a man of God had presented to Eli 

already.  The message was too weighty to be given to a boy, but this was the LORD; 

He knew what He was doing.  Sometimes when adults fail, the Lord may use 

children.  But here, it could not be that God had not got any adult since He had 

already carried the message to Eli.  I think the Lord wanted to confirm to Eli and the 

people that He was raising a prophet for the nation—Samuel.  Since there are many 

voices in the world, the voice of God must be confirmed by what He has already said 

or by others who also have the Spirit of God.  Taking any word that comes from 

people without weighing them is unhealthy and quite dangerous.  

Samuel got up the following morning and did his old job of opening doors (1 Sam 

3:15). Having a revelation from the Lord does not make you a prophet at once.  

Samuel was wise and humble to keep on doing what he used to do until the Lord 

would bring to pass what He had destined for him.  People must not stop their 

schooling and jobs to do the work of God because they claim to have heard the 

voice of God. You need to continue to do what you do until the right time comes. 

3.4.6 Eli's Enquiry: The Point of No Mercy 

Eli was quite hasty to hear the message the Lord gave to Samuel.  Samuel could not 

tell Eli the message (1 Sam 3:15).   One of the greatest challenges of a leader or a 

prophet is to have an unwelcome message to divulge to those you love or respect.  

Samuel found it difficult but Eli was quite hasty to know (1 Sam 3:16). Why? 

Because he had already heard a message of doom.  It could be deduced from the 

message given to Samuel that Eli had prayed towards the first message that he 

heard. Perhaps he wanted to know if God had answered his prayer or plea for 

mercy.   In the first message which was given by a man of God, the Lord did not 

swear and did not say that sacrifice and offering could not atone for Eli's family (1 

Sam. 2:27-36).  But in the message to Samuel, the LORD emphasised that the 

iniquity could not be atoned for by sacrifice or offering. 

And I declare to him that I am about to punish his house forever, for 

the iniquity that he knew, because his sons were blaspheming God, and 
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he did not restrain them. 14 Therefore I swear to the house of Eli that 

the iniquity of Eli's house shall not be atoned for by sacrifice or offering 

forever" (1 Sam 3:13-14, ESV). 

The implication of "could not be atoned for by sacrifice or offering forever" is that Eli 

might have prayed about the issue. It appears that he thought prayer and offering 

could help, but the Lord said He had decreed and nothing could stop it.  

We must not get to the point of "shall not be atoned for".  We must not take God's 

grace for granted.  Once we know that the blood of Christ cleanses us, we may keep 

on sinning and expect that the blood will atone for us.  Moses got to a time when he 

prayed three times and the Lord said He had received enough from him. 

And I pleaded with the Lord at that time, saying, 24'O Lord God, you 

have only begun to show your servant your greatness and your mighty 

hand. For what god is there in heaven or on earth who can do such 

works and mighty acts as yours? 25Please let me go over and see the 

good land beyond the Jordan, that good hill country and Lebanon.' 26 

But the Lord was angry with me because of you and would not listen to 

me. And the Lord said to me, 'Enough from you; do not speak to me of 

this matter again. 27  Go up to the top of Pisgah and lift up your eyes 

westward and northward and southward and eastward, and look at it 

with your eyes, for you shall not go over this Jordan. 28 But charge 

Joshua, and encourage and strengthen him, for he shall go over at the 

head of this people, and he shall put them in possession of the land 

that you shall see'...(Deut 3:23-28, ESV). 

The author of the book Hebrews cites a word of caution to believers about reaching 

the point of no mercy. 

For if we go on sinning deliberately after receiving the knowledge of the 

truth, there no longer remains a sacrifice for sins, 27 but a fearful 

expectation of judgment, and a fury of fire that will consume the 

adversaries. 28Anyone who has set aside the law of Moses dies without 

mercy on the evidence of two or three witnesses. 29 How much worse 

punishment, do you think, will be deserved by the one who has 

spurned the Son of God, and has profaned the blood of the covenant by 

which he was sanctified, and has outraged the Spirit of grace? 30For we 

know him who said, "Vengeance is mine; I will repay." And again, "The 

Lord will judge his people." 31 It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands 

of the living God (Heb 10:26-31, ESV). 

This passage warns against wilful sin.  This exhortation is to believers, not 

unbelievers. Backsliding Christians begin to drift through neglect or carelessness. 

Often, they begin by committing a sin.  Then, they start to doubt the reality of the 

word of God. As they entertain doubts about the word of God, they continue to grow 

dull toward the reading, studying and hearing of the word.  Once these are going on 

in their lives, the next step is to continue by deliberately remaining in sin—they begin 

to find ways of justifying what they are doing.  Thomas Nelson’s definition of 

temptation is most appropriate for deliberate sin, “sin’s call to our basic needs and 
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desires to be satisfied in self-serving or perverted ways.  It is also a call to practice 

self-deception, finding ways to justify doing as we please, even though we know in 

our heart of hearts that it is wrong”.6Once people begin to deliberately sin, they also 

despise their spiritual heritage.  They begin to condemn spiritual things and see 

them as not important.  This is wilful sin.  This situation is similar to what the apostle 

John says in 1 John 1:4-10 

Everyone who makes a practice of sinning also practices lawlessness; 

sin is lawlessness. 5You know that he appeared to take away sins, and 

in him there is no sin. 6 No one who abides in him keeps on sinning; no 

one who keeps on sinning has either seen him or known him. 7 Little 

children, let no one deceive you. Whoever practices righteousness is 

righteous, as he is righteous. 8 Whoever makes a practice of sinning is 

of the devil, for the devil has been sinning from the beginning. The 

reason the Son of God appeared was to destroy the works of the devil. 
9 No one born of God makes a practice of sinning, for God's seed abides 

in him, and he cannot keep on sinning because he has been born of 

God. 10 By this it is evident who are the children of God, and who are 

the children of the devil: whoever does not practice righteousness is 

not of God, nor is the one who does not love his brother (ESV). 

The Christian will not deliberately break God's law. Christians sin, but what this 

passage is saying is that true Christians will not deliberately and repeatedly practise 

sin or disobey the Lord. The one who keeps on sinning does not abide in the Lord.  

The seed of God in the Christian will not allow him to keep on disobeying the Lord.  

The iniquity of Eli's family had gone to the extent that it "could not be atoned for by 

sacrifice or offering forever"; it is considered a deliberate sin.  His sons Hophni and 

Phinehas kept on blaspheming God.  They had not listened to their father, neither 

had they repented and yet they were the serving priests.  They were not going to be 

punished alone.  Their sin had affected Eli's family. Why, since Eli had not 

deliberately sinned? What was the sin of Eli? 

Eli's sin was that he honoured his sons more than God. He had been informed of 

what the children were doing.  He corrected his children but his sons slighted his 

correction (1 Sam 2:22-26).  What Eli should have done was to remove them from 

office, but he failed to do so because he loved them more than he loved the Lord.  

This was Eli's sin; he honoured the children more than he honoured the Lord.  If 

people abuse their office, whether they are your children, brothers or friends, they 

must be dealt with. 

Mentoring still needs dealing with people who disobey.  The sins of Eli’s sons could 

not be atoned for. When people are not ready to change, atonement does not work. 

                                                           
6Thomas Nelson, Inc. Word in Life Study Bible [computer file], electronic ed., Logos Library System. 

Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1997, c1996. 
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Compare the confession and forgiveness provided in the New Testament with that of 

the condition of Eli's family sin.   

 

If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and 

to cleanse us from all unrighteousness" (1 Jn 1:9, ESV).  

Let it be known to you therefore, brothers, that through this man 

forgiveness of sins is proclaimed to you, and by him everyone who 

believes is freed from everything 39from which you could not be freed 

by the law of Moses (Acts 13:38-39, ESV). 

With the Lord, once someone is willing to confess and change, He is willing to 

forgive.  Do not keep on sinning until you come to the point of not returning.  

Eli's children were not right before the people and the Lord.  They were not 

prepared to change.  They were snobbish to their own father, the High Priest.  Their 

punishment was to affect the whole of Eli's family.  We must not do things that will 

affect our entire family, the church and even the nation. Often the sin of one person 

can affect the entire family or church. 

3.4.7 Eli's Response 

Eli's response to the message was straight. "It is the LORD. Let him do what seems 

good to him" (1 Sam 3:18, ESV).  Was this the right response? I once heard a pastor 

preach that Eli should have prayed to God to avert this discipline.  He then referred 

to Hezekiah who prayed like that and had his death postponed (1 Kgs 20:1-6).  

Often, people say unnecessary prayer.  They think God is like a human being who 

can be manipulated.  In fact, it is not the shouting, the sweet words or even the 

persistence that can cause the Lord to answer prayers.  God answers prayers 

according to His own sovereign will. Therefore, prayer must be said according to the 

will of God.  In the case of Eli's family, the Lord had sworn and could not reverse it.  

This was not the time to pray to God to change His mind.  It was a time to submit to 

God's will. 

Eli did not doubt the words of Samuel.  Neither did he attempt to say that it was his 

own making or from another voice.  The reason is that he was already aware of it, 

for the Lord had spoken to him through a person who was addressed as "a man of 

God".  Before this man of God spoke to Eli, he himself was aware that what his 

children were doing could lead to such a consequence.  Examine what Eli told his 

sons, "If someone sins against a man, God will mediate for him, but if someone sins 

against the Lord, who can intercede for him?..." (1 Sam 2:25, ESV).  His own 

conscience had condemned him.  He saw his own unworthiness here.  He failed to 

do what he should have done. He knew he did not need to intercede for the 

reversing of the sentence, because God had ratified it with an oath. The Lord does 
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not repent of His oath.  He was, therefore, ready to humbly submit to the 

sovereignty of God. 

By saying that "it is the LORD, let Him do what is right before Him", he was saying 

that "I know the Lord is righteous in all his ways and holy in all his works.  May His 

will be done. I indeed bear the anger of the Lord, because I have sinned against 

him. I have not been able to do what I ought to have done".  This was an act of 

Godly submission.  Beloved in the Lord, this is a very difficult submission, yet we 

ought to submit ourselves under God's rebuke, and never to contend with the 

Supreme Being, the Almighty One.  The unfortunate thing is that at times, people 

know that they have fallen into sin, yet they will challenge disciplinary measures 

until they are completely caught in the net. We must be faithful to our consciences 

and the dealings of the Lord. 

Another lesson that is implicit in the story is the fact that Eli was already aware of 

the possible consequence of his sons’ sin through his personal knowledge of the 

Lord, before the man of God came to speak to him.  Again, before Samuel had the 

revelation and told him, Eli was aware of the impending judgment on his family. 

Often many people share some revelations with leaders and think that they are new.  

Some try to impose their understanding or interpretation of a revelation on the 

leaders.  In most cases, the Lord confirms what He has already given to leaders 

through others.  The Lord has many ways of speaking to His people.  He might have 

already spoken to the leader through the leader's knowledge of the Lord and His 

word, impressions, dreams, word of knowledge, or word of wisdom.  People must 

not force revelations upon others.  Everybody is responsible for hearing the voice of 

God for himself. You should not allow someone to force you to accept a revelation or 

the meaning of a revelation.   

There is a story in the Old Testament where a young prophet was sent by the Lord.  

The instruction was that he should not eat or drink in the mission.  Another older 

prophet claimed that an angel had spoken to him and reversed the instructions 

which the Lord had already given to the young prophet.  When he followed the older 

prophet, he was killed on the way (1 Kgs 13:13-34).   One of the greatest lessons to 

be learnt here is that you must never allow someone to force what he thinks is the 

voice of God on you. You should neither let someone determine God's will for you. 

You are responsible to hear the voice of God yourself and obey.  You cannot blame a 

prophet, a prophetess, a pastor or any other person.  Lazy Christians are those who 

are often deceived.  You must hear God yourself in the New Testament.  

For all who are led by the Spirit of God are sons of God (Rom 8:14, 

ESV). 

But you have been anointed by the Holy One, and you all have 

knowledge (1 Jn 2:20, ESV). 
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I write these things to you about those who are trying to deceive you. 
27But the anointing that you received from him abides in you, and you 

have no need that anyone should teach you. But as his anointing 

teaches you about everything—and is true and is no lie, just as it has 

taught you—abide in him (1 Jn 2:26-27, ESV). 

 

I still have many things to say to you, but you cannot bear them now.  
13 When the Spirit of truth comes, he will guide you into all the truth, 

for he will not speak on his own authority, but whatever he hears he 

will speak, and he will declare to you the things that are to come (John 

16:12-13, ESV). 

You need not allow anyone to teach you something that takes you away from the 

gospel. There is no secret outside of the gospel.  

These passages are not suggesting that Christians do not need anyone to teach 

them the word of God. That could not be possible, since the ministry gifts in 

Ephesians are given to equip the saints for the work of the ministry (Eph 4:12).  

These passages are rather encouraging Christians to know that the presence of the 

Holy Spirit in them is to guide them to know the truth themselves (Jn 16:13). They 

should not depend on people who claim to have received special revelations from 

the Lord and deceive people who are gullible.  The Christian who is right with the 

Lord, reads his Bible and prays always as led by the Spirit.  He should not allow 

anyone to deceive him with any so-called special revelation. He must be convinced 

that the Lord is speaking to him. 

Eli also did not underrate the fact that Samuel was young but He believed that the 

Lord had spoken through him.  He was able to discern earlier that the Lord wanted 

to speak to Samuel, although he was young. Adults must accept the fact that the 

Lord can also use children and the youth in the ministry.  Adults need to train 

children and the youth in spiritual things.  In most cases, God begins to deal with 

people when they are young. The Lord was raising a prophet in the life of the boy 

Samuel. 

3.5 The Evidence of 'Prophetism' in the Life of Samuel 

When the Lord is working in people, others see it.  Good servants of the Lords such 

as apostles, prophets, evangelists and teachers are not made out of the blue. The 

Lord prepares them in chambers.  These people avail themselves to God behind the 

scenes before God brings them out. People begin to see the hand of God in their 

lives. There were outstanding things in the life of Samuel which showed that the 

Lord was making him a prophet (1 Sam 3: 19-21). 
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3.5.1 The Presence of God: The Lord was with Him (19a; cf 2:21) 

The Lord was with him. When Apostle Michael Ntumy was elected the Chairman of 

The Church of Pentecost, I was studying in the United Kingdom.  I had earlier 

requested prayers for The Church of Pentecost as the General Council approached, 

and a new chairman was going to be elected.  After the election, I mentioned to one 

of the elderly persons to whom I had requested prayer that a young man had been 

elected the Chairman of the Church, and indeed the Lord was with him.  He said that 

if the Lord was not with him, he could not have been elected.   

People witness the hand of God in others' lives.  Once when we had gone to La Cote 

D'Ivoire for a national retreat for the officers of The Church of Pentecost, the then 

Chairman of the Church, Prophet M. K. Yeboah, spoke to my hearing that he 

strongly felt the Lord would hand over the francophone countries of the Church to 

Apostle M K Ntumy; this was the time when Apostle Ntumy was the National Head of 

the Church in La Cote D'Ivoire.  Perhaps, he was prophesying of the leadership 

mantle that was to fall on his servant.  People were aware of the hand of God in the 

life of Apostle Ntumy. 

There was evidence in the life of Samuel that the Lord was with him; the people 

knew of it. 

3.5.2 Fulfilment of his Words: None of his Words Fell to the Ground (19b) 

The emphasis in 1 Samuel 3:19 is very important. The Lord let none of his words fall 

to the ground. God speaks to the prophet and through him. Once God has spoken 

through him, He will fulfil what He has said. But the statement here is suggesting 

that not only did God fulfil His word through Samuel, but the Lord did not allow what 

Samuel had said by himself to fall to the ground. This is to say that even God 

fulfilled what Samuel spoke out of his own mind, without any direct instruction from 

the Lord.  This is wonderful.  God had honoured him and 'respected' him. This was 

an aspect of Samuel's ministry which was later to be seen clearly in his life.  For 

example, when Samuel was giving his farewell message to the people of Israel, he 

said he would pray for the Lord to send rains: 

Now then, stand still and see this great thing the Lord is about to do 

before your eyes! 17 Is it not wheat harvest now? I will call upon the 

Lord to send thunder and rain. And you will realize what an evil thing 

you did in the eyes of the Lord when you asked for a king." 18 Then 

Samuel called upon the Lord, and that same day the Lord sent thunder 

and rain. So all the people stood in awe of the Lord and of Samuel (1 

Sam 12:16-18 NIV).   

God had not asked him to pray for rain, but he requested the Lord to do that, and it 

did rain.  The Lord did not allow any of his words to fall to the ground. 
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3.5.3 Evident to People: People Knew God was Raising him a Prophet (20; 4:1) 

The people knew that God was raising a prophet in Samuel.  His ministry was felt by 

the entire nation.  It is the Lord who raises a prophet or an apostle.  We do not 

manufacture prophets or apostles. Once God is raising a person or raises a person, 

people see it.  When there is pressure to confer one, the wrong one may be called.  

People see those who are prophets. The young man Amaniampong prophesied in 

Kumasi during a visit of the then Chairman of the Church, Apostle James McKeown.  

He recognised that the Lord was raising a prophet for the church.  He called him and 

told him, among other things, that he had confirmed his message, and wished many 

prophecies would toe that line.   

 

 

3.5.4 Constant Revelation from the Lord: The Lord Appeared to him Again (21) 

The Lord speaks to Christians.  Some of the purposes of the Holy Spirit are to lead 

and direct the Christian.  Yet when it comes to the prophetic office, the Lord 

continues to reveal Himself to the person.  It is not only a once for all experience.  

He becomes the spokesperson of God and a seer.  The term 'seer' comes from the 

verb see; a seer is a person who sees and tells.  The Lord revealed himself again to 

Samuel. 

Before the emergence of Samuel, it was said that there was no open vision.  The 

Lord was seeking a person he could trust and endow with the grace of open vision. 

The Lord will do more for His people if He can find Christians who are available to be 

set apart for Him.  The challenge that the Lord has is the non-availability of people. 

He wants people who will sing His voice, and will not use the gift for money and 

fame. 

Later, Samuel was addressed as a seer, a person who was favoured with visions 

from God (1 Sam 9:11, cf. 9:9).  The Lord kept on revealing things to him (1 Sam 

9:15-17).  Examining the way the Lord directed him to call Saul as a king shows how 

clear his vision was.  He was aware that Saul was looking for his father's donkeys; 

he was sure that the donkeys had been found; he was sure that the Lord had called 

him to be king over Israel; he had kept part of the cooked meat for him; and he was 

sure that he would meet a group of prophets and the Spirit would fall upon him (1 

Sam 9:15-27; 10:1-8).   

Samuel was also recognised as a prophet, a person whose message sprung up, or 

bubbled up from the Lord.  He was the person of the Lord.  The prophetic office is a 

call.  The person must be sure of his call.  He must be sure of the presence of God 

in his life.  He can confidently pray for people for response (Sam 7:5, 9).  God 

communicates with him. Samuel was often praying to God and the Lord was 
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responding.  The communication between him and the Lord towards the institution 

of kingship was strong (1 Sam 8:6-9, 21-22).  

All that has been said give evidence to the fact that God raises individuals who are 

available to serve His people.  He does not do these in chambers but enables people 

witness His hand on others. The Lord prepared Samuel as a prophet to serve the 

people of Israel.  

4.0 WHAT ARE THE HINDERANCES TO HEARING FROM THE LORD 

The story of Eli and Samuel shows that the Lord always speaks but people do not 

hear.  The Lord spoke to Eli through Eli's knowledge of him, but he did not take it.  

He spoke to him through the man of God and then finally through Samuel.  God 

spoke to Eli’s sons through their father but they failed to listen until their death.  

What are the hindrances to hearing the voice of the Lord? 

4.1 Ignorance 

From Samuel’s experience, we realise that ignorance can cause defect in hearing the 

voice of the Lord.  Ignorance, it is said, is a disease, and Plato, one of the greatest 

philosophers, added, "it is the greatest disease".7  But the worse thing is that people 

who are ignorant do not know. They think they are wise, and will not listen to 

others. The wise, however, know that they are limited in many ways and seek the 

counsel of the multitude.  This is why someone has said that "ignorance is the curse 

of God, knowledge the wing wherewith we fly to heaven".8  The Almighty One was 

speaking to Samuel but he thought it was Eli who was calling him.  This shows that 

we need to read and study to understand how God speaks to people. Hearing the 

voice of God once is not enough.  Once you are able to avail yourself through the 

study of God, His word and His creation, you make yourself available to be used by 

Him in many ways.  Samuel was to address these shortfalls later in his life, by 

mentoring a group of prophets (1 Sam 10:5).     

Ignorance can limit the way the Lord would like to use you. Peter was given the keys 

to the doors of heaven and earth, but the works of Paul appear more numerous than 

those of Peter. Paul used his scholarship to write about half, thirteen out of the 

twenty-seven New Testament books, to benefit the Church.  Most of the missionary 

journeys of the New Testament was done by Paul.  He was able to minister to both 

the Jews and the Greeks. 

Paul emphatically declares, "Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman 

that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth" (2 Tim 2:15, 

KJV).  Don't limit yourself with ignorance. Continue to know God and His word more 

through studying. 

                                                           
7http://www.hermes-press.com/ignorance.htm, accessed 10 October 2015. 
8http://creatingminds.org/quotes/ignorance.htm, accessed 10 October 2015 
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4.2 The Pressure of the People 

Later in the book of Samuel, we realise that after Saul had been appointed by the 

Lord through Samuel to be a king, the pressure of the people caused him to disobey 

the voice of the Lord (1 Sam 13:6-10). Samuel had told him to wait for him to offer 

the sacrifice, but the pressure from the people caused him to offer the sacrifice.  

When people are giving us pressure we may decide to act without waiting for the 

voice of God. Once people are pushing you for an action, you may hear the voices of 

the masses and prophesy, or prophesy through a charged atmosphere. That will not 

come from the Lord. 

The masses can cause leaders to respond to them instead of listening to the Lord. It 

is very important for every leader or Christian to know when God is speaking and 

when people are putting pressure on them. Listening to God brings relief and lasting 

peace.  Listening to human beings may bring temporary relief but may ultimately 

lead to disaster in future. 

4.3 Sin 

Sin is a vice that keeps people from hearing the voice of God.  The two sons of Eli 

kept on disobeying the Lord and so they could not hear Him.  They continued to sin, 

and rejected the warnings from their father until the Lord decided to take their lives.  

Once you continue to live in sin, even sacrifice cannot atone for your sins. The Lord 

requires obedience more than sacrifice. Samuel rightly told Saul:  

...Has the Lord as great delight in burnt offerings and sacrifices, As in 

obeying the voice of the Lord? Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice, 

And to heed than the fat of rams. 23 For rebellion is as the sin of 

witchcraft, And stubbornness is as iniquity and idolatry.  Because you 

have rejected the word of the Lord, He also has rejected you from 

being king (1 Sam 15:22-23, NKJV). 

Obedience to the Lord is more important than 'all night prayers', sacrifice, praise and 

worship.  What the Lord requires of us and for us is to obey. You may pray and pray 

but if there is no obedience to the word of God, the Lord will not hear you.  You 

must hear God before He hears you.   

Once you live in sin, you will not hear the voice of God.  Sin opens the chance for 

the devil to accuse you. The devil will continue to accuse you and distort the voice of 

God in your life. The dreams and visions you see may stem from the sins you have 

committed and get you so complicated that you will not know the difference 

between the voice of God and the voice of the devil.  You must come out of any 

known sin if you want to hear the voice of God daily. 

 

4.4 Immediate Answer 
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Sometimes we want an answer without paying the price. We want an answer now.  

We need to wait for the Lord's timing.  While Samuel had asked Saul to wait, the 

people wanted an immediate action (1 Sam 13:7-8).  It is always better to hear from 

God before taking an important step. Sometimes, it takes a few minutes, other times 

too, days, months or years.  It took the prophet Jeremiah ten days before he heard 

from the Lord, when he was approached by his people (Jer 42:1-7).  Wait until you 

hear from Him.  A move without him is catastrophic.  

The other side of demanding an 'immediate answer' is being too expectant.  The 

Lord must speak! We must hear Him! Hearing from the Lord does not only come 

from prophecy.  Prophecy is only one of the avenues.  Putting too much pressure on 

people to prophesy may cause them to bring us a human message.  Samuel was not 

expecting to hear from the Lord, yet God revealed Himself to him.  In the ancient 

world, people had to sleep in the temples of deities for what they called incubation.  

In such situations, they were expecting the deities to brood over them with 

messages.  Samuel was not doing so; the Lord spoke to him in His own timing and it 

was at night. 

4.5 Having a Determined Result Already 

Often people have in mind what they want to hear.  Once you condition your mind 

of the type of result you want from the Lord, you may not hear Him speak, or your 

mind will speak to you.  Even Samuel nearly made such a mistake. When the people 

asked for a king, Samuel thought the Lord would say 'no', and found it difficult to 

accept the answer 'yes' (1 Sam 8:4-7, 19-22).   

Furthermore, later, in the life of Samuel, when the Lord sent him to anoint one of 

the sons of Jesse, he nearly anointed the wrong one (1 Sam 16:6-7). You must 

come to the Lord with an open heart, ready to obey Him. 

I think this is one of the greatest hindrances to hearing the voice of the Lord. Often 

many people, in a way, have the answer already, and anything less than that will not 

be taken as from the Lord. A typical example is the case of Ahab in the book of 1 

Kings 22:1-26 (see also 2 Chr 18:1-34).  He wanted to hear only the message of 'yes 

to war' from the prophets, and this they confirmed for him.  When the prophet of 

the Lord, Micaiah, was brought in, and his message was different from those of the 

false prophets, the king could not accept it; Micaiah even had a slap on the cheek 

and eventually put into prison. But Micaiah's message proved right.   

If you have a predetermined answer, you may not hear the voice of the Lord.  This 

does not mean that we must not use our minds to reason.  We need to think and 

use the sanctified common sense.  The Lord wants us to use our reasoning ability. 

But we should not ask the Lord to speak on an issue whose answer we have already 

determined. We must be open for His voice.  Being open to His voice does not mean 
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that someone is instructing you of what to do, but being ready to accept what the 

Lord will firmly give to you within your inner being. 

5.0 HEARING FROM THE LORD IMPACTS GENERATIONS 

5.1 Assumption of Leadership Position 

When Eli and his sons died, it seemed nobody took leadership position until Samuel 

re-appeared.  As a boy of about twelve years, it appeared Samuel left Shiloh where 

Eli lived to his home town Rama, where he (Eli) died.  This is possible if it is taken 

into consideration that the Ark was captured and later when it was returned, it was 

settled at Kiriath Jearim (1 Sam 7:1).  In Kiraith Jearim too, Eleazar the son of 

Abinadab was consecrated to take charge of it.  We are not very sure whether 

Abinadab was from the tribe of Levi. Later, when Samuel reappeared he was 

operating from Rama.  Rama became his headquarters (1 Sam 7:15-17; 15:34, 

16:13). 

Samuel's father, Elkanah, was said to be an Ephraimite, who came from the town 

called Rama (I Sam 1: 1-2). Thus, Samuel was an Ephraimite, who came from 

Rama. However, in the genealogy presented at 1 Chronicles 6:16, 22-27, Elkanah, 

the father of Samuel, was mentioned as a descendant from Kohath.  Kohath was the 

tribe of Levi that was responsible for carrying the most holy articles in the 

Tabernacle including the Ark of the Covenant (Num 3:27-32).  In the distribution of 

the land to the people of Israel, the Levites were not given special land as 

inheritance, but were allocated some towns to occupy.  Joshua 21:4-5, 20 indicates 

that the rest of the Kohathites clan of the Levites were allotted towns in Ephraim.9  

This brings to the fore the possibility that Samuel's father, Elkanah, was a Levite 

whose true lineage was almost lost. 1 Samuel did not make a hint of this at all.  Yet, 

through Elkanah's commitment to the Lord, He (the Lord) brought him in and 

assigned his son, Samuel, the right kind of job that he had prescribed for them.  The 

greatest lesson that we can pick up here is that whatever a person loses in life, be it 

money, property, position, or greatness, once that person commits himself to the 

Lord, He (the Lord) will restore it at the right time (cf. Mk 10:29-31). 

Coming back to Samuel's leadership, he did not take it by himself.  It came up 

through a natural way. When Eli and his sons died, no one was emerging as a 

leader.  Often we can see a leader among leaders.  But since nobody was emerging 

as a leader, naturally the mantle fell on Samuel as he had emerged as the prophet 

of God.   

It was later found out that it was Ahijah, the grandson of Eli, who was the High 

Priest wearing the Ephod. He was a son of Ichabod's brother Ahitub son of Phinehas, 

the son of Eli (1 Sam 14:2-3, 18).  Yet, Samuel, it is observed, led Israel as a judge 

throughout his life (1 Sam 7:15).  He also functioned as a priest where he could 

                                                           
9 The texts cited show that others towns in Judah, Simeon and Benjamin were also given to Kohathites. 
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offer sacrifices to God (1 Sam 7:10; 16:3).  In addition, he led the nation in its 

battles and through him, Israel subdued the Philistines. He steered the affairs of the 

nation so as to bring peace between the Israelites and the Ammonites (1 Sam 7:13-

17).  

5.2 Bringing the Nation to Repentance 

One of the things that separates a true prophet from others is the message of 

repentance.  The true prophet calls people to follow the Lord.  When Eli and his sons 

died, Samuel assumed leadership. He called the people of Israel to repentance and 

admonished them to throw away their foreign gods:  

It was a long time, twenty years in all, that the ark remained at Kiriath 

Jearim, and all the people of Israel mourned and sought after the Lord. 

3And Samuel said to the whole house of Israel, "If you are returning to 

the Lord with all your hearts, then rid yourselves of the foreign gods 

and the Ashtoreths and commit yourselves to the Lord and serve him 

only, and he will deliver you out of the hand of the Philistines"(1 Sam 

7:2-4, NIV). 

Prophetic office is not only about having visions. Rather, it is entering into the 

council of the Lord and proclaiming what goes on there.  The prophet knows and 

understands the mind of God.  He, therefore, directs people to follow the Lord and 

shun evil.  The prophet speaks to social evil and he does it with such a passion that 

he becomes a worry in the lives of the people. He continues to condemn what is evil 

in society and urges people to come out of it. By so doing, he serves his society. 

5.3 Institution of the Kingship 

Samuel was the one who established the monarchy for the people (1 Sam 8).  It 

must be said that in the eyes of Samuel, the request for a king represented the 

people's refusal to be ruled by the Lord in favour of a human ruler.  This tendency 

posed a challenge for the first king until he was rejected by the Lord and another 

person, David, was chosen. Nevertheless, the institution of a monarchy was to give 

them a permanent human leader who would lead them in their battles and steer the 

national affairs on earth as he, Samuel, was doing on earth.  The role of Samuel as 

the one who anointed both the first and the second kings was to impact generation. 

5.4 Strengthening of the Prophetic Office 

Samuel established a school of prophets.  Samuel directed Saul to Gibeah, where 

there was a procession of prophets, “After that you will go to Gibeah of God, where 

there is a Philistine outpost. As you approach the town, you will meet a procession 

of prophets coming down from the high place with lyres, tambourines, flutes and 

harps being played before them, and they will be prophesying" (1 Sam 10:5 NIV). 

Based on this, some people think Samuel established the so-called school of the 

prophets, or what is referred to as the sons of the prophets, or the company of 
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prophets.  This assumption becomes a possibility if it is taken into consideration that 

in 1 Samuel 19: 20, Samuel was the head of some prophets who were prophesying.  

Perhaps, Samuel's experience with Eli caused him to establish such a school.  He 

realised that ignorance could be a hindrance to hearing from God. 

The school was still very strong in the time of Elijah and Elisha (2 Kgs 2:3, 5; 4:1, 

38; 6:1; 9:1; 1 Kgs 20:35).  It appears that during this time, there were two schools, 

one at Bethel and the other at Jericho (2 Kgs 2:3, 5).  

It was thought that in the school of the prophets, the subjects which were taught 

included knowledge of the Law and Psalmody, with instrumental music, which is 

associated with 'prophesying'.  That there was training alongside the school of the 

prophets is clear in 1 Chronicles.  

 

David, together with the commanders of the army, set apart some of 

the sons of Asaph, Heman and Jeduthun for the ministry of 

prophesying, accompanied by harps, lyres and cymbals. Here is the list 

of the men who performed this service (1 Chron 25:1 NIV). 

Along with their relatives — all of them trained and skilled in music for 

the Lord-they numbered 288. 8Young and old alike, teacher as well as 

student, cast lots for their duties. (1 Chron 25:7-8, NIV). 

Thus training and music went along with the training of the sons of the prophets. 

Elisha, for example, requested a musician to play for him, and then as he played, the 

hand of the Lord came upon him and he prophesied (2 Kgs 3:15). 

Through this group of prophets, the prophetic office continued for a very long time 

in the Old Testament. In the books of Samuel, there were two other prophets who 

became prominent. They were Gad (1 Sam 22:5; 2 Sam 24:11) and Nathan (2 Sam 

7:2ff; 12:1ff). Both became helpful to King David in his life and kingship.  Elisha 

often interacted with some of the sons of the prophets.  It was one of the wives of 

the sons of the prophets who appealed to Elisha that the husband had died and left 

her debts to deal with. Accordingly, the Lord used Elisha to perform the miracle of 

multiplication to settle her debts (1 Kgs 4:1-7).  Furthermore, it was one of the sons 

of the prophets whose borrowed axe got into a river, of which the Lord used Elijah 

to perform the miracle of the floating iron to bring it back (1 Kgs 6:1-7).  Samuel 

influenced his generation through this school. 

6.0 PROPHETS AND THE NEW TESTAMENT 

6.1 School of the Prophets: Foreshadow of the Spirit in the New 

Testament 

The school of the prophets can be seen as a foreshadow of the outpouring of the 

Spirit in the New Testament.  In the school of the prophets, 'all members' were to 
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prophesy.  Some of their predictions are seen in the Bible, such as the taking up of 

Elijah to heaven by the two different groups, was genuine. The messengers sent by 

Saul were able to prophesy (1 Sam 19:20-23).  If the school established could cause 

the participants to prophesy and even the messengers sent by Saul could also 

prophesy (1 Sam 19:20-22), it was possible for the Spirit of God to fall on all flesh 

for all to prophesy.  

6.2 Joel’s Prophecy 

Accordingly, Joel speaks of a time to come when God would pour out His Spirit on all 

people which would result in all people hearing from God.  "And afterward, I will 

pour out my Spirit on all people. Your sons and daughters will prophesy, your old 

men will dream dreams, your young men will see visions. 29Even on my servants, 

both men and women, I will pour out my Spirit in those day" (Joel 2:28-29, NIV).  

Joel shows clearly that the outcome of the outpouring of God's Spirit on people is for 

them to prophesy, dream dreams and see visions. That is, all people will hear from 

God.  

Peter understands the day of Pentecost as the fulfilment of this prophecy when he 

relates the outpouring of the Spirit on the day of Pentecost as the fulfilment of Joel's 

prophecy.  That Pentecost marks the beginning of the new covenant which has not 

been a problem for biblical scholars, but what has been a problem is the nature of 

the outpouring and its significance for the New Testament saints.  Many 

Pentecostals assume that the outpouring of the Spirit is the baptism of the Holy 

Spirit with speaking in tongues as the initial evidence.  However, other scholars have 

insisted that the Pentecostal Spirit in Acts is the Spirit of Prophecy prophesied by 

Joel.  Prophecy is understood in this sense as an utterance given by God and 

spontaneously uttered by the person.  Paul shows that every believer can prophesy 

(1 Cor 14: 5, 24-25, 30-31). This is what is called 'the prophethood of all believers'.  

The instructions that Paul gives in 1 Corinthians 14:5, 24-31 show that the gift of 

prophecy is potentially available to all believers against the notion that it was limited 

to a group of people who were known as prophets.   

However, the New Testament also clearly shows that people possess varied gifts (1 

Cor. 12:4-12, 28; Rom. 12:6; Eph.2:20; Eph 4:11; Acts 13:1; Acts 21:9-11).  The 

implication is that whereas there is the potential for all to prophesy, all may not 

prophesy but will manifest other gifts.  It is clear from Acts that while all could 

prophesy, and others could be termed as having the gift to prophecy (Acts 19:9), 

yet others were known as prophets.  The 'prophets' group included Barnabas, 

Simeon, Lucius of Cyrene, Manaen, Saul and Agabus (Acts 13:1; Acts 19:10). 

Ephesians specially mentions 'prophecy’ as one of the ministry gifts.  Thus, whereas 

the New Testament speaks of the prophethood of all believers, it does not rule out 

the possibility of some operating as prophets.  
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Our concern in this study, however, is that once the Spirit falls upon all, all have the 

right to hear from God and obey Him.  Ezekiel puts it this way, "And I will give you a 

new heart, and a new spirit I will put within you. And I will remove the heart of 

stone from your flesh and give you a heart of flesh. 27 And I will put my Spirit within 

you, and cause you to walk in my statutes and be careful to obey my rules" (Ezek 

36:26-28, ESV).  Hearing from God is not limited to prophecy.  The Holy Spirit who 

dwells in every believer speaks to the believer in many ways, such as in dreams, 

visions, inner voice, observation and the Bible. He guides the believer on a daily 

basis (Jn 16:12-13). 

 

 

 

 

7.0 PROPHETIC FLAWS 

7.1 Tendency to hold on to one's view 

There is the tendency to hold on to one's own view without allowing the Lord to take 

his own way. Samuel almost made this mistake when the people asked for a king. 

He thought the Lord should not give them a king.  He was still holding on to his view 

when the Lord had already spoken (1 Sam 8:6-9, 18-22). 

6But when they said, "Give us a king to lead us," this displeased 

Samuel; so he prayed to the Lord. 7 And the Lord told him: "Listen to all 

that the people are saying to you; it is not you they have rejected, but 

they have rejected me as their king. 8 As they have done from the day I 

brought them up out of Egypt until this day, forsaking me and serving 

other gods, so they are doing to you. 9 Now listen to them; but warn 

them solemnly and let them know what the king who will reign over 

them will do."  

18 When that day comes, you will cry out for relief from the king you 

have chosen, and the Lord will not answer you in that day." 19 But the 

people refused to listen to Samuel. "No!" they said. "We want a king 

over us. 20 Then we will be like all the other nations, with a king to lead 

us and to go out before us and fight our battles"  21 When Samuel 

heard all that the people said, he repeated it before the Lord. 22 The 

Lord answered, "Listen to them and give them a king" ... (1 Sam 8:18-

22 (NIV). 

Here, it appeared that Samuel was trying to convince the people to stop asking for a 

king, but the Lord had already said he had agreed.  It appeared that Samuel was 

speaking on behalf of God, but 1 Samuel 12:1-3 betrays his intension; he was 

thinking of his sons.  
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Samuel said to all Israel, "I have listened to everything you said to me 

and have set a king over you. 2 Now you have a king as your leader. As 

for me, I am old and gray, and my sons are here with you. I have 

been your leader from my youth until this day. 3 Here I stand. Testify 

against me in the presence of the Lord and his anointed. Whose ox 

have I taken? Whose donkey have I taken? Whom have I cheated? 

Whom have I oppressed? From whose hand have I accepted a bribe to 

make me shut my eyes? If I have done any of these, I will make it 

right" (1 Sam 12:1-3, NIV, emphasis mine). 

Samuel was saying he had listened to them and given them a king.  He had not 

cheated them in any way, but why did he have to bring his sons. His sons were 

corrupt (1 Sam 8:1-2). They were not living the way of the Lord as Samuel was. Yet 

bringing them here means Samuel had wanted his sons to have been chosen as 

leaders. He was still not happy about the choice of the people whereas his own 

children too were not right before God.   

Once a prophet holds on to his view or holds something against another person, it is 

very possible that he will prophesy according to what is in him.  Negative thoughts 

about a person, jealousy, or anger can all lead prophets to prophesy against a 

person.  Once you have insight into any issue, behaviour of or a characteristic trait 

of a person, don't use it to prophesy.  What you need to do is to speak to it. In other 

words, share your mind on the issue with the right person. Prophesying into it is 

trying to use prophecy to control the situation.  This is manipulation; this will be 

picked up in the next point. 

The reliable prophet is the one who is able to empty himself from all his personal 

views and accept whatever the Lord tells him and carry on with his ministry. 

7.2 Using Prophecy to Control or Manipulate  

Linked with the tendency to hold on to one's view is using prophesy to manipulate.  

Samuel had earlier told Saul to wait for him at Gilgal to offer sacrifice.  This might 

have taken place already (1 Sam 10:8; cf. 11:14), then two years later when the 

people were going to war, the unfortunate thing happened.  Instead of Saul waiting 

for Samuel to come to offer the sacrifice, he did it himself as pressure was mounted 

on him (Cf 1 Sam 13:1-4).  

6When the men of Israel saw that they were in trouble (for the people 

were hard pressed), the people hid themselves in caves and in holes 

and in rocks and in tombs and in cisterns,  7 and some Hebrews crossed 

the fords of the Jordan to the land of Gad and Gilead. Saul was still at 

Gilgal, and all the people followed him trembling. 8 He waited seven 

days, the time appointed by Samuel. But Samuel did not come to Gilgal, 

and the people were scattering from him. 9 So Saul said, "Bring the 

burnt offering here to me, and the peace offerings." And he offered the 

burnt offering. 10As soon as he had finished offering the burnt offering, 

behold, Samuel came. And Saul went out to meet him and greet him. 11 
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Samuel said, "What have you done?" And Saul said, "When I saw that 

the people were scattering from me, and that you did not come within 

the days appointed, and that the Philistines had mustered at Michmash, 
12 I said, 'Now the Philistines will come down against me at Gilgal, and I 

have not sought the favor of the Lord.' So I forced myself, and offered 

the burnt offering." 13 And Samuel said to Saul, "You have done 

foolishly. You have not kept the command of the Lord your God, with 

which he commanded you. For then the Lord would have established 

your kingdom over Israel forever. 14 But now your kingdom shall not 

continue. The Lord has sought out a man after his own heart, and the 

Lord has commanded him to be prince over his people, because you 

have not kept what the Lord commanded you." 15 And Samuel arose 

and went up from Gilgal. The rest of the people went up after Saul to 

meet the army; they went up from Gilgal to Gibeah of Benjamin (1 Sam 

13:6-15, ESV). 

Samuel had told Saul to wait for seven days.  Saul waited until the seven days 

Samuel promised had passed.  Meanwhile, in the Old Testament, the Lord had 

instructed the priest that whenever the people were going to war, the priest should 

go ahead to encourage the people.  

When you are about to go into battle, the priest shall come forward and 

address the army.  3 He shall say: "Hear, O Israel, today you are going 

into battle against your enemies. Do not be fainthearted or afraid; do 

not be terrified or give way to panic before them. 4 For the Lord your 

God is the one who goes with you to fight for you against your enemies 

to give you victory" (Deut 20:2-4 NIV). 

Such instructions were to strengthen the people and reinforce the command of the 

Lord for the people not to be afraid because His presence was with His own.  Here, 

the priest waited until the people started leaving the battle ground before coming.  

As if Samuel had trapped Saul, he just came in at the time when Saul had offered 

the sacrifice.  Then, when he saw what Saul had done, he condemned his action and 

pronounced doom on him. He then continued to say what the Lord was going to do 

in such a way that was to create enmity between Saul and the next king. Samuel did 

not address the people as the Scriptures requires of the priest.  He was so annoyed 

that he failed to do that.  Saul was wrong, yet the prophet should have held on 

some of his words, "the Lord has sought a man after his own heart".   

After this incident all the weaknesses of Saul began to manifest.  In 1 Samuel 14, 

which follows this, Saul gave instructions to the soldiers who were in the battle front 

not to eat. This almost led to the execution of his own son Jonathan.  In Chapter 15, 

he disobeyed the instruction of the Lord through Samuel to execute the Amalekites, 

yet he wanted to be honoured.  In Chapter 16, he was possessed by an evil spirit.  

In Chapter 17, he could not lead Israel in battle as he used to do.  In Chapter 18, he 

started chasing David in order to kill him. He had become a completely confused 

person.  Saul came to the scene without any mentoring; he needed a mentor who 
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could train him.  But he did not have one.  Samuel was not the type who was 

prepared to assist Saul. 

Mentors or leaders should do all they can to help their protégés to be successful. 

Leaders should not undermine the people who take over from them. I am afraid 

Samuel was not good at this. Initially, he appeared to have rejoiced in the failure of 

his successor.  However, later on, it would appear that he regretted of his attitude 

towards Saul, and mourned for him.  He also realised that if he continued treating 

Saul the way he used to do, Saul could kill him.  He might be afraid of his own life (1 

Sam 16:1-2). 

When a person says, "thus says the Lord", it is supposed to be mandatory or when 

there is an issue at stake and a prophet says "thus says the Lord", the people are 

supposed to comply with it.  If the prophet always uses prophecy along this line, he 

is manipulating the system. There is a convention within the administration of The 

Church of Pentecost which does not allow the chairman of the church or a meeting 

to prophesy as he steers the affairs of meetings. The reason is that once he says, 

"thus says the Lord", it should never be debated. But the reason for the Executive 

Council and other executive committees is for them to discuss issues and fine-tune 

them for the consideration of the governing bodies. 

The best way of presenting issues which the Lord has communicated to such bodies 

is to say, "I feel the Lord has placed this on my heart for consideration", or present 

the issue as an idea that has dropped on your heart.  In an institution like a church, 

there is not only one person who knows or who holds the mind of God, others only 

buy into it.  When Elijah thought that he was left alone, the Lord revealed to him 

that He had left 7000 people for Himself. The Lord will always allow others to see as 

you see.  Don't use prophecy to manipulate a system. 

7.3 Potential to Incite Trouble 

Linked with the tendency to manipulate is the strong possibility of inciting troubles 

for families, societies, churches and nations.  The division that was created between 

the two nations of Israel was developed from the way Samuel handled Saul.  The 

people demanded a king, and the Lord gave them Saul. Since Samuel was not 

happy, he kept on saying discouraging words towards the kingship (cf 1 Sam 8:18; 

9:20; 12:1-3, 16-19, 25).  Then Samuel failed to discharge his duties fully as he 

should, until there was a great pressure on Saul, which he could not stand, and he 

fell. Samuel's reaction when Saul fell could be taken as the outcome of Samuel's 

inner anger,  

..."You have done foolishly. You have not kept the command of the 

Lord your God, with which he commanded you. For then the Lord 

would have established your kingdom over Israel forever. 14 But now 

your kingdom shall not continue. The Lord has sought out a man 

after his own heart, and the Lord has commanded him to be prince 
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over his people, because you have not kept what the Lord commanded 

you."  15 And Samuel arose and went up from Gilgal. The rest of the 

people went up after Saul to meet the army; they went up from Gilgal 

to Gibeah of Benjamin (1 Sam 13:6-15, ESV, emphasis mine). 

Addressing the king as acting foolishly before his people was quite strong; your 

kingdom shall not continue was also strong.  Then, at another time, he said, "the 

Lord has torn the kingdom of Israel from you this day and has given it to a 

neighbour of yours, who is better than you"; this too was strong (1 Sam 15:28, 

ESV).  Samuel did not need to have said more than he needed to say.  If his spirit 

was opened, he could have helped Saul to succeed since he did not know the word 

of God and did not consult the Lord in prayer himself.  Although the people put 

pressure on Saul and Samuel also did not support him, if he had helped himself by 

reading the word of God and praying, he could have been successful.  Saul was 

responsible for his own downfall.  Despite all what happened, the Lord allowed him 

to reign for forty years. The Lord had given him to the people. 

The people wanted a king and the Lord gave them one.  For Samuel to continue to 

say all these words to their king was going to create trouble.  It was these sorts of 

utterances from Samuel that ignited the trouble between Saul and David.  Already 

Saul was looking for the one person to whom Samuel claimed was better than he. 

When, therefore, Samuel went to anoint David and later the women sang for David 

after he had killed Goliath, the trouble had ignited.  The nation was divided between 

Saul and David. The majority of the people supported Saul, otherwise he could not 

have ruled for forty years.  Even when Saul died, it took David seven years before he 

was instituted as the king of the whole Israel.  Despite David's successes, Samuel 

had early on created problems for him.  Strong pronouncements from prophets, as 

typical of Samuel, need to be seasoned with ‘salt’, otherwise they leave indelible 

troubles for societies.  

The presence of Samuel was causing great fear to the people. Examine when the 

people of Bethlehem said, "...When he arrived at Bethlehem, the elders of the town 

trembled when they met him. They asked, "Do you come in peace?" 5Samuel 

replied, "Yes, in peace; I have come to sacrifice to the Lord" (1 Sam 16:4-5, NIV).  

They knew he has been causing troubles.  The people were afraid of his presence in 

their town. 

There were other prophets in the Bible whose messages caused problems, because 

they were not able to manage them well.  One of such prophets was Elisha. When 

he met Hazael, who had been sent by his master, King Ben-hadad, he told him 

everything he had seen about him and his future dealing with Israel (2 Kings 8:7-

14).  Hazael did not wait for these things to materialise, he immediately went and 

killed his master and started implementing the revelation.  

God's messages presented in harsh ways cost some prophets their lives. This 

includes Zachariah, the son of the High Priest, Jehoiada (2 Chr 22:20-22). 
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The good about this is that, God's messages can be presented in a way that can lead 

to repentance and peace.  Nathan was one of the prophets who could handle the 

messages of God in a wise way. He was able to bring David to repentance (2 Sam 

12:1-14).  David's sin was known, but the prophet was able to bring it out in such a 

way that broke David's heart, before he pronounced the judgment of God.  Isaiah 

was another prophet who had strong messages but was able to work with four kings 

of Judah—Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz and Hezekiah (2 Chr 26-33).  He presented God's 

message to the wicked King Ahaz so well that although he did not accept it, there 

was peace between them (Isaiah 7).  On the other hand, King Hezekiah was able to 

receive his messages, and that brought deliverance to the nation and himself (Isa 

37-39).  

Those with prophetic messages must pray and present their messages in such ways 

that will not bring divisions among family members, churches and nations. 

7.4 Prophesying from Other Voices 

There is constantly the tendency to prophesy from other voices, especially the flesh. 

Samuel nearly made this mistake.  When he was to anoint one of the sons of Jesse, 

looking at Eliab’s appearance, he thought he was the one (1 Sam 16:6-7).  But the 

Lord said no, he wasn't.  The human flesh was directing Samuel here. The prophet 

may speak from the flesh if he does not always remain with the Lord.  Talking with 

people on particular issues may influence the human mind to speak from that angle 

in prophesying. 

A more serious one is speaking from evil spirits.  Saul was filled with the Holy Spirit 

and prophesied.   

As Saul turned to leave Samuel, God changed Saul's heart, and all 

these signs were fulfilled that day. 10 When they arrived at Gibeah, a 

procession of prophets met him; the Spirit of God came upon him in 

power, and he joined in their prophesying. 11 When all those who had 

formerly known him saw him prophesying with the prophets, they 

asked each other, "What is this that has happened to the son of Kish? 

Is Saul also among the prophets?"  (1 Sam 10:9-11, NIV, also 1 Sam 

10:6-7). 

Later on, when he nursed envy and jealousy against David, an evil spirit filled him, 

and he prophesied but he wanted to kill David.  

And from that time on Saul kept a jealous eye on David. 10 The next 

day an evil spirit from God came forcefully upon Saul. He was 

prophesying in his house, while David was playing the harp, as he 

usually did. Saul had a spear in his hand 11 and he hurled it, saying to 

himself, "I'll pin David to the wall." But David eluded him twice (1 Sam 

18:9-11, NIV). 
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The sequence is that Saul kept a jealous eye on David before the evil spirit took 

control of him to kill David.  The thought of killing him was already in his mind.  The 

evil spirit was enforcing what he had conceived already. Often this is what evil spirits 

do, enforcing people to carry out their own evil inclinations. When the spirit of God 

came upon Saul he prophesied, when an evil spirit also came upon him, he 

prophesied.  The most complicated aspect is that later on, the Spirit of God fell upon 

him and he prophesied again from the Spirit of God.   

So Saul went to Naioth at Ramah. But the Spirit of God came even 

upon him, and he walked along prophesying until he came to Naioth. 24 

He stripped off his robes and also prophesied in Samuel's presence. He 

lay that way all that day and night. This is why people say, "Is Saul also 

among the prophets?" (1 Sam 19:23-24, NIV). 

How could a person know whether what Saul was prophesying was from God or the 

devil.  This is one of the reasons why there is the need to judge prophesy. 

In the story from 1 Kings 13:13-34 between a young prophet and an older one 

referred to earlier, the older prophet claimed an angel spoke to him, but he was 

lying, yet after that the word of God came to him and he prophesied (1 Kgs 13:18, 

20-21).  His lie led the younger prophet to death.  We must weigh everything that 

people claim to have received from the Lord. 

7.5 Holding on to the Wrong Message  

There is the tendency to hold on to one's mistake when one goes wrong.  Samuel 

nearly got it wrong by attempting to anoint Eliab, but he corrected it.  Nathan got it 

wrong when David consulted him about the putting up of a building for the Lord.  He 

asked David to do what was in his heart but that was not God's will.  Later on, 

Nathan went back to correct it (2 Sam 7:1-3, 4-17).  

Prophets are human beings and they can get it wrong.  Paul has said, "For now we 

see in a mirror dimly, but then face to face.  Now I know in part; then I shall fully, 

even as I have been fully known" (1 Cor 13:12).  The prophet may interpret his own 

impressions as the word of God.  This may cause him to prophesy from his 

interpretation or understanding. The prophet must be able to say I got this one 

wrong, rather than to hold on to something that is wrong.  Holding on to a wrong 

message may mislead many people, especially younger Christians. 

7.6 Tendency to Please People 

There is also the tendency to please people.  This may come about if pressure is 

mounted on the prophet to prophesy when he has not got a message.  There are 

many occasions when people expect prophets to prophesy.  These include election 

periods, economic hardship, draught, famine, during national calamities, when there 

are misfortunes, when fasting is observed, and when a 'famous' person is sick.  

During such periods, pressure is mounted on the prophet to prophesy.  Often people 
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know what they want to hear. There is the strong tendency to 'sing' to what the 

people want to hear.  In the Old Testament, people were giving vain comfort instead 

of calling people to repentance.  Jeremiah shows his concern in Lamentation, and so 

does Ezekiel. 

The visions of your prophets were false and worthless; they did not 

expose your sin to ward off your captivity. The oracles they gave you 

were false and misleading (Lam 2:14, NIV). 

I will spend my wrath against the wall and against those who covered it 

with whitewash. I will say to you, "The wall is gone and so are those 

who whitewashed it, 16 those prophets of Israel who prophesied to 

Jerusalem and saw visions of peace for her when there was no peace, 

declares the Sovereign Lord"   (Ezek 13:15-16, NIV). 

These prophets were prophesying what the people wanted to hear.  This trend 

continues, where people often pronounce God's blessing instead of causing people 

to turn away from their sins. 

7.7 Tendency to Gossip on Revelations 

The Lord may reveal something to you concerning a person. You must keep it and 

never share it with others in a form of gossiping. Samuel was able to keep the 

revelation until Eli asked him of it.  His responsibility was not to go about telling 

people that the Lord was going to destroy the family of Eli. That would have been 

prophetic gossip.   

Interpretations of revelations are difficult. Sometimes the meaning you give to 

revelations may not be the same as the Lord intends to communicate, thus speaking 

to others on such things may amount to slandering or gossiping.  You may only 

share with another, if you intend to have a rather mature contribution on the 

revelation. 

Unfortunately, many people pass on such obscure revelations to people and create 

unnecessary tension in families, churches and societies.   

7.8 Tendency to be Super Spiritual 

There is the tendency to feel very special and awesome.  One of the things Samuel 

did that was good was that when the Lord spoke to him, he continued to do the 

work that he used to do.  Once a prediction comes true, some people may begin to 

make the prophetic person what he is not, and if he is not careful he will assume 

that position.  Often, it is the people who cause the humbled people of God to sway.  

The prophet must remain a normal person with passions and desires.  He should not 

make himself different from others to pretend to be above them in spirituality.  The 

gift of the prophet is of the same grace that the Lord gives to people as apostles, 

evangelists, pastors and teachers.  The Lord is the source of all. 
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Once I was travelling on a train and saw somebody who appeared to be a pastor 

and was reading his Bible. I greeted him but he failed to respond. The way he 

looked at me appeared that he was in a very high realm.  Perhaps he felt very 

spiritual at the time so he thought he could not respond to someone's greeting.  

Spirituality includes one's relationship with others; one must show love to others as 

Christ would do. 

8.0 CONCLUSION 

We have drawn lessons from the life, call and ministry of Samuel to show us that 

God always speaks.  We, however, often fail to hear Him as a result of issues, such 

as ignorance, the pressure from the people, sin, and having preconceived ideas.   

Being available to the Lord makes it easy for us to hear His voice as Samuel was to 

Him.  We should not remain in sin else our iniquities will go to the point of "could 

not be atoned for". Hearing the Lord's voice impacts generations.  The coming of the 

Holy Spirit has given every believer the opportunity to hear the voice of God.  It is, 

therefore, our responsibility to hear the voice of God for ourselves, and must not 

allow others to lead us astray.  Hearing of the Lord must not be considered an end 

to the Christian life. We must be careful about holding on to our own views as God's 

voice, using prophecy to manipulate issues, gossiping on revelations, the tendency 

to prophesy from other voices, or the attitude of being super spiritual.   
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BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVE OF HEARING FROM GOD 

Apostle Dr. Stephen Kofi Baidoo 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION  

Once again, we are very grateful to God for revealing to our leadership another 

theme for the year 2016.  I see that God in His wisdom is leading us, as a church, to 

accomplish the vision 2018 He has given to us.  

As already introduced to us by the Chairman, the theme for this year is “Hearing and 

Obeying the Lord’s Voice in my Generation”. I have been tasked to speak on the 

topic, “Biblical Perspective of Hearing from God”. I personally feel this theme is 

appropriate and worth studying as Christians and more so as key leaders of our 

church. We are living in a period where Christianity is facing the greatest challenge 

because of the cacophony of voices from false teachers which has made it very 

difficult to know what God is communicating to us in our generation. This write-up 

discusses the above topic under two broad themes: Understanding the biblical 

perspective of hearing from God and some of the means through which God speaks 

to us.  

1.1 IN THE BEGINNING  

God is the creator of the universe and the things therein. Scripture clearly states that 

all the creations of God were spoken into being by God (Gen 1:1-25). But in the 

creation of man (Gen 1:26), He did not call man into being but made man in His 

nature (Gen 1:26).We notice that GOD spoke with the other personalities of the 

Godhead of the trinity, “Let us make man …” Therefore, it is appreciated from the 

outset of biblical teaching that God, unlike idols, is not dumb and deaf but speaks, 

listens and hears. He does these in accordance with His sovereign nature and 

immanence.  

 

1.2 The Nature of God in the Old and New Testaments  

In the essence of the nature of God, He is eternal which means that He is alive 

forevermore. Through diverse forms, living objects express themselves and do so 

convincingly (in the light of scripture). Speech or ability to communicate is a feature 

of God.  

In the Old Testament, expressions such as “that saith the LORD” and “give heed to 

my instructions” abound clearly among the Patriarchs and the Prophets (and some 

kings and other characters) to indicate that God speaks.  
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In the New Testament, we notice references and quotations from the Old Testament 

to affirm what God spoke under the dispensation of the Patriarch, the Law, the 

Prophets and in the Psalms. Jesus made some of these references as well as the 

disciples and Paul. The author of Hebrews gives a portrait of Old Testament worship 

with a New Testament outlook.  

This presentation looks at how the people of the Old and New Testaments heard 

from God through the diverse ways God chose to speak to them (in the language of 

the time).  

The presentation will offer implications necessary for this generation in hearing and 

obeying the Lord’s voice.  

1.2.1 God and Man  

God, who is the Creator, Owner and Sustainer of the whole Universe including all 

human beings (Gen 1; 2; Ps. 24:1, 2; 1 Chron 29:11, 12; Jn 1:1-3; Col 1:13-18; Heb 

1: 1-3), is generally referred to as the true and living God (Jer 9:23, 24; Jn 17:1-3; 

1Thess 1:9). He is revealed as the triune Godhead, Elohim – the Father, the Son and 

the Holy Spirit – One God in three Persons (Gen 1:1; Deut 6:4; Matt 28:19; 2 Cor 

13:14). This great and good God of the Bible, decided to share His attributes with 

humankind at Creation (Gen 1:26-28) and to communicate with man in fellowship. 

The Bible further declares that He is self-existent and an eternal infinite Spirit that 

deserves our worship (Ex 3:14; Jn 4:23, 24). Humankind was created in God’s image 

as a free-moral agent and placed in the beautiful garden, the Garden of Eden to rule 

as God's steward on Earth (Gen 1:26- 28; 2:7; 16, 17). In the course of time, man 

rebelled against God by believing the lie of Satan, the Devil (Gen 3:1-7). 

Consequently, man became estranged from God and headed for eternal damnation; 

thus needing salvation, which God designed through Jesus Christ our Lord (Gen 3:8-

15; Jn 3:16; 6:39, 40; 2 Cor 5:19-21). 

1.2.2 God Speaks  

This section seeks to establish, in the light of the Bible, that God speaks. It shall 

faithfully be approached as in Hebrews 1:1-2 to uncover how God spoke in the 

dispensation of the Old Testament saints and how He is speaking under the era of 

grace and the age of the Holy Spirit in the New Testament and the last days.  

2.0 WAYS THAT HE SPEAKS  

2.1 God speaks through the Bible Ezra 7:10; 9-10; Ps 119:24,133; 2Tim 3:16  

In Pauline thought, the scriptures (the holy writings) are inspired (Gk. theópneustos) 

by God (2Tim. 3:16). It means that God personally breathed into the writings of holy 

men who were carried by the Holy Ghost at His will (1Pet 1:20) to give life, meaning 
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and relevance to these writings, thus owning it. Therefore, the entire content of the 

Bible becomes the communication of God's Revelation to man. Thus, the Holy 

writings become the only resort for whatever God needs word to do (teaching, 

reproof, correction and training) for man to become righteous.(2 Tim 3:16-17).  

When the people of Israel went into captivity in Babylon, they could not separate 

themselves according to the stipulations of scripture, but as Ezra discovered the law, 

learnt it, and taught the people, God spoke to the nation. They admitted their 

disobedience, waywardness, and “… while Ezra prayed and made confession, 

weeping and casting himself down before the house of God, a very great assembly 

of men, women, and children, gathered to him out of Israel, for the people wept 

bitterly. …’We have broken faith with our God and have married foreign women from 

the peoples of the land, but even now there is hope for Israel in spite of this. 

Therefore let us make a covenant with our God to put away all these wives and their 

children, according to the counsel of my lord and of those who tremble at the 

commandment of our God, and let it be done according to the Law’” (Ezr 10:1- 3). 

Anytime God speaks through His word, iniquity ceases to have dominion over us (Ps 

119:133). Throughout the Bible, we hear the voice of God teaching clearly His 

overall plans, purposes or will for man and this universe.  

God has made known to us His ultimate will in the Bible. It is evident that each 

individual begins to be in God’s will the moment he recognizes God's voice in Jesus 

Christ and accepts Him in the way God has portrayed Him in Scripture. In other 

words, the Bible itself speaks loudly to every human being and we are expected to 

hear from God. He desires to make Himself known to each family on earth and to be 

a blessing to everyone born into this world,(Gen 12:1-3). God has therefore revealed 

Himself through the pages of the Scriptures, the Holy Bible, and in it, He reveals His 

Son Jesus Christ as His last WORD (Heb 1:1-4; Jn 1:1; 1 Cor 3:10-11). He wants us 

to obey His word "Jesus". Failure to believe in Jesus makes us pronounce God a liar. 

God's will and word to each individual is “believe the gospel of Jesus Christ". Paul is 

an example of how God wills that each person obeys His last word, Jesus, and also 

believe in the testimony He has given about Him. In Acts  22 : 14, Ananias tells Paul 

that the God of our fathers has chosen him (Paul) to know His will, to know the 

Righteous One and to hear words from His mouth. Then he will be His witness to all 

people of what he has heard. Thus, knowing the RIGHTEOUS ONE’S WILL, will 

position one to hear words from His mouth. If one desires to hear from God one 

should give serious attention to the Bible and the revelation in it. It is only then that 

one can hear and make use of the other ways of hearing from God.  

 

 

The functions of the scripture  
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 It convicts - The word of God convicts people of their sins (2 Ch34:18-21; 

Neh 9:3; Acts 2:37). Personally, it was Matthew 6:33 that convicted me to 

repent.  

 It corrects- 2 Timothy 3:16-17 gives the main purpose of scriptures. God 

teaches His people through the word. The word is profitable for teaching, 

reproof, for correction and for instruction in righteousness. And the goal is for 

the people of God to be thoroughly equipped for every good work. The 

scripture tells us everything God expect us to know and obey.  

 It gives assurance - The Bible assures the believer that he is a child of God. 

He is an heir to His throne and a royal priesthood. It tells us what we are in 

Christ. (Read Eph2:8-10; Rom 8:31-34; 1 Jn 2:1-2; Rom 8: 14-17).  

 It warns us - Through the scriptures, God warns His children of the dangers 

to avoid.  It warns believers to avoid scoffers (2 Pt 3:3); it warns us against 

apostasy and teaches us the importance of holding on to the truth and being 

obedient to Christ. A few of such warning passages are Matt24:4, 5, 11-13; 

Jn15:1-6; 2 Tim 4:2-5; Heb 2:1-3, 3:6-8. 

 It tells us of our future- God in the Bible speaks to the Christian about the 

final home prepared for each believer. Heaven, the New Jerusalem, is being 

prepared for each overcomer. We are told that this earth shall be destroyed 

and therefore we should know how to order our way of life (2 Pet 3:13-16). 

Selwyn Hughes has said that God does not ordinarily speak in an audible voice as He 

did to Samuel and some others, though there are some today who have claimed to 

have heard Him speak to them in this way. God, of course, is able to do everything, 

but speaking audibly to the believer, Hughes thinks, is the exception rather than the 

rule. He is of the notion that the main and principal way God speaks to us today is 

through the Bible. The words that God spoke through the Biblical authors are not 

dead. One of the special Ministries of the Holy Spirit is to make God's written word 

living, active and sharper than any double edged Sword ( Heb 4 :12 ). God through 

the Holy Spirit in an amazing way, is able to quicken a verse or a passage of 

scripture to us so that, though the scripture is a written text it also becomes a living 

message. For example, in 2 Kings 22:8-11 the written became active. 

Psalm 1:1-3, Joshua 1:5-9 and many other passages therefore make it incumbent on 

the believer to meditate on the word of God daily and the assurance is that the 

believer will prosper and bear fruits. 

2.2 God speaks through His creation and natural means (Rom 1:19-20). 

God desires to communicate His will to humankind and He does so 

through cosmological means. The nature of God, His divine attribute and eternal 

power have clearly been perceived from his creation (Rom 1:19-20). The creations 

of God show the power of His glory.  This passage makes it clear that we can 
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know God because He has made Himself known to us and definitely through 

creation.  

God speaking to Job (Job 38) in answer to some of his queries carries the fact that 

God in His creation has communicated to humankind and that we should hear God’s 

word from it. Psalm 19 confirms that the heavens declare the glory of God, day after 

day, they pour forth speech, and night after night, they display knowledge. No 

wonder the Psalmist has to declare the wonder and surprise that God apart from all 

the glories He has from creation is still mindful of man (Ps 8:3). He hears God 

speaking to him by the things God has created. Believers do not need to stress 

themselves before they know God and even hear from Him. The very environment 

and geographical conditions, differences in nature as we encounter  in different 

parts of this world and many other natural revelations we see daily in the world are 

all signals of God who is in control. Once again, the Psalmist got it right when he 

said, “It is only a fool who cannot know and believe that God exists (Ps 14:1). The 

fact that nature has great lessons from God and that He speaks to us by it is 

emphasized in the scripture (Job 12: 7-8; 35:11; Prov 6:6-8). For example, we have 

to go to the ant and its operations will teach us what God expects from us. God will 

sometimes use animals to speak directly to us if the occasion demands. Scriptural 

example is the episode of Balaam and Balak in Numbers 22. When God had clearly 

instructed Balaam not to heed the instructions of Balak to curse His people, with his 

burning thirst for material things, Balaam saddled his donkey to do the will of Balak. 

However, on his way, the journey got tough and the donkey spoke to Baalam (Num 

22:30). God also used nature to direct the wise men from the east through the stars. 

He used the stars to direct them to the birthplace of the Messiah (Matt 2:9).  

2.3 God speaks through supernatural means Exodus 3, 24; Judges 7:12-

15; Daniel 5; Acts 10:9-20 

This is when God employs the medium of the Holy Spirit to speak to us in 

supernatural ways. In the Old Testament, this often unfolds in (in almost tangible) 

symbols and in images. In Exodus 3, God spoke and called Moses from a burning 

bush, which was not consumed. God confirmed his covenant with the Israelites in 

His glorious splendor where for six days the cloud covered the mountain and on the 

seventh day, the Lord called to Moses from within the cloud (Ex 24). In Judges 6:17, 

Gideon required of the angel of the Lord to give him a sign to show that “it is really 

you talking to me”. This shows that supernatural signs accompany the spoken word 

of God to confirm it. God used this means greatly to speak to the prophets. Isaiah 

was sanctified and anointed for his prophetic office when he saw the Lord in glory as 

smoke that fills the templeastute (Isa 6). Also, in Jeremiah a planted choice 

vineyard, bride, almond tree etc were used by God to describe the nation of Israel in 

many different ways. In Ezekiel, the siege of Jerusalem was symbolized (4-5); 

Jerusalem was presented as a useless vine (15); and two adulterous sisters and the 
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impurity of the nation as the cooking pot are allegorized as unfaithful in chapter 16. 

A parable was employed in some instances in chapter 17. During the reign of King 

Belshazzar as he desecrated the holy things of God in wanton living, “suddenly the 

fingers of a human hand appeared and wrote on the plaster of the wall, near the 

lamp stand in the royal palace. The king watched the hand as it wrote” (Dan 5:5). 

Though they saw that supernatural act, the king and his enchanters could not 

discern and interpret its meaning. It took one who had the “the spirit of the gods” in 

him and insight, intelligence and outstanding wisdom to interpret. This clearly shows 

that if God chooses to speak in a supernatural way it takes the intelligent, the deeply 

spiritual and the wise to bring out the meaning hidden therein.  

In Acts 10:9-20, we notice how God used some animal creatures (which the Jews 

consider unclean and would not eat) to explain to Peter that the  Gentile community 

also had  a stake in the workings of the Holy Spirit under the dispensation of grace. 

God’s power was manifested as Joshua and the Israelites fought the Canaanites 

when the Lord caused the sun to stand still (Josh10); and to Gideon around the 

fleece to let him appreciate His powerful presence to redeem His people (Jdg6). God 

in His wisdom and divine provision has given signs to accompany the preaching of 

the Gospel (Mk 16:15-20). These signs are means of communication. They are to 

confirm that the Gospel is God's revelation for salvation.  

2.4 God speaks through life experiences and Circumstances: Romans 

8:28; Job 42:10 16; Ruth 1:3-5, 16-18; 2:8-12; 4:11-22  

 Life is plagued with diverse experiences. We go through different 

scenes of life, and each presents a kind of lesson to learn. Therefore, the 

scripture assures us of the abiding presence of God in every situation (i.e. 

floods, fire, surging waters – poverty, sickness, insults and even curses). An 

example is the experience of Job, the man from Uz, whose blameless life 

before the Lord brought severe torture and torment to him. God permitted 

Satan to buffet him to a nakedly point of death but God in His sovereign 

power intercepted it and restored him into a hundred measure standing.  

Life had its toll on Elimelech and his household in the land of Moab. The 

entire family was emptied. Only three widows survived. Since it was the Lord 

who sustains the widow and the fatherless (Ps 146), God directed the course 

of Naomi and Ruth in a miraculous manner. When they left Moab, God 

showed Ruth favour and she was re-married in a miraculous way and gave 

birth to children from which lineage the Messiah was born (though Ruth was 

a Moabite).  

 

 Circumstances (Gen 22:13; Num 22:25-32; 2Kgs 5:1-19;Acts 23:12-

22)  

Webster’s Dictionary defines circumstance as “accompanying conditions”. 
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Concerning hearing from God, circumstances are signs which God may bring 

to a believer to show that He is confirming an issue already given or is talking 

to him anew. This conditions or signs may be events, writings, picking a book 

to read, etc. It is the accompanying conditions, which God may choose to 

communicate to a believer. This idea is brought home in Paul’s statement, “All 

things work together for good to those who love God…” (Rom 8:28). From his 

statement, it can be said that God uses every condition or circumstance to 

teach us lessons or speak to us.  

 

In Genesis 22:13, we read of God testing Abraham. He was instructed by Him 

to sacrifice his only son Isaac. However, God through circumstance had 

provided a lamb which Abraham was asked to substitute for Isaac. How did 

the lamb get there with its horn entangled in the bush? This was God using 

circumstance in dealing with the situation. It could have happened that the 

animal got entangled in the bush or God miraculously brought it there, but it 

all worked together for the good of Abraham. The event of Pharaoh’s 

daughter bathing in the river Nile at the exact time Moses was floating in a 

little ark on the Nile is another case for study.  

 

Paul’s young nephew happened to overhear a plot to kill his famous uncle. He 

then reported it to the authorities, thus saving his uncle, the apostle’s life 

(Acts 23:12-22). This did not occur by chance. God used this circumstance to 

help Paul to know what was going on.  

Practical example: A young Christian brother in the Gambia told me of the way the 

Lord gave him guidance as to which step he should take by a conversation with a 

colleague traveller sitting by Him on the same seat in the plane. 

However, we should be careful not to associate every event as a circumstance that 

God is talking to us. Graham Fitzpatrick has said, “Signs in one’s circumstances 

sometimes reveal God’s will. However, circumstances do not always reveal His will 

as it pertains in certain parts of Africa, where every circumstance connects with the 

Supreme Being. Some circumstance may rather communicate falsely the will of God 

(1 Sam 19). 

 

 

 

2.5 God speaks through people - e.g. Jethro, Naaman’s slave girl, 

Genesis 12:17-20cf 26:7-11; 2Samuel 12; 1Kings 21:17-27; Acts 

5:1-11; 9:10-18; 11:28  
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 God, in His determination to have intimacy with His elect and humankind in 

general, sometimes decides to speak to us through other people. Such people 

God speaks through can be either believers or unbelievers. The scripture itself 

bears witness of the veracity that those who penned them were people whom 

the Lord in one way or the other spoke to or through them. Evidently, it 

demonstrates that God can speak to diverse kinds of people: fishermen, 

farmers, Kings, poets, doctors, even slaves. God used Naaman’s slave to 

direct him to Elisha, the man of God and there he was cleansed of leprosy at 

the Jordan (2Kgs 5). Called Prophets like Elijah, Elisha and the rest of the 

prophets in the Prophetic Office were used by God to communicate His will, 

Plans and purposes to humankind.  

 

In Paul’s teaching about the gifts of the Holy Spirit in 1Corinthians, we note 

that the gifts (as charismata, odomatta and pneumata) are bestowed on the 

believer (i.e. the church) to build people up and for common good. It is, 

therefore, clear in the statement that God desires to speak to His elect 

through these various gifts (as a means of communication) to the saints. 

Hence, the believer is not to behave like the heathen and so be led into idol 

worship. 

 

Believers who are gifted with the ability to speak at the impulse of the Holy 

Spirit operate in the gift of prophecy or are in the office of prophets. There 

are other examples from the Bible of how God either spoke to or through 

individuals: Abraham following God obediently by faith found himself in Egypt 

and being very much aware of the prevailing promiscuous lifestyle of the 

Egyptians said that Sarai was his sister. Pharaoh took her to love, but God 

spoke to Pharaoh. Pharaoh was not a righteous man but God spoke to his 

hearing and prevented him from having any relationship with Sarai. Isaac 

repeated this behavior when he was among the Philistines during a famine 

period. God spoke to Abimelech when he had seized Rebecca to love her. 

Unbelievers can also hear God when He speaks (Gen 12:17-20 cf 26:7-11).  

God also speaks through prophets. He spoke through Nathan to David when the 

latter secretly slept with Bethsheba, wife of Uriah and orchestrated for him to be 

killed at the war front. God, in an intelligent speech through Nathan, uncovers the 

sin of David of which he confessed and repented (2 Sam 12). Elijah also got a word 

of the Lord to Ahab, king of Israel. He met him at Naboth's vineyard where he had 

taken possession. Elijah confronted him and told him that the Lord would bring 

disaster on him (1 Kgs 21:17-23).  

In the New Testament, we notice that God speaks through people. After Pentecost 

when the church was gathering and growing, as people brought their free will 

offering, the dishonesty in the offering of Ananias and Sapphira was found out when 
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Peter spoke under the guidance of the Holy Spirit of how Satan had so filled their 

heart to lie to the Holy Spirit and have kept for themselves some of the money …”. 

In another context, Saul's conversion, ministry life and experience were spoken to a 

disciple (not an apostle), “Go this man is my chosen instrument … the Lord – Jesus 

… has sent me so that you may see again and be filled with the Holy Spirit …” 

In Acts 15, the episode there demonstrates to us how God directs His Church from 

time to time. Here God used the Apostles and the Elders to take a decision and 

according to the statement, the Holy Spirit agreed that the directive was good. This 

was circulated to the gentile community. The same thing is what happens in our 

Churches today. God will use the wise and prayerful decisions of the governing 

bodies of His Churches to direct the Church in each situation. However, such 

directives should not be in conflict with the written word of God. 

Not only were apostles and disciples (or members) used as channels for God to 

speak. In Acts 11:27 there were recognised prophets in the church in Jerusalem who 

moved together with the apostles. One of them, Agabus, gave a predictive prophecy 

which came to pass during the reign of Claudius (Acts 11:27-28).  

 Counselling 

“The New Concise Bible Dictionary AZ” defines a counsellor as, “One who 

gives advice”. In Isaiah 9:6 it is used for the Messiah.  The Holy Spirit is also 

referred to as the counsellor (Jn 14:26; 16:7). In our study, a counsellor 

simply means someone, who stands by you as an advisor. Hence, to counsel 

is to advise or encourage someone who needs to be assisted to make a 

decision. Therefore, what is being portrayed is that counselling is a means by 

which God speaks to His children. God sometimes will use someone to advise 

a Christian, to direct him or guide him according to His will. The inspired 

narrator of Proverbs has this point to make concerning counselling: “For by 

wise counsel you will wage your own war, and in a multitude of counsellors 

there is safety” (Prov 24:6).  

 

In Exodus 18:13-27, Moses’ father-in-law, Jethro, together with his wife and 

two sons, came to him in the desert where he was camped near the mountain 

of God. Jethro saw how Moses was seated to serve and judge the people, and 

they stood around him from morning till evening. But his father-in-law saw 

that it was too much for him. He therefore counselled him: “And you shall 

teach them the statues and the laws, and show them the way in which they 

must walk and the work they must do. Moreover you shall select from all the 

people able men, such as fear God, men of truth, hating covetousness; and 

place such over them to be rulers of thousands, rulers of hundreds, rulers of 

fifties and rulers of tens. (Ex 18:20, 21) Moses felt it was good and heeded 

the advice given him and that became God’s will for the people and Moses 
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himself. During David's time he relied on counsellors to guide him in seeking 

God's will. Ahithophel was one and Hushai was another. God used such 

counsellors to guide his people. Absalom used his father's counsellors when 

he rebelled against him. God used the counsel of Hushai to refute 

Ahithophel's counsel to the favour of David (1 Sam 17). God in our present-

day sometimes uses very good counsellors to reveal His mind and will to His 

elect. 

 

Many Christians have been able to know God's will for their partners through 

Spirit-filled Christian advice. In the business field, God has made use of 

experienced children of His to guide and counsel young ones to know His  will 

for them in the choice of what businesses they should do. Pastors and church 

elders have been sources of encouragement to many seekers of God's will or 

guidance.  

2.0.6 Other Ways  

 The Inner urge (1 Kgs 19:12; 1Cor 2:11- 12; Rom8:16; 9:1)  

This is also called the inward man conscience. The Holy Spirit has a lot to do 

when it comes to communicating with God. He comes to dwell in the believer. 

The Bible talks of three types of spirits. In 1 Corinthians 2:11-12, we get to 

know that there are the Spirits of Man, of the world and of God. Yonggi Cho 

propounds that if any two of these spirits interact they become one and 

produce effects. 

 

Hence, the unregenerate man's spirit is joined with the spirit of the world or 

Satan and therefore is alienated from the things of the Spirit (1 Cor2:14-22). 

The regenerated man has the Holy Spirit in him and the Spirit bears witness 

with his inner spirit that he is a child of God (Rom 8:16). The Holy Spirit gives 

special urge within the Christian to indicate or show as a form of 

communication with the believer. This urge is always within the Christian 

because he is one with Christ (1 Cor 6:17) and that is the inner urge of the 

Holy Spirit. The inner urge has two facets, the Inner Witness of the Holy Spirit 

and the Inner Still small voice of the Holy Spirit. 

 

The Inner Witness of the Holy Spirit is the believer receiving a witness of 

spiritual assurance and conviction in the Spirit of the inner being. This will 

enable the person to accept what she or he has been assured of by the Spirit 

in the inner being. The inner witness of the Holy Spirit deals with feelings or 

impressions within your spirit.  On the other hand, The Inner Still Small Voice 

of the Holy Spirit, deals with thoughts and ideas within the mind and your 

spirit. It implies that God the Holy Spirit places thoughts within one's mind. 

These can be in words and scenes or mental pictures. This may not 
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necessarily come only when one is seeking guidance on a particular issue, but 

God implants such thoughts or ideas into your mind and your inner spirit 

becomes fully aware of what God is communicating. Elijah describes such 

method of God's communication with man as the “still, small voice” (1 Kgs 

19:12, NKJV). It could be that God spoke to him through an audible whisper 

but very delicate to hear, or it could have been thoughts that God put into his 

mind or, mental pictures after all the earthquakes and fire had ended. The 

Lord said His sheep hear His voice, (Jn 10:16).  

 

The prophet Isaiah pointed to God's guidance; “Whether you turn to the right 

or to the left your ears will hear a voice behind you, saying, this is the way; 

walk in it.” (Isa 30:21). The Holy Spirit leads each child of God. He talks to 

him through his mind and his spirit. Through the still small voice, he can be 

guided into deeper truths of the things of God. The Lord Jesus promised that 

the Holy Spirit will guide believers into all truth (Jn 16:13). It means the 

Pastor or Christian leader can receive his visions and messages through the 

Inner Still Small Voice of God, the Holy Spirit. Even when Christians are faced 

with issues they have to explain, the Lord Jesus assures them that they will 

receive direction: “But when they deliver you up, do not worry about how or 

what you should speak. For it will be given to you in that hour what you 

should speak” (Matt 10:19).   

Example of the inner Still Small Voice of the Holy Spirit; 

Peter - “While Peter thought about the vision, the Spirit said to him, Behold three 

men are seeking you” (Acts 10:19).  

The realization that God had spoken to Peter early on in a vision, the reality of what 

he saw and the knowledge God wanted to impart, had been communicated to him. 

In effect, God told him that His idea of Jewish uncleanliness should be discarded. 

This method of communication, I personally believe, could have been God the Holy 

Spirit putting ideas or thoughts and words in his mind to the extent that he could not 

doubt it and therefore obeyed the inner voice of God, the Holy Spirit’s urge to go 

out.   

Paul and companions – (Acts 16:6, 7) Paul and his companions travelled throughout 

the regions of Phrygia and Galatia, having been kept by the Holy Spirit to preach the 

word in the province of Asia. This too was a guidance given to Paul and his friends. 

The Holy Spirit kept them with the Inner Witness of the Holy Spirit, deep impression 

and feeling that despite the prophecy by the Prophet Agabus and the plea of the 

saints not to go, they still decided to go regardless of the consequences.  

 Feelings (Acts 27:9-10)  

This is the voice of the body. Paul experienced this when he sailed to Rome. 

On the voyage he felt that the journey was going to be disastrous which may 
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lead to great loss to the ship and cargo. When the centurion remained deaf to 

the advice of Paul the storm really shook them.  

3.0 HOW TO TRAIN THE HUMAN SPIRIT - DISCERNING AND GUIDANCE 

TO HEARING GOD 

 Meditating on the word – Joshua 1:8 

 Practicing the word – James 1:22; John 13:34; Philippians 4:7-8 

 Giving the word first place – Proverbs 4:20-22 

 Instantly obeying the voice of the Spirit. 

4.0  CONCLUSION  

In this presentation, examples have been cited from both the Old and New 

Testaments to bring to light various instances where God spoke and the mediums he 

used. However, the emphasis remains that whatever means through which God 

speaks to us, must be examined in the light of the authority of God's written 

word.Let us take a serious view of what Graham Fitzpatrick has said in his book that 

the most important and only infallible way God speaks to people is through the Holy 

Bible. He speaks clearly throughout the pages of the Holy Scripture'. 

In my book, "Hearing from God”, it is emphatically stated that the Bible is the 

greatest book ever written.  In it God Himself speaks to human beings. It is a book 

of instructions. It offers comfort in sorrow, guidance in perplexity, advice and 

counsel for our challenges, rebuke for our sins, training in righteousness and daily 

inspiration for our everyday needs. It speaks to us the only and reliable truth.  

If you want to know God's will in a given situation, the first thing to do is to go to 

the Bible.  If the Bible has the answer, do not expect another answer anywhere. 

That is why we are advised to meditate on His law day and night (Ps 1:3; Jos 1:8-9).  

Never elevate any human writing, experience, revelation, Church tradition or practice 

above the Scripture but accept the Bible as the final  authority for instruction for 

godly living and doctrine (Acts17:10-11; Matt5:7-8 ). The warnings in 1 Corinthians 

3:18-20 are very relevant today as they were in the days at Corinth. Never think God 

will ever speak against His written word.  
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HEARING FROM GOD IN DREAMS, VISIONS, TRANCES, WORD 

OF KNOWLEDGE AND WORD OF WISDOM 

Prophet Ebenezer Kofi Appiah 

TEXTS: 1 Samuel 3:10; Job 33:14-18; Joel 2:28; Acts 2:17 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The death of Jesus Christ on the Cross did not only bring forgiveness of sins to 

humankind but it also brought mankind into a relationship with God. Perhaps, 

communication is the single greatest vehicle of any relationship. It is certain that 

some people have a problem believing that God desires to talk to all groups of 

people, yet most believers have the understanding that true prayer is not just 

petitioning Heaven with a list of requests, but it is communicating with Him as a true 

friend. God’s first language is not English, Twi nor any other language; so how does 

He communicate with humankind? He does that through prophetic utterances, 

prophetic songs, the Scriptures, Visions, Dreams, Trances, Word of knowledge, Word 

of Wisdom, Angels, God’s Still Small Voice, Animals, Intuition, the Inward Voice, 

Prophetic Body Checks, Circumstances, Signs and Wonders, Tongues, Creation, and 

many others.  This write-up, however, considers “Hearing God’s Voice through 

Dreams, Visions, Trances, Word of Knowledge and Word of Wisdom”. I will look at 

the meanings of and the differences between Dreams, Visions and Trances; Sources 

of Dreams, Visions and Trances; The use of Symbolisms in Dreams, Visions and 

Trances and the need to Test the Validity of Dreams, Visions and Trances. Let us 

first have a look at dreams. 

1.1 DREAMS 

All people have had dreams ever since they were young. Dreams are so common - 

about 3 – 5 in a night per person on the average that many Christians have grown 

up not respecting them as valid methods of God leading them. It appears the 

common nature of dreams makes people wonder how God can lead us through this 

means. 

The Bible teaches us that God speaks to us in dreams when He cannot get our 

attention and also that dreams come as a result of the presence of the Holy Spirit 

(Job 33:14-15; Acts 2:17). The fact that dreams can come from sources other than 

the Holy Spirit should not be discounted. 

Opinions about the meaning of dreams vary through time and culture. Some hold 

that: 

 Dreams were direct messages from the deities and the deceased persons and 

they predicted the future. This was mostly found among  the Greeks and the 
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Romans.  

 Dreams are manifestations of our deepest desires and anxieties often relating 

to repressed childhood memories or obsessions. 

1.2 Types of Dreams 

There are two types of dreams: Virtual Reality Dream and Reality Dream. 

1.2.1 Virtual Reality Dream 

 This occurs while we sleep and it remains in our mind after waking. An 

example of a virtual reality dream is what Nebuchadnezzar had in the days of 

Daniel (Dan 2:31-35; 2:1; 4:10, 18). Other examples are the dreams that 

Pharaoh's chief butler and baker had (Gen 40:5), Pharaoh (Gen 41:1-8), the 

Midianites (Jgd7:13). It is, however, noteworthy that these dreams were 

symbolic and needed interpretation. 

1.2.2 Reality Dream 

 This is a real experience we have while sleeping that we remember after 

waking. An example is found in Genesis 20:3 “But God came to Abimelech in 

a dream in the night, and said to him, ‘behold, you are a dead man because 

of the woman whom you have taken, for she is married’”. Note the text does 

not say that he dreamt of God, rather he had a real encounter with the Lord 

and that he remembered it when he woke up. Another example is the familiar 

story of Joseph in Matthew 2 where an angel of the Lord interacted with him 

to send the boy Jesus to Egypt to avoid Herod’s destruction; others are  the 

experiences that the wise men from the East (Matt 2:12) and Pilate's wife had 

(Matt 27:19).  

1.3 Incorporation of Reality 

During the night, many external stimuli may bombard the senses, but the brain 

often interprets the stimulus and makes it a part of a dream to ensure continuous 

sleep. By this, an actual occurrence such as environmental sound is incorporated 

into the dream. For instance, a person may hear a phone ringing in a dream while it 

is ringing in reality or may even dream of urination while wetting the bed. The mind 

can, however, awaken an individual if he or she is in danger or if trained to respond 

to certain sounds such as a baby crying. There is the tendency of a preceding 

daytime event becoming an element of a dream. 

1.4 Contents of a dream 

A dream may contain the following: 

 Visuals – There may be locations, characters or people, objects or artifacts. 

These are reflective of a person’s memories and experiences. People who are 
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blind from birth do not have visual dreams. The contents of their dreams are 

related to the other senses like auditory, touch, smell or taste, whichever is 

present since birth. 

 Emotions – The most common among these is anxiety. Others include 

abandonment, anger, fear, joy and happiness.  

 Sexual themes – These are more prevalent in young adolescents and early 

young adults. They may result in orgasms or nocturnal emissions. It should 

be noted that not all dreams with these themes are demonic, some are 

natural.  

Important things to note 

 Not all dreams are from God. We can hear from about four sources of the 

spirit realm, even in our dreams. This will be discussed in detail later. 

 Simply because we have powerful and illustrative dreams does not necessarily 

mean we are prophetic. Remember that wicked people in the Bible had 

dreams too e.g. Nebuchadnezzar. Even animals do have dreams. Interpreting 

dreams with the Spirit of God is what makes us prophetic. Ultimately the 

interpretation of dreams belongs to the Lord.   

1.5 Importance of Dreams 

There are many uses of dreams. These include 

 Confirmation 

God confirms intuition through dreams. He will bring to the surface those 

senses and feelings that seemingly cannot be expressed – Job 33:15-18; 

Gideon’s experience - Judges 7: 9-15 

 Warning 

God may reveal an unpleasant event that will happen in the future through 

dreams. Normally, if we do not pray about such a dream, it will come to pass. 

God will give the dream in time for us to take an action – Job 33:17. E.g. 

Joseph in the OT and the dream of seven years of famine; Joseph in the NT 

taking Jesus and Mary to Egypt because of pharaoh’s plot to destroy Him. 

 Revelation 

God gave Nebuchadnezzar a dream about his future which Daniel interpreted 

– Daniel 4. Again, in Daniel 2, He gave the king a panoramic dream about the 

four (4) kingdoms which would rule this world throughout history. Besides, 

God gave Jacob a dream in which he saw angels ascending and descending 

up and down from heaven into his life (Gen 28). Jacob realized the sanctity of 

the place. The ladder in that dream provided  a bridge between heaven and 
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earth revealing that God is still committed to making His dwelling among men 

(Jn 1:51). God can speak to us about all aspects of our lives on both practical 

and spiritual levels. 

 

 Direction 

Joseph, in the NT had four dreams about the life of Jesus. When he Followed 

the directions he received in each dream, the perfect will of God was done, 

prophecies were fulfilled and Scriptures confirmed (Matt 2:22, 23; 1:20, 21; 

2:13, 19, 20).  God directed Jacob to leave Laban (Gen 31:11-13). God can 

also direct us through dreams. 

  Confidence of God’s Communication with  Us 

Dreams received and rightly interpreted brings a realization that God really 

does know about us, our trials and struggles and He loves us so much that He 

desires to express Himself to us. E.g. Paul in Corinth (Acts 18:9-10). 

1.6 Nightmares and Dirty Dreams 

Many people have been snared by the devil through dreams. The devil gives a 

picture of some evil events. This may include seeing yourself in a coffin, a violent 

attacker, sleeping with someone else etc. The aim is to frighten you and instil fear 

into your heart. When fear has taken a foothold, the real thing can happen (Job 

3:25). Note, fear is a demonic spirit but God has not given us the spirit of fear (2 

Tim1:7). When fear takes a foothold, it opens the door to destructions. There may 

also be filthy dreams - a night time continuation of fleshly lust seeking to defile the 

body which may be occasioned by watching vile movies and entertaining.   

To avoid these dreams and attacks, you must purge and renew the mind by the 

Spirit. (2 Cor 3:10). This must be done daily, since on a daily basis there is so much 

‘filth’ and baggage that distract and fill our thoughts. To get rid of this, you must 

clear the ‘channels’ through the “washing of water by the Word” (Eph5:26) and 

prayer. After reading and meditating on the Scriptures, the mind becomes clean and 

refreshed, resulting in the person’s spirit being inspired.  

2.0 VISIONS 

Vision may be described as one’s ability to see. It can also be an individual or an 

organization’s plans for the future, as in the Church’s Vision documents. This 

meaning refers to the ability to imagine or create a plan or an idea for the future 

and make it happen.  However, the spiritual meaning of the word ‘Vision’ from the 

Prophetic and Biblical stories is far deeper than the meanings given above.  

The Hebrew words hazon, hizzayon, mar’ah and the Greek horama, optasia, all have 

to do with seeing. Biblically, a vision is a divinely-inspired visual scene that is seen 

either during prayer, sleep or at a time when one is awake. Many of these visions 
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are so remarkable that they are difficult for the average human mind to 

comprehend. 

 

Through visions, God revealed to the seers truth in pictorial form. They came under 

various circumstances.  

 In men’s waking hours – Daniel 10:7;  Acts 9:7 

 By day – Acts 10:3 or  

 By night – Genesis 46:2 

2.1 Types of Visions 

There are two types. These are the Vision of the Mind and Open Vision.  

 The Vision of the Mind 

This is where the Lord “projects” images and pictures onto the “screen” of our 

minds. This can be called a “sanctified imagination” or an imagination that is 

under the influence of the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit most often speaks to us 

through this means. For example, one was asked to picture a Yellow building, 

he or she would see it in his or her mind’s eye. The Holy Spirit uses the mind 

as a chalkboard on which he draws pictures or projects images onto the 

mind’s eye. 

 The Open Vision  

This happens when one sees an image with the natural eyes. It occurs when 

the visionary is alert and aware of his physical surroundings. A typical 

example of an open vision is illustrated below as a friend narrated to me:  

He encountered an unknown gentleman. According to him, in the 

course of their conversation, he saw an open vision above the man’s 

head. Events of his life flashed over him in what appeared to be short 

‘video clips’. Then he told him of his mother having been admitted at 

the hospital dying, of his father’s death, and of his constant blame of 

himself. The young man admitted them. Out of shock and disbelief, he 

ran away.  

What my friend saw like a video clip about the man was true and this came to light 

by the power of the Holy Spirit. 

In Open Visions, a man will be somewhere when, suddenly, he would be overcome 

by the inspiration of the Holy Spirit and then be ‘caught up’. An example is John on 

the Island of Patmos when he was suddenly taken to be in the mind and thinking of 

God (Rev 1:10). Ezekiel was in Babylon (Exile) when the heavens opened, and he 

saw the visions of God (Eze 1:3), evil practices in the temple and the state of 
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Jerusalem (Eze 8). These were living on a higher dimension of holiness and sanctity, 

which moved them from speaking to their fellow men and immediately being carried 

away in the spirit into the heavenly realm. Visions can also be received when people 

are asleep as in Daniel 7:1-3. The commonest type of open vision is the unfolding of 

spiritual insight that emerges within the mind while a person is completely awake. 

This kind of vision occurs during prayer and meditation. A thought presses into a 

person’s spirit, creating a burden, which translates into a mental picture of which the 

person knows nothing about. Later, the situation visualized is proven true. This is, 

however, different from day dreaming which is simply an imagination. 

2.2 The difference between dreams and visions 

It is not easy to draw a sharp line between dreams and visions since some visions do 

occur when a person is sleeping. Man, being a tripartite being, consists of a body, 

soul and spirit. Dreams seem to emerge or develop more in the realm of the soul 

(the seat of the mind, emotions and the will), whereas visions are conceived within 

the spirit (conscience, intuition and the contact line) of the person. The spirit world 

never sleeps. Therefore, our spirit can interact with it while we are asleep. 

2.3 Trances 

Trances are another way that God speaks to His People. They are much like visions, 

except that when we are in a trance, we are completely unaware of our 

surroundings. The Greek Word ekstasis, from which the word "ecstasy" is derived, 

denotes the state of one who is "out of himself or “a throwing of the mind out of its 

normal state into God’s10." Hence, trance means “to be out of your mind.” It is a 

mental state in which the senses are partially or wholly suspended and the person is 

unconscious of the environment while contemplating some ordinary object.11 Such 

were the trances of Peter and Paul, Acts 10:10; 11:5; 22:17.   

Many Christians feel that because people in the occult have trances, all trances are 

evil. The truth is Satan can only copy the things of God.   

The experiences of Peter in Acts10:9 -11 and Paul in Acts 22:17-21 give us a vivid 

description of what a trance is.  There are other similar experiences recorded in the 

Scriptures that are not called trances but I see them to be such. A typical example is 

Balaam, son of Beor, who, in his third and fourth prophecies (Num 24:4, 16), was 

narrating what he saw in a trance. 

2.4 Word of knowledge 

A Word of knowledge is a fragment or a small item of God's knowledge, given to a 

person by the Holy Spirit.12 It gives us certain facts and information through the 

supernatural revelation of the Holy Spirit. This information was previously unknown 

                                                           
10 Douglas, J. D (Revising Editor), New International Bible Dictionary, Grands Rapids, pg. 1031 
11 Ibid 
12 Mahoney Ralph, The Shepherd Staff, San Fernando: World Map, pg, 18/ section D1 
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to the person, and the knowledge could not be gained by any natural means. It is 

supernaturally imparted. It frequently manifests in conjunction with the Word of 

Wisdom.  

Biblical examples  

In The Ministry of Jesus 

In John 1:47-50, we realize that Jesus knew certain facts about Nathaniel before He 

met him. Again in John 4:18 – 20, we see that the interaction that went on between 

our Lord Jesus Christ and the Woman of Samaria indicates that Jesus knew many 

facts about her, although He had never previously seen her. The exercise of the 

Word of Knowledge eventually brought about a great revival. 

In the Early Church 

Ananias received specific information in great detail about Saul in Acts 9. He had 

never met Saul before, yet he knew exactly the location and condition in which he 

was (Acts 9:10-20). Another example is the famous story of Ananias and Saphira’s 

encounter with Peter in Acts 5.  

In the Old Testament 

David had an illicit affair with Uriah’s wife, Bathsheba. God revealed to Nathan 

certain facts and details regarding David’s sin (2 Sam 12:1-14).      

The importance of word of knowledge 

 to uncover sin (2 Sam 12:1-10; Acts 5:1-11)  

 to bring people to God (Jn 1:47-50; 4:18-20) 

 to give guidance and direction (Acts 9:11) 

 to minister encouragement during  periods of despondency (1 Kgs 19:9-18) 

 to impart Knowledge of future events (Acts 11:27, 28) 

 to reveal hidden things (1Sam 10:22) 

 

The Operation of the Gift of Word of Knowledge 

 The gift of Word of Knowledge is supernatural in character.  

 It also operates by faith.  

 The revelation is received in one’s spirit.  

 The gift is not essentially a vocal gift; however, it may become vocal when 
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shared with others (Jn 4:4-7; 18).  

 Any Spirit-filled Christian who is willing to hear God’s voice may experience it.  

 

It is important to note that obedient action and rapt response is essential to the 

continuing functioning of this gift in our ministries. Equally, the Word of Knowledge 

cannot be equated to the human knowledge gained by natural means – by learning.  

2.5 Word of wisdom 

The Word of Wisdom is a fragment of divine wisdom supernaturally imparted by the 

Holy Spirit. It supplies one with the immediate wisdom to know what to say or do in 

a given situation. This gift enables us to speak and act with divine wisdom, and thus 

ensures the correct use and application of other gifts. It is clear that when the Word 

of Wisdom is absent, the other gifts can be used wrongly, which most often cause 

confusion in the community of believers. It is, therefore, expedient for all believers 

to yearn and desire this kind of gift. 

 

God frequently gives this kind of gift together with the Word of Knowledge. This 

helps the believer to know how to apply that Word of Knowledge the right way. For 

instance, in the case of Ananias and Saul, God revealed to Ananias the whereabouts 

and condition of Saul through a Word of Knowledge. He also showed him, by the 

Word of wisdom, what he should do in this difficult situation (Acts 9:10-20). 

It ought to be noted that it is the gift of Word (logos) of wisdom, and not the gift of 

wisdom.  

It is also worthy to note that the Word of Wisdom: 

 Is not natural but supernatural 

 Is not gained from academic achievement 

 Is not gained from experience 

 Is not to understand and interpret the Bible well 

 Is given as the Holy Spirit wills (1 Cor 12:11) 

 Is given for a special need or situation 

Some Biblical Examples 

a) Jesus Christ used it to defeat Satan when he was tempted in the wilderness 

(Lk 4:1-3).  

b) Jesus Christ used it to confound the Scribes and Pharisees when they tried to 
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trap Him (Lk 20:22-26; Jn 8:3-11). 

c) It’s given to streamline church administration and to solve church crises (Acts 

6:1-5; Acts 15:28) 

 

d) Paul used it to control a situation, resulting in the salvation of many (Acts 

27:23-24). 

The good news is that the Word of Wisdom is promised to all the Disciples of Christ. 

Thus, every member of the Church is promised to enjoy this kind of experience. 

Believers of Christ are admonished to “Settle it therefore in your hearts, not to 

meditate before what you shall answer. For I will give you a mouth and wisdom, 

which all your adversaries shall not be able to contradict or resist” (Lk21:14, 15).   

It should, however, be observed that the Word of Wisdom is not essentially a vocal 

gift, rather it is a gift of revelation. It is received quietly within one’s mind and spirit. 

It is often given when counselling, preaching or prophesying, or when a command of 

God is given, so that we know how to respond to the command.  

2.6 Sources of dreams, visions and trances 

It is a fact that not all revelations and voices are of God, even though they may 

come to pass. Deuteronomy 13:1-5 discusses this thoroughly.  

It is easy to conclude that “well that must be right. It came to pass.” But even under 

certain circumstances when it does come to pass, it isn’t from God. The reason is 

that they must lead one to God and not away from him; they cause one to become 

more reverent of God, the Holy Spirit and the Bible; under no circumstance should it 

lead one away from the New birth and other fundamental doctrines. 

Voices that speak to us from the spirit realm come from four main sources. They 

include: 

Our spirit – The human body is composed of a spirit that has a soul and a body. 

When we are born again, our spirit comes to life making it possible to hear from the 

spirit realm, but not necessarily hearing from the Holy Spirit. Hearing from our own 

spirit is still a spiritual experience and being aware of this will help us discern which 

voice is speaking to us. 

The Holy Spirit – This is God’s Spirit, the one whom we are building a relationship 

with and learning to hear clearly. 

Evil spirit – Spirits from the evil realm can speak to Christians just as they spoke to 

Jesus when He encountered Satan in the wilderness.   

Angels – According to Hebrews 1, these are spirits sent to render services to the 
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saints. Angels also speak to us about the things of God. Throughout Scriptures, 

angels visited and spoke to people concerning what they should do.  Example are 

Gideon (Jdg 6:11-12); Manoah’s Wife (Jdg13:3-5); Philip (Acts 8:26). It does happen 

in our days too. 

 

2.7 The use of symbolism in dreams, visions and trances /interpreting 

divine information 

As humans, we tend to err to the extreme. We are sometimes either tempted to 

believe that dreams, visions and trances do not make sense. In fact, some even 

claim that dreams occur when a person overeats. However, most of these means of 

communication are really meaningful and helpful, although not all.  

God gives us sealed instructions in the form of dreams, visions and trances though 

they may appear ridiculous at times; e.g. Genesis 41:15 – 48. The interpretation of 

these two dreams saved Egypt or the entire world from starvation.    

The divine revelation is the raw data of divine communication. Many a time, people 

are tempted to give a wrong interpretation to divine information. For example, in a 

public meeting somewhere else, a minister spoke a prophetic word to a man whom 

he had never met. He told the guy “You have a music ministry. You are called to be 

a singer.” What the minister actually saw in a vision was musical notes around the 

person. So the minister thought the man was called by God to sing or play an 

instrument, but the person to whom the revelation was directed did not play nor 

sing at all. He was rather the owner of a musical instrument store. The minister was 

questioned why he gave that interpretation but the response was, was he supposed 

to have known? Yes, it is a fact; he was not supposed to know. It seemed obvious to 

him that the person would be in the music ministry as a performer. However, when 

he made an assumption about the divine revelation based on what seemed obvious, 

he got into trouble. I think he could have said, “I saw musical notes around you; 

does that mean anything to you?  

In a similar situation, a minister in a church meeting told a certain man publicly that 

he had no integrity in his finances based on a vision he had seen. What this minister 

saw was a dark cloud over the area of the man’s finances. He interpreted this to 

mean that the man was stealing money, but this interpretation was totally wrong. 

What actually happened afterwards was that, the man’s business partner embezzled 

a large sum of money from him. The vision was a warning to the man to watch out, 

for someone might steal money from him, but it was mistakenly pronounced as a 

judgment against him. The brother was humiliated publicly by the wrong 

interpretation given to the vision. This resulted in a stigma that was attached to the 

man concerning his integrity.  

Ministers and leaders ought to be careful not to make hasty interpretations of divine 
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revelation. It is very easy to receive a revelation and then without actually realizing 

it, cross over the line to interpret it. We are, therefore, entreated to constantly 

remind ourselves to distinguish between the raw data (divine revelation) and the 

interpretation of its content. What normally happens is that the interpretation we 

give to a revelation is often contrary to the obvious.  

The Scribes and the Pharisees were perfect examples of this challenge. To them, the 

tradition of the elders was more than a collection of their customs. It was the 

theological interpretation of the Torah13, the first five books of the Hebrew Old 

Testament. As centuries passed, those traditions were written down in what became 

known as the Talmud14. 

To the Scribes and Pharisees, Jesus was a lawbreaker because He did not keep the 

traditions of the elders. These religious leaders could no longer distinguish between 

revelation (the Torah) and interpretation (later called the Talmud). To them, the 

interpretations and applications were obvious and indisputable. 

This tendency to mix up revelation and interpretation shows up in every generation. 

There are many people today who are into end-time prophecy and who have 

become so wrapped up in their charts and predictions that they can no longer 

distinguish between the raw data of biblical revelation and their systematic 

interpretations. The Pharisees also misinterpreted the prophets’ revelations and 

missed the purpose of God because Jesus came in a way contrary to all their 

expectations. 

One of the characteristics of divine revelation is that it is sometimes allegorical or 

symbolic, and it is fully understood only after future events have taken place. From 

the OT perspective, it was not altogether clear what the Messiah would look like. 

The prophets foretold the coming of both a kingly Messiah and a suffering Servant, 

but no one even remotely considered that both were the same person. Obviously, 

kingly messiahs aren’t servants, and they do not suffer. 

For the Disciples of Christ and even for some of the Pharisees and Scribes, the 

interpretation of events foretold in prophetic revelation was difficult while they were 

happening, but their meaning became crystal clear after the foretold events had 

taken place. Believers ought to be careful about locking in on our interpretation of 

divine revelation lest we miss what God is trying to say to us and do with us.  

KEYS TO INTERPRETATION 

 Write it down – This should be exactly as received. 

                                                           
13 The Pentateuch is the first of the three Jewish divisions of the Old Testament. 
14 Talmud is the collection of Jewish law and tradition consisting of Mishnah (the collection of oral laws) and the 
Gemera (the section of the Talmud the consist essentially of commentary on the Mishnah) and being either the 
edition produced in Palestine a.d. c400 or the larger, more important one produced in Babylonian a.d. c500. 
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 Pray – Tell the dream to God first 

There are many times when God will show you interpretation as you wake up 

and begin to meditate. On other occasions, you may have to pray and get in 

the spirit first. Daniel took some time off to seek the face of God.  

 

 Establishing whether the language has literal application or it is in 

symbolic and metaphoric language 

The people we see in a dream mayor may not be the actual subjects referred 

to. The language of symbolism and metaphors are not rigid as there is no 

strict pattern for interpreting symbols and metaphors. A word or object in a 

divine revelation may have different meanings in the context of another 

Scripture. E.g. Water (Jn 7:38 cp Jn 3:5); Fire (Jer 4:4 cp Matt 3:11). 

It is impossible to interpret all divine revelations reliably from any list of 

symbolism no matter how comprehensive it may be. 

 Learn to Dissect 

Break the divine revelation down into pieces and work with the symbols and 

situations there, instead of trying to understand what may be totally 

unrelated divine revelations. 

 Learn to ask God questions 

Be inquisitive. Be a seeker. Reach out and stretch. The disciples asked for the 

meanings of parables 

 Relating the Divine Interpretation Properly 

First, see if the divine revelation relates to yourself; if it is about someone 

else, then first pray about it. If it is about the church, share it with the 

leadership, then the decision will be made about the proper way to share it, if 

not all. People can get hurt without the proper sharing of the divine 

revelation. 

On the spiritual side, however, one needs: 

 Separation – Daniel 1:8,17 

One cannot mingle with sin and correctly interpret divine revelation. When 

God begins to speak to us through divine revelation, we must be willing to 

spend extra time with Him  in order to allow Him to reveal the interpretations 

to us.  
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 Ask and receive  

Believers should expect and grasp by faith 

 Faithfulness 

One ought to be faithful in the little and God will enlarge one’s capacities to 

receive more. Seek Him for the interpretation of what might be little 

revelation and He will add more. We should endeavour to avoid arrogance 

and pride. 

WARNING AGAINST THOSE WHO FEIGN  DREAMS AND VISIONS 

 Jeremiah 23:25-28 

 Ezekiel 13:3-9 

 Zechariah 10:2 

 

2.8 The need to test the validity of dreams, visions and trances 

The Bible directly instructs believers not to despise prophetic utterances. Rather, we 

are to test them. (1 Thess 5:19). As we have learnt earlier,  not every voice that 

speaks to us or everything that we see either in a dream, vision or a trance is from 

God. “Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see whether they 

are from God, because many false prophets have gone out into the world” (1 Jn 

4:1). In this passage of Scripture, it is made clear that we, the beloved, are able to 

hear from spirits other than the Holy Spirit and are warned not to become fake 

Christians by listening to the wrong spirit. Therefore, if it is possible to become fake 

Christians by listening to the wrong spirit, then it becomes vital to know which voice 

can speak to us.        

3.0 CONCLUSION 

From the discussions so far, it is an undeniable fact that we cannot live and grow as 

Christians without hearkening to the voice of God. If we turn our ears away from 

God's voice and desire our own voices in our generation, we will become completely 

carnal and so much in love with our own voices. The result is immaturity and our 

inability to hear God's voice again. 

Dreams, Visions and Trances are a perfect way to hear from God. When you are 

dreaming, you are quiet, so you can’t ignore Him, and you are not easily distracted. 

Personal experience has confirmed this notion. On many occasions, the Lord has 

spoken words of encouragement, guidance and warnings while I was asleep. God 

intends to speak to each of his followers in this manner. Prophet Joel foretold of a 
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time when God’s Spirit would compel “all flesh” to dream and see visions (Acts 2). 

“All flesh” means Apostles, Prophets, Pastors, Teachers, Administrators, Lay officers 

and church members. The voice of God is what gives life to what we do. Without it, 

and the power that follows, we have nothing but flesh to depend upon. The enemy 

of our soul is not ignorant of the power of dreams and visions. Let 1 Samuel 28 be a 

warning. It recounts a time when King Saul sought counsel from a medium and 

ultimately fell from the grace. Scripture says of Saul, "How the mighty have fallen, 

and the weapons of war perished" (2 Sam 1:27). 

Beloved, I pray that as we yearn to impact our generations, the Holy Spirit will help 

us to hear from God through dreams, visions, trances, Word of Knowledge and Word 

of Wisdom so that we can do the will of our Master.   
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THE DIFFERENT FORMS OF SATAN’S VOICE 

Pastor Jonathan Kofie and Apostle Dr. Opoku Onyinah 

 

1.0    INTRODUCTION 

The topic for this paper is ‘The Different Forms of Satan’s Voice’. This topic is very important 

within the context of the main theme for this meeting, ‘Hearing and obeying the Lord’s voice 

in my generation (1 Sam 3:9-10). For the good steward to hear and obey the master’s voice, 

he or she needs to be able to identify clearly the voice of the master and be able to 

distinguish his voice from the many other voices available in the world. One of such other 

voices is the voice of Satan (Gen 3:1-4; Matt 4:1-11). 

In this presentation, we shall look at different forms of the voice of Satan in our present world 

as the basis of making a distinction between the voice of Satan and that of the Lord.  These 

include; occultism, the devils schemes and false doctrine, ritual murder and sexual revolution. 

We shall then reflect on the true nature of spiritual warfare in the light of contemporary views 

on the subject in our desire to hear and obey the Lord’s voice in our generation.  

We posit that our ability to distinguish the Lord’s voice from that of Satan is paramount to 

hearing and obeying the Lord’s voice. 

1.1 Identifying Satan and evil powers 

The Bible, especially the Old Testament is quite clear about a being, explicitly called 

Satan three times, who is powerful and presides over a “kingdom” in league with 

other spirits, who oppose God and his people (1 Chr 211; Zec 3:1-2; Job 1:7-2:10). 
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The Bible also hints at the complexity of the spirit world, i.e. the Kingdom of Satan 

which implies some sort of hierarchical control (Dan 10:13-21). The Old Testament 

assumes the possibility of Satan and his allied spirits’ preoccupation with the 

causation of misfortunes and evil behaviour (Zec3:1-2; Job 1-2). This is similar to 

the African world view. 

However, in the context of the African’s view of the spirit world, the cause of evil is 

not attributed to one personalised being, Satan or Devil, rather all evil doers are 

sometimes referred to as $bonsam. $bonsam is the term Western missionaries’ used 

to translate the Western idea of the devil or Satan. 

1.2 Other Evils Powers 

Dwarfs: Dwarfs are believed to be spiritual forces that are in the forest. They are 

thought to unrelentingly anti-human and are eager to hurt people.  Dwarfs 

represent unpredictability, mockery and trickery. Running away from them in the 

forest might lead to a sudden encounter with them where they may choose either to 

assist or attack. They are considered to be ethereal in nature. They are said to 

possess human beings to express their wishes. There are people who worship 

dwarfs with their priests. 

The Forest Monster: The belief in the forest monster is strong among people who 

live in forest areas. The forest monster is believed to be extremely hostile to human 

beings. It is not considered to be a deity so it is not worshipped. 

Maami Wata: The concept of the goddess Maami Wata; a water spirit was developed 

in West African Christianity. The concept has its origin in Nigeria. Maami Wata is 

believed to be half human, half fish, mainly female and lives in the sea.15 

1.3 Occultism 

The term occult means something that is hidden from view, something not revealed 

or something that is mysterious. Occultism has come to mean the practices or 

influences of supernatural powers. People often call it ‘Satanism’ because it is 

believed that Satan controls such practices. Occultism can be classified into four 

kinds:  divination, spiritism or spiritualism, sorcery, witchcraft and astral projection.  

1.4 Divination 

Divination is the attempt to foresee or foretell future events, or discover hidden 

knowledge by manipulation of objects or the interpretation of omens with the help 

                                                           
15 For reading on myth concerning Maami Wata, see C. Achebe, The WorldOgbanje (Enugu: Fourth Dimension, 

1986) pp. 18-23; Misty Bastian, "Married in the Water: Spirit Kin and Other Afflictions of Modernity in 

Southeaster- Nigerian," Journal of Religion in Africa 27, no. 2 (1997) pp. 123-24; Chinonyel Moses Ugwu, 

Healing in the Nigerian Church: A Pastoral-Psychologica Exploration (Bern: Peter Lang, 1998), pp. 162-63. 

Commented [A6]: Almost the same as the definition in R.B. 
Thieme’s book ‘Satan and Demonism’. I think we can change it a bit. 
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of a supernatural power.16 Divination can be divided into four groups namely; 

astrology, reading of palm, tarot cards, crystal balls, numerology and dreams, and  

telepathy clairvoyance, clairaudience and psychometry.  

 Astrology includes enchanting, horoscopes, and zodiacs. This is the attempt to 

discover the future through the stars in order to guide people's personal, social, 

and business lives.  

 Reading tarot cards, crystal balls, palms, a rod and pendulum, and snail shells in 

order to see into the future. The most popular ones are palm and the tarot card 

reading. 

 Numerology and dreams. Practitioners try to study the significance of numbers 

to interpret dreams and predict the future. The number thirteen, for example, 

was believed by some early Christians as the number of sin because it goes 

beyond the twelve apostles. In European magical tradition, the number thirteen 

is the number of necromancy, bringing the dead back to temporary life for 

consultation.  

 Telepathy, clairvoyance, clairaudience and the psychometric. Telepathy is the 

claim to have awareness of the thought or mental state of another person 

through extra-sensory perception. Clairvoyance refers to information received 

through extrasensory perception, focusing mentally on an event or the claim to 

perceive objective facts of which no one has knowledge, without use of the 

known senses. Clairaudience is the ability to hear mentally without using the 

ears. Psychometry is the ability to know about an object or its owner through 

contact with, or proximity to, the objector it can be knowing about the owner of 

an object by handling the object.  

1.5 Spiritism or Spiritualism 

The second aspect of occultism is what can be called "Spiritism" or "Spiritualism." 

This is grounded in the belief that people can, by means of "spiritualists," make 

contact with spirits, such as people who have died and learn from them.17 

There are two main categories. The first category includes necromancy, familiar 

spirits, mediums, séances, trumpet mediums (TM), ghosts, and phantoms. The 

second type of spiritism includes consultation with other spirits, the use of Ouija 

boards, automatic writing, and trance-speaking. Consulting other spirits is practised 

among some "spiritual churches" across the globe. In West Africa the practice is 

called "calling of saints." 

                                                           
16 The Bible has numerous references to divination (e.g., Gen. 44:5; Deut 18:10; 1 Sam 6:2; Isa 44:25; Jer. 

27:9; 29:8; Ezek. 13:9,23; 21:29; 22:28; Mic 3:11; Zech. 10:2). 

 
17 Compare the title of a medium's accounts of his work. John Edward, One Last Time: A Psychic Medium Speaks 

to those We Have Loved and Lost (London: Piatkus, 1999). 
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Contemporary mediums claim they are not dealing with occult, but only applying a 

spiritual law. However, the Bible condemns those who try to consult the dead (Lev 

19:31; 20:6, 27; Deut 18:11; 1 Sam 28:3, 7-9; 2 Kgs 21:6; 23:24; 1 Chr 10:13; 2 

Chr 33:6; Isa8:19; 19:31). 

1.6 Sorcery and Magic 

Another aspect of the occult is sorcery and magic, and it includes fetishism and 

voodoo. Sorcery is sometimes used synonymously with the term magic. Sorcery 

includes the use of drugs, charms, and amulets, which are accompanied by 

incantations and appeals to supernatural powers. And they follow rituals to achieve 

their ends.18 There are good and evil sorcerers. The bad sorcerers use their powers 

to harm others, while good sorcerers use theirs to neutralise the activities of bad 

sorcerers and witches.  

 

Magic here is considered the art of learning techniques and acquiring knowledge in 

order to perform signs and wonders through appeals to supernatural powers. 

Techniques used in magic typically include chants, spells, gestures, and actions. A 

distinction is often drawn between white and black magic. White magic is said to be 

employed for a good purpose, while black magic is used to harm others. Black 

magic is often related to sorcery. We also have contagious19 and homeopathic20 

magic. 

1.7 Witchcraft and Astral Projection 

The term witchcraft has been used in different ways in various historical and social 

contexts. Often it is in connection with magic or sorcery. Between the thirteenth and 

fourteenth centuries, opposition to alleged witchcraft hardened as a result of the 

growing belief that all magic and miracles came from Satan and were manifestations 

of evil. Those who practised sorcery and magic were increasingly regarded as 

practitioners of witchcraft who were in league with Satan.  

In Africa, the witchcraft concept is the belief that some people may possess 

supernatural powers, which may be used either for good or evil. The witch is said to 

have the witch-spirit animal and witchcraft object. These become the spiritual 

equipment, which it is claimed a witch operates with. Sometimes witches claim 

these things are material and other times they claim they are immaterial. Self-

claimed witches speak about their abilities to travel outside their bodies in order to 

bring about good or evil. This is similar to astral projection in the Western world. 

                                                           
4The Bible has numerous references to sorcery (mekassepim, kashaph, Exo 7:11; Isa. 47:9; Jer 27:9; Dan 2:2; 

Mai 3:5. In Isaiah 57:3 (AV) another term, 'anan, was translated sorceress. 
19 Contagious magic: Things which have once been in contact with each other continue to act on each other at a 
distance after the physical contact has been severed- law of contact.eg hair, fingernails, cloth, ring, footprint etc. 
20 Homeopathic magic: Like produces like or that an effect resembles its cause- Law of similarity eg. Spotted 
leaves can cure spots on the skin, break the leg of a hen to heal broken legs of human being. 
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Astral projection is also known as out-of-body experience (OBE), and soul travel. 

Other people term this as psychic power. In these phenomena, the non-physical 

part of the body leaves the body and in that spiritual state, it can consciously 

experience other physical realities.21 A major goal of this experience is to lift and 

empower consciousness to generate new, positive interactions with the self, to fully 

develop their potential and contribute to global wellbeing. 

1.8 Witchdemonology 

The term "witchdemonology" is used to describe the occult beliefs and practices 

that have come to stay in Africa and other parts of the world. The term describes 

the beliefs and practices of "deliverance ministries" in Africa, which is a synthesis 

of the practices and beliefs of African witchcraft and Western Christian 

demonology and exorcism.22 Significantly, all the occult practices which have been 

discussed above are termed as demonization or witchcraft possession.  

1.9   The Devil’s Schemes 

A major voice of Satan in our contemporary times is his schemes.  The Devil’s 

schemes are his efforts to block us from knowing Christ’s victories and what he 

has done for human beings. These may be seen in false doctrines which are 

manifested in arguments, pretensions, false philosophies, beliefs, teachings and 

practices which result in arrogance and rebellion against our Lord Jesus Christ (2 

Cor 10:3-5; Eph 2:1-4). Through these schemes, the devil is able to deceive 

people to believe and behave according to the false doctrines and ideas and get 

those people to his side. The false ideas, beliefs and teachings that shape many 

people’s lives are attractive enough to believe and not easily removed. 

1.9.1 False Doctrines  

False doctrine or heresy is any teaching that strays from biblical orthodoxy. It 

usually occurs when false teachers take one element of truth and blow it out of 

proportion. Two kinds of false teachers may be identified: those who were believers 

and have wandered away from the truth and those who have never been believers. 

Those who were believers  usually start their Christian lives  genuinely in Christ and 

have good intentions but because of misguided opinion, poor biblical understanding 

or sin, their personal commitment to Christ fades and they wander away from the 

truth (Acts 20:29-31; 2 Tim 2;16-19;4:10; 2 Pet 2;1-3; 2 Cor 11:13-15). On heresy, 

Fritz Ridenour observes, “Christianity has always had its foes, but no enemy has 

                                                           
7Joe H. Slate,Astral Projection and Psychic Empowerment: Techniques for Mastering the Out-of-Body 

Experience (St Paul, Minnesota: Llewellyn). 
9Opoku, Onyinah, "Contemporary 'Witchdemonology' in Africa," International Review of Missions," 93: 370/371 

(Oct. 2004) pp. 330-345. 
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been more dangerous than the enemy within – those who hold opinion in opposition 

to the commonly received truths on which Christianity was founded”.23 

Then there are those who have never been genuine believers in Christ at all. They 

come to Church with evil motives and deceive through various means. They neglect 

certain basic scriptures and twist others to support the point they are trying to 

teach. They do this cunningly and mislead followers of the truth for their selfish 

gain. Such people may be planted in the church by Satan. (Matt 13:24-30; 36-43: 2 

Thess 2:3-12; 2 Pet 3:3-7) Satan uses their abilities and charisma, his purpose is to 

place them in influential positions in order to undermine the work of Christ. 

It is important to note that most heresies and false doctrines are centred on the 

misrepresentation of the person of Jesus Christ. Some common false doctrines are 

Docetism which teaches that Jesus was divine but only appeared to be human 

because God would not suffer. Gnosticism insisted that the body and the physical 

world were evil and secret knowledge was the source of salvation. Marcion, a 

second century heretic, propounded the teaching that the God of the Old Testament 

was completely different from the God of the New Testament. He rejected the Old 

Testament and issued his own New Testament, which contained only part of Luke 

and only ten of Paul’s Letters.24 

To recognise whether a teaching is true or not requires that it be compared with 

biblical revelation. Though God's biblical revelation has been progressive, his truth 

never contradicts itself. False teachings can also be recognised because they are 

man-made rules and neglect Christ’s universal church, and the followers of such 

teachings claim to be an elite or a selected group. 

1.9.1 Sexual Revolution 

Sexual revolution is an awareness emanating from postmodern worldview that sex 

is not sacred and that people should be free to express their sexual desires in 

whichever way that pleases them. The media and modern technology— television, 

internet, mobile telephones, the press—have been the major vehicles for the 

promotion of the sexual revolution. The image-driven, sexual presentations of 

televisions are more captivating than written and spoken words. Sexy television 

personalities have become the mentors of our youth. 

The Internet is now by far the easiest way to get information. Through it, people 

can learn, chat, upload images, and download images. Almost everybody has access 

to this technological marvel. Unfortunately, television, the internet and the mobile 

telephone (with its free access periods) have facilitated the spread of inappropriate 

music, prostitution, pornography, and sexual immorality. 

                                                           
23 Fritz, Ridenour, So what’s the difference?(Ventura: Regal Books, 1979) p. 9. 
24 Opoku, Onyinah. Spiritual Warfare (Accra: Advocate Publishers Ltd, 2008) p.73. 
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It was one Alfred Kinsey, a professor at Indiana University in the USA, who initiated 

the sexual reformation. In 1938, Kinsey was convinced that sex research was an 

important and long-neglected field of study; he began to collect research data 

through sexual history interviews. The debatable results of Kinsey's research 

changed people's sexual behaviour forever. Kinsey shocked Americans by claiming 

that 50% of American married men, and a significant number of married women, 

had had extramarital relationships; that 37% of men had had at least some 

homosexual experience; that 10%of men were exclusively homosexual; and that 

premarital sex was common.25 

In the contemporary world, sex has been reduced to an ordinary act. People are 

encouraged not to attach any stigma to any type of sexual activity. Christians are 

told not to make people feel guilty for having sex. People therefore have all sorts of 

pleasure without a guilty conscience. Even if they have a guilty conscience, they will 

be encouraged to put it aside and continue to enjoy themselves in depraved ways. 

All sorts of sexual acts are encouraged. These include homosexuality/lesbianism, 

bestiality (having sex with animals), masochism (sadism), rape/defilement, 

paedophilia (sex with children), exhibitionism, prostitution, ritual prostitution, incest, 

adultery, pornography, masturbation, fornication, cyber-sex, and telephone sex.26 

Sex is used for selling everything, from music, cars to herbal medicine. Most of the 

adverts on television revolve around sex, and sexual songs are the ones that sell the 

most.  

Homosexuality is presently illegal in Ghana, but some leaders are pressing for a 

change.27 In other parts of the world it is an accepted practice.  The homosexuals 

will not stop. They will keep on trying. We need another voice. Christians as well as 

other moral people should uphold decent standards. 

1.9.2 The New Age Movement 

The New Age Movement28 is a false teaching that is exerting massive influence 

today and offers one of the greatest challenges to Christians. The movement is 

basically seen as a network of organisations that are autonomous yet bound 

together. The networks are composed of self-reliant and autonomous participants- 

people and organisations that simultaneously function as independent ‘wholes ‘and 

as interdependent ‘parts’29 

                                                           
25 The Kinsey Institute, “Data from Alfred Kinsey’s Studies,” available at: www.kinseyinstitute.org/research/ak-
data.htm Findings. Accessed:  September 2, 2015. 
26Nancy, Friday.Women on Top: How Real Life has Changed Women s Sexual Fantasies (London: Arrow Books), 

2003. 
27 "Is Ghana Ready for Gay Rights?" Available at: ww.ghanaweb.com/Ghana Home Page/News Archive/artikel. 

php?ID=57333. Accessed: September 2, 2015. 
28 The ‘New Age’ is essentially a syncretism of ideas coming from a wide variety of non- Christian religions 
(especially teachings of Eastern religions) mixed with modern theories of philosophy and psychology.  
29 Newport, J. P. The New Age Movement and Biblical Worldview p.101 

http://www.kinseyinstitute.org/research/ak-data.htm
http://www.kinseyinstitute.org/research/ak-data.htm
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The origin of this movement dates back to 1875 when Helena Petrovna Blavatsky 

transplanted Hinduism to the United States through the Theosophical Society, which 

she founded. A second notable figure was Blavatsky's co-worker, Alice Bailey, who 

wrote more than twenty books, allegedly through a spirit-guide.30 

In 1922, Alice Ann Bailey founded the "Lucifer Publishing Company" (now called the 

Lucis Publishing Company) which printed and distributed her teachings and which 

speak extensively of Christ's return and the coming new world order. Those are 

biblical themes, but her teachings were distortions of biblical truth. Bailey wrote that 

prior to Christ's return, certain wise men would arise. "The first step toward this 

longed-for consummation is the appearance of the Masters on the physical plane 

and then, later, the appearance of Christ."31 She continues that when Christ comes, 

he will come for all. Christ works for all men irrespective of their faith; he does not 

belong to the Christian world any more than to the Buddhist, the Muslim or any 

other faith. There is no need for any man to join the Christian Church in order to be 

affiliated with Christ. The requirements are to love your fellow men, lead a 

disciplined life, recognise the divinity in all faiths and all beings, and rule your daily 

life with Love. There was no angry God who would punish people for their 

wrongdoing. Consequently there was no hell. Her teaching was strategised to have 

influence on people.  

The New Age Movement is both a religious and a social movement. It is religious 

because it professes a broad-minded openness to all religions and encompasses a 

wide array of notions: spiritualism, astrology, Christ-consciousness, Native American 

Spirituality, Eastern religious experiences, out-of-body/near-death experiences, 

reincarnation, and the occult disciplines. On the other hand, it is social because it 

also employs unorthodox psychotherapeutic techniques and pseudoscientific 

applications of the "healing powers" of crystals and pyramids. It has various 

combinations of Gnosticism and Occultism.32 

Some of the beliefs and practices of the present New Age Movement include all is 

one, all is God, humanity is God, a change in consciousness, all religions are one, a 

cyclical nature of life, the necessity of reincarnations, the evolution of man into 

godhood, continuing revelations from beings beyond the world, the identity of man 

with god, the need for meditation, occult practices, vegetarianism and holistic 

health, one world (global) order and the unity of all religions. 

All religions, occult practices, and belief systems are considered as one. All religions 

teach the same thing in different forms. The external teachings of religion may 

                                                           
30 Walter, Martin. The New Age Cult (Minneapolis: Bethany House Publishers: 

1989), p.16. 
31 Alice Bailey,The Externalisation of the Hierarchy (New York: Lucis 

Publishing Company, 1957) p. 667. 
32 Gnosticism believes that the physical world is evil and that salvation comes through possession of secret 

knowledge. 
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differ, but the essence is the same. Consequently, the exclusiveness of Christianity, 

Judaism and Islam must be denied. Jesus of Nazareth, from the perspective of the 

New Age Movement, must be considered as one of the many manifestations of God 

throughout the centuries. 

New Age practices such as re-birthing, inner healing, biofeedback, yoga, out-of-body 

experience, reflexology, black and white magic, fire-walking, trance-channelling, 

therapeutic touch, transpersonal psychology, witchcraft, parapsychology, and 

contact with extra-terrestrials33.  

In sum, the New Age Movement is extremely large and comprises an extensive 

network of mystic, occult figures devoted to the goals of a one global government 

and one global religion. 

1.9.3   Ritual Murder 

Murder is the devil’s scheme used to distract Christians from the Master (Gen 4:8). 

Murder involves a deliberate, premeditated design to cause the death of a person. 

Murder may be in the form of genocide, ritual killings, revenge, contract, and cover 

up of sin, or pleasure. Genocide is the crime of destroying or conspiring to destroy a 

group of people because of their ethnic, national, racial, or religious identity. 

Revenge killing is to inflict death on another as a punishment  for what the person 

has done. Contract killing is where one person pays money to somebody to kill 

another for him/her. Cover up is to kill another to keep secret of the sins or offences 

that one has committed. A ritual murder (Sikaduro or sakawa) is the killing of 

somebody for sorcery or magic. 

There has been an increase in various forms of murder in almost all the continents. 

Although on the surface some forms of murder may not appear satanic or occult, 

underneath it is the devil that has planted in the minds of people who can take the 

lives  of others without much worry.  

People thought murder might abate, but it continues to grow in all the continents in 

the twenty-first century. There is often news of students who become frustrated in 

life, go to their schools and kill other students and teachers as well. The devil is 

wisely continuously planting evil in the minds of people. 

1.9.4   Territorial Warfare 

In the latter part of the twentieth century, a charismatic renewal swept through 

world Christianity that presents a distinct Pentecostal blessing with emphasis on the 

baptism of the Holy Spirit with speaking in the tongues, healings and prophesying. 

Out of these teachings came a new and increasing awareness of Satan, demons and 

other powers of evil, as well as an increase in deliverance ministries that stress 

breaking of demonic strongholds and exorcisms. 

                                                           
33 Opoku, Onyinah. Spiritual Warfare, p 99. 
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Although the issue of demonology or confronting evil powers of evil was not new in 

Pentecostalism at its inception, the emphasis at that time was on speaking in 

tongues as an initial evidence of baptism in the Holy Spirit and as a powerful tool for 

evangelism; healings and deliverance were to accompany the baptism.  

The renewal came along with the teaching that one could be a Christian, baptised in 

the Holy Spirit, speak in tongues yet still have demons or be plagued by various 

curses until the Holy Spirit revealed them and dealt with them.  

Many books were written on the subject and made popular by testimonies from 

people who claimed to have been delivered from demon possession. Some 

evangelists, pastors and authors who were at the forefront in this period were 

Derick Prince, Charles Kraft, Doreen Irvine, Rebecca Brown and Emmanuel Eni 

among others. These books all portray Satan as real and powerful and he will 

eventually ensnare all of us in his wicked devices because the environment is so full 

of demonic activities and products. Consequently the Christian must engage in 

genuine battle (spiritual warfare) with the kingdom of Satan. The primary weapon in 

overpowering Satan is repeatedly invoking the blood and the name of Jesus.  

In the final decade of the twentieth century, the focus changed from demon 

possession to levels of spiritual warfare. Two scholars who led the way were Charles 

Kraft and Peter Wagner; they are often labelled as “Third Wave” or “Neo-

Charismatic” theologians. They teach that there are two levels of warfare: Ground –

level and cosmic-level. Kraft is more concerned about ground –level, while Wagner 

is concerned about cosmic level, which he calls strategic-level warfare.  

1.9.4.1 Ground – Level Warfare 

Ground-level warfare deals with evil spirits that inhabit people. These spirits are 

classified into three kinds. The first is family spirits or ancestral spirits, which gained 

their power through successive generations of children up to the current generation. 

They are considered the most powerful of all the ground-level demons. The second 

is the occult spirits. These are the demons of all non-Christian religions and cults, 

and they gain their power through invitation. The third class is the ordinary demons. 

These are attached to vices such as anger, fear, lust, death, gambling, drunkenness, 

pornography, fornication, and homosexuality. 

Third-wave theologians say that people who are inhabited by one or more of these 

spirits are "demonised," a word they prefer to demon possession. This term is based 

on the Greek word, daimonizomai, which simply means "have a demon." The 

objective is to expose the demon and cast it out in Jesus' name. 

1.9.4.2 Strategic-Level Warfare 

Strategic-level warfare is believed to manifest in five ways. . First, there are the 

territorial spirits who are said to be over cities, regions, and nations.  This 
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assumption is heavily based on Daniel 10:13, 21 where the Prince of Persia and the 

Prince of Greece are mentioned. Territorial spirits are defined as "high-ranking 

members of the hierarchy of evil spirits who are dispatched by Satan to control 

nations, regions, cities, tribes, people groups, neighbourhoods, and other significant 

social networks." Second, there are the institutional spirits which are assigned to 

non-Christian religions, governments, churches, and educational institutions. Third, 

there are spirits responsible for supervising and promoting special functions and 

vices such as prostitution, abortion, homosexuality, music, pornography, media, and 

war. The fourth group comprises those that are assigned to objects like buildings, 

tools, and instruments, as well as nonmaterial entities like rituals and practices. 

These demons receive their assignments at formal dedication ceremonies. The last 

are ancestral spirits that rule over specific families, and they can assume the identity 

of the ancestors themselves34. 

 

Strategic-level spirits are in charge of ground-level spirits and assign them to people 

and supervise their work. In order to break the powers of these spirits, one must 

engage in genuine "spiritual warfare," which Wagner calls strategic- level warfare.35 

At the heart of this warfare is Wagner's threefold strategy of discerning the 

territorial spirits, dealing with the corporate sin of a city, and engaging in aggressive 

warfare against the territorial spirits.36 

Regarding the first step, George Otis Jr. writes that "spiritual mapping" is necessary 

for discerning the territorial spirits assigned to a city. This technique is used to 

discern and identify the spirits over the territory as a step toward developing 

strategies to combat and defeat them. 

John Dawson popularised the second part of the strategy, dealing with the 

corporate sin of a city or an area. Dawson coined the expression "identification 

repentance" to explain the need for repenting and then confessing these sins as a 

means of effecting reconciliation, thus breaking Satan's grip37.  

The third part of strategic-level warfare—engaging in an aggressive struggle against 

the territorial spirits—was heightened by Cindy Jacobs. Christians engage in "casting 

down strongholds," "binding the strongman," "evicting the ruler of the city," 

"storming the gates of hell," and "taking dominion in Jesus' name." 

                                                           
34 Opoku, Onyinah. Spiritual Warfare, pp. 24-25. 

35Peter Wagner, Warfare Prayer. Wagner presents the comprehensive detail of this strategy in this book. See 
also Gwen Shaw, Redeeming the Land: A Bihie Study on Dislodging Evil Spirits, Breaking the Curse and 
Restoring God's Blessing Upon the Land (Japer, Arkansas, 1987). The publication of this book preceded 
Wagner's, yet they shared similar ideas 

36 Peter Wagner C.Confronting the Powers: How the New Testament Church Experienced the Power of Strategic 
Level Spiritual Warfare (Ventura: Regal, 1996). 

37 See John, Dawson, Taking Our Cities for God: How to Break spirit strongholds (Lakes Mary: Creation House, 
1989), pp183-189. 

Commented [A7]: Can you please provide the source of this 
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1.9.4.3 Positive Results of Spiritual Warfare 

This type of spiritual warfare teaching has produced some positive results.  

 For example, it has sparked many Christians to strategise, plan and pray 

effectively before evangelism. The result is that the gospel has been 

preached in difficult areas and the church has grown.  

 It has also stirred many Christians to identify various problems and pray 

about them. Many churches and intercessory prayer ministries have 

established powerful national and international prayer ministries to intercede 

for the nations.  

 The evil of sin has been exposed. Even within the charismatic renewal, some 

Christians took many vices lightly. Because of the warfare focus, vices such 

as smoking, pornography, masturbation, and gambling are considered sins 

that have demonic attachments.  

 Contemporary spiritual warfare teachings have challenged Christians to 

reinvigorate their faith and practise it more vibrantly38.  

2.0   The True Nature of the Spiritual Warfare 

We shall now redefine spiritual warfare as it is in the Bible. We shall take some Bible 

readings to find out the nature of the Warfare. 

2.0.1 A Struggle 

Ephesians 6:10-13  

10 Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. 11 Put on the 

full armour of God, so that you can take your stand against the devil’s 

schemes. 12 For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against 

the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world 

and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly 

realms. 13 Therefore put on the full armour of God, so that when the 

day of evil comes, you may be able to stand yourground, and after you 

have done everything, to stand. 

In this scripture, Christians are instructed to be strong in the Lord and in His mighty 

power. Paul's concern here is for Christians to understand the work of God and be 

strong in His mighty power. God's power already exists. Christians must know this 

and be strong in that power. How can they be strong? They must put on the whole 

armour of God in order to stand up against "the devil's schemes" (Eph 6:10-13). 

The point here is that the devil works with schemes. The New Living Translation is 

good for our purpose here: "Put on all of God's armour so that you will be able to 

                                                           
38 Opoku, Onyinah. Spiritual Warfare, p 28. 
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stand firm against all strategies and tricks of the Devil." This shows that the devil 

uses strategies and tricks to work out his plans. 

The person who uses tricks is the one who is able to deceive some people into 

believing that he is more powerful than he really is. Those who are good at using 

delusions and tricks are magicians. Magicians can often delude non-perceptive 

people into believing what is not real. Only strong people are able to stand. Paul 

realises that this is how the devil works. Therefore, Christians need to put on the 

whole armour of God in order to stand against the devil's tricks. 

In order for Paul to explain his point well, he refers to a struggle—but not a war. 

"For our struggle is not against flesh and blood but against the authorities...." Here 

the word is not warfare but struggle or wrestle. Yet the term "armour" used in the 

previous verse brings to mind a warfare picture. Nevertheless, the real issue here is 

not a battle between Christians and the devil, but a "struggle," or a "wrestle" as the 

King James Version puts it. What is the struggle? 

The struggle here is the fundamental conflict between God and Satan, in which the 

human mind is the battleground. The real battle is between God and Satan. 

However, the North American pastor and Christian leader David Servant says, 

"Battle" is not the right word to describe the conflict between God and Satan. 

Because God is all-powerful, he is not engaged in an actual battle. Servant prefers 

the term "expulsion," because, as indicated in Luke 10:17-18, when "God decreed 

Satan's expulsion from heaven, Satan could not resist." Servant's point is strong, 

because Satan cannot engage in real battle with God. However, for lack of a proper 

term, the word "battle" will be used to describe the sort of contest that exists 

between Satan and the people of God from Genesis to Revelation. In each place, 

people's minds are the battleground. We see this in the Garden of Eden (Gen 3:1-

12), in the book of Job (Job 1:6-22), in David's life (Chr21:1-2), and in the life of 

Joshua the High Priest (Zech 3:1-4). On earth, Jesus had to go through this 

experience (e.g., Matt 4:1-11). The battle comes to a climax in Revelation where 

the devil will exercise all his power against Christ and his kingdom (Rev 12:7-10; 

Rev 20:1-10). 

In fact, by our own strength, we cannot fight with the devil; he will overpower us 

(Dan 10:12-14; Zech 3:1-3; 1 Pet 5:8; 2 Pet 2:11; Jude 8-10). Yet, the human 

being is involved in this conflict since the human mind is the centre of this battle. 

Paul explains that the devil uses all the powers of evil in the heavenly realms to 

carry out his schemes (Eph 6:12). The King James Version puts it this way, "For we 

wrestle ... against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness 

of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places." This means the devil does 

not work alone but uses hordes of other evil forces to implement his plans. He does 

this through telling lies and accusing people. Jesus calls him the father of all lies (Jn 

8:44). Through lies he is able to deceive a whole lot of people. For example, in 
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Revelation 12:7-10, he is presented as leading the whole world astray and is also 

called the accuser (Rev 12:7-10; 20:7-8). Accordingly, Paul ends the discourse by 

directing the believers to the available weapons for the warfare. 

Paul’s real concern is for Christians to be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power 

in order to stand. The term "stand" is used four times from verses 10-14. The 

implication here is that if people do not stand, they will be deceived by the devil. In 

order to stand, Paul shows the believers the weapons they have to use to win. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.0.2 Warfare 

2 Corinthians 10:3-6 

3 For though we walk in the flesh, we do not war according to the 

flesh. 4 For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal but mighty in 

God for pulling down strongholds, 5 casting down arguments and every 

high thing that exalts itself against the knowledge of God, bringing 

every thought into captivity to the obedience of Christ, 6 and being 

ready to punish all disobedience when your obedience is fulfilled. 

 

The passage indicates that we are in warfare. We are humans, but we do not wage 

war with human plans and methods. When Paul says that we live ‘in the flesh’, he 

means we are human beings. ‘We do not war after the flesh’ means we do not wage 

war with human plans and strength.  But our weapons are powerful enough to 

destroy strongholds. Thus, here, the warfare has been identified as strongholds. The 

strongholds are the ideas, beliefs, arguments and philosophies that make people 

disobedient to God and keep them from knowing him. The warfare here is therefore 

not a direct battle against the devil with human strength, but against the devil’s 

strongholds of beliefs systems. We need weapons of divine power to demolish them 

2.0.3 The Fight of Faith 

1 Timothy 1:18-20; 6:12 

“Timothy, my son, here are my instructions for you, based on the 

prophetic words spoken about you earlier. May they help you fight well 

in the Lord’s battles 19 Cling to your faith in Christ, and keep your 

conscience clear. For some people have deliberately violated their 

consciences; as a result, their faith has been shipwrecked. 20 Hymenaeus 

and Alexander are two examples. I threw them out and handed them 

over to Satan so they might learn not to blaspheme God.” 
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6:12 Fight the good fight of faith, lay hold on eternal life, whereunto 

thou art also called, and hast professed a good profession before many 

witnesses. 

The struggle or warfare has been identified as the Lord’s battle or fight of good 

fight. What then is Paul asking Timothy to fight for? He had already made himself 

clear in his first letter to Timothy in 1:3-7 

 When I left for Macedonia, I urged you to stay there in Ephesus and 

stop those whose teaching is contrary to the truth. 4 Don’t let them 

waste their time in endless discussion of myths and spiritual pedigrees. 

These things only lead to meaningless speculations, which don’t help 

people live a life of faith in God.5 The purpose of my instruction is that 

all believers would be filled with love that comes from a pure heart, a 

clear conscience, and genuine faith. 6 But some people have missed this 

whole point. They have turned away from these things and spend their 

time in meaningless discussions. 7 They want to be known as teachers 

of the Law of Moses, but they don’t know what they are talking about, 

even though they speak so confidently. 

The fight of faith is a fight against false teachings. Two areas of false teaching can 

be identified here, and in 1 Tim 4:1-2, Paul clearly explains the sources of false 

teaching. Now the Holy Spirit tells us clearly that in the last times some will turn 

away from the true faith; they will follow deceptive spirits and teachings that come 

from demons. 2 These people are hypocrites and liars, and their consciences are 

dead. 

The sources have been identified as deceiving spirits and demons. This means that 

deceiving spirits will use lies to deceive believers about their faith in Christ and turn 

them against God. Therefore fighting the good fight of faith is to command or stop 

people from teaching false doctrines, by pointing out the simple and true gospel to 

people and guarding that which has been entrusted to you. 

In summary the battle has been identified as "warfare," "struggle," "wrestle," or 

"fight," and on the cross, Jesus completely defeated Satan and his evil powers in the 

heavenly realms, and we are seated with Christ (Eph 1:3, 20; 2:6; 3:10). Our 

responsibility is to appropriate Jesus' victory in everyday life by faith. The knowledge 

of Scripture is absolutely essential to our Christian life; through it, we can make 

good use of God's weapons and provisions for our lives.  
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SATANIC VOICES FROM BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVES 

Pastor Christian Tsekpoe and Apostle Dr. Opoku Onyinah 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION  

The Subject of hearing and obeying God’s voice is a crucial one to the Christian 

Community. What makes it even more critical is that while God is speaking to His 

children, Satan also speaks. This makes it difficult for some Christians to identify 

God’s voice in the midst of many voices. For example, the Bible makes it clear that 

after Jesus had fasted and prayed for forty days and forty nights, the first voice He 

heard was that of Satan.  

After fasting forty days and forty nights, he was hungry. The tempter 

came to him and said, “If you are the Son of God, tell these stones to 

become bread.” Jesus answered, “It is written: ‘Man shall not live on 

bread alone, but on every word that comes from the mouth of God. 

Then the devil took him to the holy city and had him stand on the 

highest point of the temple. “If you are the Son of God,” he said, “throw 

yourself down. For it is written: “‘He will command his angels 

concerning you, and they will lift you up in their hands, so that you will 

not strike your foot against a stone. Jesus answered him, “It is also 

written: ‘Do not put the Lord your God to the test. ‘Again, the devil took 

him to a very high mountain and showed him all the kingdoms of the 

world and their splendour. “All this I will give you,” he said, “if you will 

bow down and worship me.” Jesus said to him, “Away from me, Satan! 

For it is written: ‘Worship the Lord your God, and serve him only. ‘Then 

the devil left him, and angels came and attended him (Matt 4:2-11). 

The Scripture above brings out two lessons clearly. The first is that Satan was not 

afraid to come and speak to Jesus, the Anointed One even after the latter had fasted 

and prayed for forty days and forty nights. This gives us a signal that Satan is not 

afraid of speaking to anybody, including Christians, irrespective of one’s level of 

anointing. The second lesson is that, Satan even quoted from the Scriptures, “If you 

are the Son of God,” he said, “throw yourself down. For it is written: “‘He will 

command his angels concerning you, and they will lift you up in their hands, so that 

you will not strike your foot against a stone.’ (Matt 4:6, NIV). This is a direct 

quotation from Psalm 91:11-12. This also points to the fact that Satan and his 

cohorts (satanic voices) have the potential of quoting accurately from the Bible and 

misapplying what Scripture intends to say. The question then is, how do we 

recognise God’s voice and differentiate it from satanic voices?  

The Bible, which is our guide for Christian living, presents clearly the operations of 

spiritual powers and how God expects us to react to satanic voices. In order to 

attempt answering the question above, this presentation seeks to first of all, identify 

the presence of spiritual powers from both the Old and New Testament perspectives. 
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It will then end by drawing attention to how these voices continue to speak in the 

contemporary world.  

1.1 SPIRITUAL POWERS IN THE OLD TESTAMENT    

1.2 Satan39 

The Old Testament (OT) is quite clear about a being, explicitly called Satan, who is 

powerful and presides over a ‘kingdom’ in league with others spirits, who oppose 

God and his people.40 The name Satan appears in three different accounts of the 

OT: 1 Chr 21:1, Zec 3:1-2 and Job 1:7-2:10). The OT suggests the complexity of the 

spirit world (Satan’s kingdom), which implies some sort of hierarchical control. For 

example, Daniel 10:13-21 ‘describes ‘celestial powers’ that have particular 

connections to the successive empires of Persia and Greece.’41 The gods of the 

nations are described as demons/devils (Deut 32:8, 16-17; Ps 106:34-38). The OT 

points out that when the people of Israel compromised their relationship with God 

and served the gods of other nations, they were serving demons. This is clearly 

revealed in the prophetic condemnation of setting up high places, sacred stones, and 

Asherah poles on high mountains (1 Kgs 14:23; Hos 10:1-15; Jer 44:2-6; Eze 6:13-

14). 

1.3 Witch, Witchcraft and Wizard42 

Biblical scholars agree that the Hebrew term 'mekashshepah' (root word kâshaph) 

translated 'witch' in the King James Version can correctly be translated 'sorcerer' or 

'sorceress' as in many versions, including the Revised Standard Version and the New 

International Version (NIV). The terms are found in Exodus 22:18; Deuteronomy 

18:10. The term 'witchcraft' occurs in 2 Kings 9:22; Micah 5:12; 2 Chronicles 33:6 

and Nahum 3:4.  There is a general agreement among OT scholars that in passages 

where the term 'witchcraft' occurs, the terms 'sorceries' or 'magical arts' may be a 

proper rendering. The correct translation of “the sin of witchcraft” in 1 Samuel 15:23 

is said to be “the sin of divination,” translated from the Hebrew term qesem. A 

proper rendering of the Hebrew term yid‘oni which is translated 'wizard' in Leviticus 

19:31 is said to be a 'familiar spirit'. The NIV translates it spiritist. Similarly, a proper 

rendering of the term 'wizard' in Isaiah 8:19 is said to be a 'familiar spirit', from the 

Hebrew term ’ob.’ 

 

 

                                                           
39 See Onyinah, Opoku, Pentecostal Exorcism: Witchcraft and Demonology in Ghana, Journal of Pentecostal 

Theology Supplement Series Vol. 34 Thomas, C. John, (ed) (Dorchester: Deo Publishing, 2012), 232-239.  
40 Onyinah Opoku ‘Principalities and Powers’ in Ma Wonsuk, Karkkainen Veli-Matti and Asamoah-Gyadu Kwabena 
(eds) Pentecostal Mission and Global Christianity (Oxford: Regnum Books International, 2014), 140. 
41 Onyinah Opoku ‘Principalities and Powers’ 140. 
42 Onyinah, Opoku, Pentecostal Exorcism, 232-239. 
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1.4 Sorcerers, Magic and Magicians43 

Sorcerers (mekaššepîm, kâshaph ) Ex 7:11; Jer 27:9; Isa 47:9; 12; Dan 2:2; Mal 

3:5.  This is the term that has been interpreted as the practice of witchcraft in the 

Bible as stated earlier. It denotes the use of drugs, with the provision of charms and 

amulets, which is accompanied by incantations and appeals to occult powers. In 

Isaiah 57:3, the term ‘ânan was translated sorceress. Magic is the attempt to make 

use of mysterious forces which most people cannot control or do not believe in.  In a 

way, magic is in practice, a human technique designed to control the environment. 

Those who practice magic are called magicians (chartôm, hartummîm, Gen 41:8, 48; 

Ex 7:11, 22; 8:7, 18, 19; 9:11; Dan 1:20; 2:2, 27; 4:7, 9; 5:11).   

1.5 Divination, Divine, Divining, Diviner44 

Divination means to determine by lot or magical scroll, soothsaying. It is the attempt 

to foresee or foretell future events or discover hidden knowledge by manipulation of 

objects or the interpretation of omens by the help of supernatural power.45  It is 

translated from the Hebrew words; qāsam, qecem, miqcam, as found in 

Deuteronomy 18:10; 1Sam 6:2; Pro 16:10; Isa 44:25; Jer 27:9; 29:8; Eze 13:9, 23; 

22:28; 21:29; Mic 3:6, 11, Zec 10:2. In Genesis 44:5, 15, another term nachash was 

translated divine. It connotes the ability to prognosticate or predict. 

1.6 Enchanters, Astrologers, Familiar Spirits, Necromancy46 

The term enchant implies the skill to divine, diligently observe, prognosticate or 

conjure.  (nachash, Lev 19:26; Num 23:23; 24:1; Deut 18:10; 2Kgs 17:17; 21:6; 

2Chr 33:6). The use of the term astrologers also denotes the act of foretelling 

events concerning people’s personal, social, and business life. It is like divination. 

(kasdîm, Dan 2:2, 4, 7; 5:7, 10, 11, 30). The term was also applied to a special class 

of astrologers-soothsayers. Familiar Spirits (KJV) and Mediums (NIV). The term 

means “inquirer of medium.” As in Deuteronomy 18:11, taken from the term ôwb or 

soel ôb. It could also mean a possessor of a spirit (I Samuel 28:7-25) or one who 

can consult the dead.47A Necromancer is also one who consults or communicates 

with the dead (KJV), It comes from the term dōrēš ’el-hammētîm (Deut 18:11).  

1.7 False Teachers and Prophets in the OT 

The presence of false prophets has been identified in the Old Testament. False 

prophets are seen as those who give prophecies that do not fulfil scripture (Deut 

18:20-22). The OT, however, hints that the fulfilment of prophecies is not the only 

                                                           
43 Onyinah, Opoku, Pentecostal Exorcism, 232-239 
44 Onyinah, Opoku, Pentecostal Exorcism, 232-239. 
45 Onyinah Opoku, Spiritual Warfare, A Fresh Insight into the Nature of the Warfare, the Identification of 
Strongholds, and the Exposition on the Weapons (Accra: Advocate Publishing Ltd., 2008), 101-102. 
46 Onyinah, Opoku, Pentecostal Exorcism, 232-239 
47 Read: Lev 19:31; 20:6, 27; Deut 18:11; 1 Sam 28:3, 7, 8, 9; 2 Kgs 21:6; 23:24; 1 Chr 10:13; 2 Chr 33;6; Job 
19:14; Ps 41:9; Isa 8:19; 19:3; 29:4. 

Commented [A8]: Please see comment on page 73 
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way by which a true prophet could be identified. A prophet can give accurate 

prophecies or even perform wonders, but may be a false prophet. Deuteronomy 

13:1-5 reveals that if the prophecy does not draw people closer to God but draws 

them away from Him to other self-imposed gods, then the prophet is a false one. 

Again, Lamentation 2:14 indicates that prophecies that cover up sin and tell people 

what their itching ears want to hear, is false.  

In addition, the OT hints that any prophet who consults the dead and other spirits 

rather than God, as well as any prophet whose words are contrary to God’s word is 

false (Isa 8:19-20). Jeremiah 23:1- 40 outlines a number of characteristics of false 

prophets. These are clear indications that one is not speaking from God. Some of 

these characteristics are listed below: 

 They follow evil course 

 They abuse their power as prophets 

 They prophesy by Baal (evil spirits) 

 They lead the people astray 

 They commit adultery  

 They live a lie 

 They strengthen the hand of evildoers 

 They fill people with false hopes 

 They speak visions from their own minds and not from God 

 They do not stand in the counsel of the Lord to listen and hear His word 

 They run with a message when God has not sent them 

 They prophesy when God has not spoken 

 They say, “I had a dream” when God has  not revealed anything to them 

 They steal from one another, words supposedly from God 

 They wag their own  tongue but will say “Thus says the Lord”  

 They distort the words of the Lord.  
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2.0 SPIRITUAL POWERS IN THE GOSPELS48 

2.1 Satan 

The reference to Satan, his kingdom and allied spirits, and their opposition to the 

people of God are clearer in the synoptic gospels than in the OT.  He is called Satan 

(Matt 4:10), the devil (Matt 13:25, 39), the adversary or enemy (Matt 13:25, 39; Lk 

10:39). Satan is initially presented as the tempter of the Son of God (Mk 1: 12-13; 

Matt 4:1-13; Lk 4:1-13). He tempts to deflect Jesus from the fulfillment of his 

messianic task. He continues to oppose him (Lk 22:3 Matt 16:23). 

2.2 Witch, Witchcraft, Demons, Demonised, Demon-possessed.  

The word “witch” is not found in the Synoptic Gospels. However, Jesus’ encounters 

with the demon-possessed people show that there is the belief in the reality of 

human beings who are thought to be spiritually powerful (Mk 1:21-28; Lk 8:26-37; 

Matt 9:18-25). The terms 'demoniac(s),' 'demonised,'  'demon-possessed' or 'demon 

possession' are used to represent the Greek terms daimonizomai and echein 

daimonion in the gospels. New Testament scholars show that these denote a person 

who is being “possessed by a demon.”  

 

2.2.1 The Nature of the Presentations 

The Gospels show how Jesus encountered demon-possessed people (demoniacs). 

The four main narratives of Jesus’ confrontation in the gospels reveal this clearly: 

 The man in the Capernaum synagogue (Mk 1: 21-28 par Lk 4:31-37)  

 The Gerasenes man (Matt 8:28-34 par Mk 5:1-17, Lk 8:26-37). 

 The Syrophoenician Woman’s Daughter (Matt 15: 21-28 par Mk 7:24-30). 

 The Epileptic boy (Mk 9:14-29 par Matt 17:14-19, Lk 9:37-45).  

The demoniacs are presented as people who are well settled and involved in the life 

of their communities (Mk 1:21-28).  In other cases, they are seen as people who are 

driven to the margins of society by their families as a result of their behaviour (Lk 8: 

26-38). Again, some of the narratives indicate that they are tormented and hurt by 

the inhabiting demons (Lk 4:35; Mk 5:1-19). Demoniacs are also presented as 

people who are physically ill because of their demonization (Lk 8:26-37; Matt 15: 21-

28; Mk 9:14-29); particularly, madness and epilepsy are associated with demon 

possession (Mk 5:1-19; Matt 17:14-20). Demoniacs are also seen as people who 

have multiplicity of possession (Mk 5: 9; Lk 8:2). 

In the Johannine literature, there are no accounts of exorcisms, yet the devil is very 

active.  All of the references to the devil relate directly or indirectly to the death of 

Jesus (Jn 6:70; 8:44; 12:31; 13:2, 27; 14:30; 16:11; 17:15). John’s portrayal of 

Satan focuses exclusively on his (Satan’s) involvement in the suffering and death of 

                                                           
48 Onyinah, Opoku, Pentecostal Exorcism, p. 239-245 
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Jesus. Some passages in the gospel of John denote that Judas, the one-time apostle 

of Jesus, was “possessed by the devil” (Jn 13:2, 27).    

3.0 SPIRITUAL POWERS IN ACTS49 

The opposing work of Satan and his cohorts receive special attention in Acts, 

although like the gospels, the term 'witch' is not used. Satan is directly mentioned in 

four places (Acts 5:3; 10:38; 13:10; 26:18). The disciples confront spiritually 

powerful individuals and overcome them. Examples: Peter’s confrontation with 

Simon (Acts 8:9-23), Paul’s confrontation with Elymas (Acts 13:4-12) and Paul’s 

confrontation with the girl with familiar spirit (Acts 16:16-21). Satan is able to fill the 

hearts of believers with evil intent that lead to misfortune or death.  Peter speaks to 

Ananias “how it is that Satan has so filled your heart that you have lied against the 

Holy Spirit?” (Acts 5:3). Acts hints that 'Demoniacs' have supernatural knowledge. 

This is conveyed in the confrontation between “the man who had an evil spirit” and 

the seven sons of Sceva (Acts 19:13-16), because they claim to know Paul and Jesus 

but not the pretenders.  Again, it is shown in Paul’s confrontation with the slave girl 

who had the spirit of divination (Acts 16:18).   

4.0 SPIRITUAL POWERS IN THE EPISTLES50 

In Paul's Writings, Satan and evil powers are presented as opposing God's work/ 

people. The opposing work of Satan and evil powers continue to play a significant 

role in the rest of the New Testament.  The names given to him include: Satan (Rom 

16:20); the devil (1 Pet 5:8); the serpent (2 Cor 11:3); the evil one (Eph 6:16) and 

the god of this age (2 Cor 4:4). Satan is mentioned in the rest of the New Testament 

books, except Galatians, Philippians, Colossians, Titus, Philemon and 2 Peter. Satan 

is portrayed as living up to his name as 'adversary' in the Pauline Epistles. For 

example, he tempts, misleads, torments, traps, hinders and deceives Christians 

(1Thess 3:5; 1 Cor 7:5; 1 Tim 5:15; 2 Cor 12:7; 1Thess 2:18; 2 Cor 11:14). Paul 

himself “was given a thorn in the flesh, a messenger of Satan” to torment him (2Cor 

12:7).   

The writings of the other NT authors also show that evil stems from the devil who 

seeks constantly to devour Christians and thwart the will of God (1 Pet 5:8-9; 

Jas4:7-10; 1 Jn 5:18; Rev 12:9). Paul’s terminology of “principalities and powers” 

(Eph 6:12) indicates an unexplained complexity of the spirit world, which hints about 

territorial powers (Rom 8:38; 1 Cor 15:24.). The epistles do not mention any 

encounter with demoniacs or witches.  In Galatians 5:19-20, however, the word 

witchcraft was listed among the works of the flesh.  The Greek term pharmakeia 

translated “witchcraft” is said to be the common Greek word for “sorcery.” The more 

literal translation is said to denote “the act of administering drugs, and then the 

                                                           
49 Onyinah, Opoku, Pentecostal Exorcism, p. 245 
50 Onyinah, Opoku, Pentecostal Exorcism, p. 245-248. 
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giving of magical potion.”   Thus the word can either be considered as witchcraft or 

sorcery.  

5.0 THE DEVIL IS ACTIVE IN THE NEW TESTAMENT  

The NT also shows that the devil and his hordes of evil spirits are very active in the 

world and will continue to be until the final consummation when his power will be 

completely subdued. For example, Jesus shows in the parable of the sower that the 

devil is the evil one who snatches away the word of God from people’s hearts (Matt 

13:19). In the parable of the weeds, he is portrayed as the enemy who seeks to 

destroy God’s works by planting evil among them (Matt 13: 25, 38-39). In John’s 

gospel, the Pharisees’ desire to kill Jesus is seen as fulfilling the desire of their 

master, the devil (Jn 8:42-45). Satan enters into Judas before he sets forth to betray 

Jesus (Lk 22:3; Jn 13:27). Paul and other NT writers also show that the evil powers 

are still in rebellion against Christ in attacking the Church and effectively working in 

unredeemed humanity (E. g. Eph 6:10-20; 1 Pet 5:8; 2 Cor 4:4; Rev 12:7-12).  

6.0 FALSE TEACHERS AND PROPHETS IN THE NEW TESTAMENT 

The epistles do not directly mention the demonization of Christians. However, 

several passages warn about the influence of false teachers. In fact, some of these 

passages even warn  that Christians stand in real danger of being tempted, falling 

and being controlled by demons, if they are not careful to remain completely in the 

faith (2 Cor11:2-4, 13-15; 1 Tim 4:1; 1 Tim 3:6-7; 2 Tim 2:25-26;2 Pet 2:1-22). 

Many of false prophets will appear in the last days and deceive many (Matt 24:11). 

They come in sheep’s clothes but inwardly they are ferocious wolves (Matt 7:15 – 

22); they will perform great signs and wonders and deceive many and if possible, 

even the elect (Matt 24:24; Mk 13:22). The book of revelation gives an account of a 

personality identified as the false prophet (Rev 16:13), that performed great signs 

and wonders together with the beast (Rev 19:20) but was cast into the lake of 

burning fire together with the beast and the devil (Rev 20:10).  

7.0 SPIRITUAL POWERS IN THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD 

Spiritual powers in the contemporary world can be identified in the activities of New 

Age Movements, occultism of various forms, satanic churches,51 and the teachings of 

false prophets. Some of these spiritual powers are obvious and can easily be 

identified while others have disguised themselves and are difficult to identify. This 

becomes even more threatening and disturbing because they pose as angels of light 

and establish churches, even though they are angels of darkness. Some appear 

more like Pentecostals in outlook, but less Christian in doctrine and practice.  

At the early stages of Christianity in Ghana and other parts of West Africa, it is on 

record that idols were being burnt as people surrendered to the authority of Jesus 

                                                           
51 Onyinah describes them as strongholds. See Onyinah Opoku, Spiritual Warfare, 93-143.  
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Christ. As a result, those who still involved themselves in idol worship of any kind, as 

well as those who visited diviners and sorcerers did so under cover since the worship 

of idols and occultism was considered shameful. Today, however, diviners and 

sorcerers have mounted very big billboards and publicly advertise their activities 

without shame. They use radio and television as well as other forms of social media 

to make their activities known. It is evident that post modernity has aided the re-

emergence and proliferation of occult practices as well as increase in satanic 

churches and false prophets in our days.  

7.1 Divination 

Divination is the attempt by some people to see and tell of events even before they 

actually happen and they do this by the aid of supernatural forces. It is an aspect of 

occultism, which is practiced in different forms such as astrology, reading of tarot 

cards, numerology and dreams. Other forms include: telepathy, clairvoyance, 

clairaudience and the psychometric.52  These practices are becoming increasingly 

popular in contemporary society. 

7.1.1 Astrology 

People’s desire to discover the future leads them to the act of reading their stars in 

order to guide their personal, social, and business lives. Some newspapers have a 

space for reading daily horoscopes. For example, a portion in page 20 of the Daily 

Guide, a newspaper that is widely read in Ghana, is dedicated to the publishing of 

daily and weekly horoscopes. Some Christians may see this as any other ordinary 

news item and take interest in reading them for guidance. The internet has even 

made the reading of astrology and related occult activities very easy to access. 

Today, people can read daily, weekly, monthly or yearly horoscope by the click of a 

button on their laptops, ipads, tablets, or mobile phones.  

In addition, there are websites where people can meet a psychic for live chart in 

order to discover what the future holds for them. Some Christians find this good 

enough to practice and they justify it with the Bible. According to Emmanuel K 

Dogbevi, “there are Ghanaians who practice astrology. They know their Zodiac signs 

and they read them regularly to help them take major decisions. They believe in the 

Bible and practice astrology at the same time.”53Even though some Christians may 

be doing this ignorantly, others justify astrology and attempt to induce biblical 

interpretations to justify it. For Example, Dogbevi further observes that “Some 

people say it was astrology when Jesus called his disciples and said to them, “Follow 

me, and I will make you fishers of men” (Matt 4:18-19). Fishes represent ‘Pisces’ a 

sign of the Zodiac. There are some proponents who claim that one can see or tell 

                                                           
52 Onyinah Opoku, Spiritual Warfare, A Fresh Insight into the Nature of the Warfare, the Identification of 
Strongholds, and the Exposition on the Weapons (Accra: Advocate Publishing Ltd., 2008), 102-104.  
53 Dogbevi, K Emmanuel, Ghanaians, The Bible and Astrology, Published in myjoyonline.com August 31, 2007 
(Assessed on 18/09/2015)  
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the gospel story from the stars or Zodiac signs. They argue that the virgin birth can 

be seen in Virgo, the Lamb of God concept from Aries, and the miracle of the fishes 

and loaves reflect Pisces.”54 It should, however, be noted that the Bible has 

consistently condemned all forms of divination, including astrology (Deut 18:10-12; 

2 Chr 33:6; Isa 47:13-14). 

7.1.2 Numerology and Dreams 

Numerology and dreams as a form of divination, is the attempt to study the 

significance of numbers and symbols in the interpretation of dreams and prediction 

of the future.55 It is believed that numbers have influence on human lives. It is also 

claimed that every number has a certain power, which is expressed both by its 

symbol to denote its representation and by its connection to universal principles. 

Numbers are, therefore, considered to have relationships with all things in nature, 

thus making them supremely powerful symbolic expressions. For example, the circle 

is understood as a symbol of “all things” or “whole” because it can be imagined as a 

line drawn round everything. At the same time it can be considered a symbol of 

nought, 0; thus it stands for emptiness, non-existence, nothing.56 People who 

practice numerology consider the numbers: 3, 4, 7, 10 and 12 as sacred numbers. 

This practice has become very popular within Pentecostal and Charismatic circles to 

the extent that the meaning of numbers with regard to days of the week, birthdays, 

anniversary days, etc. is considered in taking certain decisions, since these numbers 

have implications for their lives.  

Also, there are various symbols that are said to have meanings and are used to 

interpret dreams. In our contemporary society, some people (many of whom are 

prophets) have made dreams and their interpretations a major career.  Every dream 

is considered to have a spiritual meaning. John Israel in his book, 769 Dreams and 

Interpretations, states “take all your dreams very serious. Dream is a guide. God is 

guiding you and your talents or positions on earth. So that Satan the devil and his 

agents will not destroy you and your talents or positions unknowingly.”57 He further 

outlined 769 dreams, gave their interpretations and the spiritual solutions to each of 

them. For example, he contends that if you dream and see yourself very far from 

your friend, it is a good dream. It means your enemies are no longer close but very 

far. Thank God and continue in prayer with Psalm 91. On the other hand, if you see 

your friend close to you in a dream, it is bad. Your enemies are with you. Do vigil 

and destroy the plans of your enemies with Psalm 35 and 109.58 Again he notes that 

if you see a bottle of palm wine in your dream, it is a good dream and it signifies 

herbs. Get a bottle of palm wine early morning and drink it before taking your 

                                                           
54 Dogbevi, K Emmanuel, Ghanaians, The Bible and Astrology 
55 Onyinah, Spiritual Warfare, 103. 
56 Onyinah, Spiritual Warfare, 103 
57 Israel John, 769 Dreams and Interpretations with Solution Prayer Points (Lagos: Israel Publishing Ventures, 
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breakfast. Thank God and continue to pray with Psalm 118:17.59 Surprisingly, these 

types of teachings are going on in some churches and on radio. Opportunities are 

given to people to phone in and narrate their dreams to ‘prophets’ on radio for 

instant interpretation.  

7.2 Spiritism or Spiritualism  

Spiritism is commonly demonstrated in the form of necromancy, familiar spirits, 

mediums, séances, trumpet mediums (TM) and calling of ghosts. These are all forms 

of communication with the dead. Contemporary mediums claim they are not dealing 

with occult, but only applying a spiritual law.60 Even though the Bible condemns the 

practice,61 it has managed to find its way into the church in our generation.  

7.2.1 Necromancy 

The practice of necromancy in churches is increasing in our days. For example, some 

pastors and prophets are able to call the supposed spirit of a dead relative who is 

responsible for the particular predicaments of an individual. The dead person is 

made to speak to the hearing of the client and sometimes admits responsibility for 

the woes of the client. The prophet, after questioning the dead person, claims to 

have the ability to release the sufferer from the grips of the ghost by giving spiritual 

directions, the only way by which the sufferer can be set free. Since this kind of 

practice synchronizes with the African worldview, many unstable Christians in Africa, 

including Africans in the diaspora, fall victim to these sorts of practices, believing 

that God is using the prophet to save them from the hands of ghosts.  

7.2.2 Occultism in Schools 

These practices are also becoming common in schools, where students are able to 

invoke spiritual forces and communicate with them. They engage in these occult 

practices in order to seek protection from other evil forces and also for powers to 

assist them pass examinations without struggle as well as other reasons, including 

the ability to woo ladies for sex. Concerning the youth and occultism, Onyinah points 

out that, “the places where they are usually caught up into occult practices are the 

schools and the universities. Most often, these young adults turn to the occult 

because of a deep sense of alienation from mainstream culture and spiritual 

emptiness within.”62 

For example, on the 14th of July, 2015, the Daily Guide posted on their website that 

two students, aged 16 and 17, in Mfantseman Senior High School, had confessed 

practicing occultism after their third counterpart, aged, 18, died as a result of the 
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occult activities.63 Before this incident many similar reports had been published, 

including the seven students of Adidome Senior High School who were caught 

practicing occultism in the school and were suspended in 2012.64 It is asserted that 

the case is even worse in the universities and other tertiary institutions. For 

example, Maureen Abotsi, reporting on occultism in schools on 19th July 2013, states 

that the Member of Parliament for Asante Akim Central, Kwame Anyimadu-Antwi, 

revealed on the floor of Parliament that occultism was on the rise on university 

campuses in the country posing serious security threat to students.”65  The MP was 

said to have stated that as a lecturer at the university, he had witnessed students in 

groups parading naked on the campuses in the night.”66 

CONCLUSION 

We have seen from the presentation that the Bible clearly reveals the presence and 

activities of spiritual powers. Satan himself speaks to people, enters them or fills 

their hearts as in the case of Jesus and Judas as well as Ananias and Sapphira. We 

have also seen that ways in which satanic voices speak, as shown in both the Old 

and New Testaments include: speaking through sorcerers, magicians, diviners, 

enchanters, astrologers, familiar spirits, necromancers, demon possessed people as 

well as through false prophets and teachers. 

It is also evident that these spiritual powers continue to speak in the contemporary 

world.  The growth of New Age Movements and the emergence of Post modernity 

have encouraged the practice of sorcery, divination and other forms of occultism. 

These are advertised publicly, and practiced even in schools by some students, and 

in some churches by false prophets and teachers. It is important to indicate at this 

point that satanic voices speak so loudly in the contemporary world that, it is 

important for us to draw attention to the various forms of satanic voices, in order to 

prevent the elect from being deceived. The good news, however, is that the Bible 

has not left us ignorant about their activities. Both the Old and the New Testaments 

have revealed them clearly and warned us to beware of their activities.  
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THE CHRISTIAN’S RESPONSE IN THE WORLD OF DIFFERENT 

VOICES 

 

Pastor Samuel Gakpetor and Apostle Dr. Opoku Onyinah 

Text: 1 Samuel 3:9-10; Job 1-2, John 10:1-5.  

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION  

The theme for 2016, ‘Hearing and Obeying the Lord's Voice in My Generation’ (1 

Sam 3:9-10), is in furtherance of Vision 2018, Impacting Generations. The focal 

scripture for the theme, 1 Samuel 3, describes the call of Samuel. As young Samuel 

ministers under Eli, he hears God’s voice four times. Three times Samuel responds 

by going to Eli saying, “Here I am” (verse 5, 6, 8), and once to God saying, ‘speak, 

for your servant is listening’ as directed by Eli (verse 9). Although Samuel’s 

promptness and obedience are admirable, he mistook God’s actual voice for an ailing 

Eli’s voice. The reason as recorded in verse 7 is: ‘now Samuel did not yet know the 

Lord, neither was the word of the Lord yet revealed unto him’. Indeed, Samuel knew 

about Jehovah, the God of Israel, and knew somewhat of His word, worship, ways 

and ordinances, in which he had been instructed by Eli. However, Samuel did not 

have an intimate relationship with God. He was ignorant of the fact that God could 

speak with ordinary and familiar voice to men and thus could not distinguish 

between the voice of God and the voice of Eli. It took the instruction of Eli to get 

Samuel to distinguish the voice of God from other voices. From that one instruction, 

Samuel grew in his relationship with the Lord and his ability to hear God for the rest 

of his life to the extent that, ‘…all Israel from Dan to Beersheba recognized that 

Samuel was attested as a prophet of the Lord’ (1 Sam 3:20). Even times when his 

human voice nearly clouded the voice of God, he quickly reconnected (1 Sam 16:6-

7).  

The passion of current leadership is to raise more ‘Samuels’ of this generation who, 

having been instructed under the ‘Elis’ of our time, will be able to hear personally 

from God and thus receive God’s direction for their lives  and ministry. This, in my 

view, is what will engage our attention and demand our energies in 2016. Indeed, in 

a generation where a lot of voices are speaking and seeking our attention, we do not 

want to lose out on the voice of the Lord, we don’t want to miss our providential 

way and we don’t want to be drowned by the different voices.  

Through the presentations of earlier speakers, we have concluded that God still 

speaks today and have noted the various ways he communicates with us. We have 

also considered from the biblical and contemporary contexts, various ways Satan 

speaks.  This presentation is aimed at considering the appropriate response of 

Commented [A9]: This point, though understandable from the 
verse given, is not very clear. It needs to be revised. 
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Christians in ensuring that, in a world of different voices, we will continue to hear 

from God. In this pursuit, we will discuss some voices that are speaking in relation to 

suffering, the nature of satanic attack and the sovereignty of God. We will raise the 

appropriate responses and finally reflect on knowing the Master’s voice as the key to 

overcoming the different voices in our generation. The responses will be gleaned 

mainly from the book of Job, 1 Samuel 3:1-10 and John 10:1-6.  

1.1 SUFFERING IN THE WORLD 

Satan’s loudest voice is heard during the vulnerability of men including times of 

suffering. During those periods, he throws a lot of doubts in the hearts of believers. 

In moments of tragedy and pain, Christians have asked “why did God create man if 

He knew he would suffer?” Why does God allow evil if He is a good God?  If he 

cares, why doesn’t he do something? Unfortunately, in our part of the world, all 

kinds of calamities and sufferings are attributed to the works of sorcery, witches and 

the devil. This has led to the situation where many Christians have become so 

focused on the devil that sometimes when prayer meetings are not focused on 

dealing with the enemy, attendance is low. Sadly, some ministers have taken 

advantage of the situation to exploit church members and this is not right. It is, 

therefore, important to understand the purpose and sources of suffering so that 

when they come, we will not listen to the wrong voice. Scripture generally presents 

three possible sources of suffering: Nature, Satan and God.   

1.1.1 Suffering Due to the Fall and Nature 

After the fall (Gen 3:14-19), the world has never been perfect. The universe and its 

systems, human beings and other living things have ‘been subjected to frustration’ 

(Rom 8:18-25). Although Jesus has redeemed us from the fall through his death and 

resurrection, believers live between the times of the “already-but-not-yet”. That is, 

our redemption has not yet been consummated. So we are still subject to the “fallen 

nature”, which means suffering and death still exist as an inevitable part of the 

world.  For instance, old age comes with its associated diseases (loss of vision, loss 

of memory due to the dying of the brain cells, weaknesses, menopause etc.). Biblical 

examples include Isaac’s blindness (Gen 27:1); Elisha’s sickness and his subsequent 

death (2Kgs 13:14); the death of the widow’s son (1 Kgs 17:17-18); the illnesses of 

Paul’s co-workers (Epaphroditus, Timothy and Trophimus, Phil 2:27; 1 Tim 5:23; 2 

Tim 4:20). Natural occurrences like floods and earthquakes at times affect us and 

even kill our loved ones. These could be due to the consequences of the fall.  

Related to the natural cause is the fact that the world is governed by natural laws-

laws of cause and effect, laws of sowing and reaping among others. When these 

laws are violated, the natural consequences occur. For example, when one is 

exposed to contagious diseases or a dangerous chemical, suffering is experienced 

because, whether knowingly or unknowingly, some natural law has been violated. 

This is not because we are evil or good. The most painful one is when we suffer 
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because someone else violates a natural law.  An instance of this is a car accident 

caused by someone else's carelessness. Thus Christians can suffer because of the 

fallen nature of the world. 

1.1.2 Suffering due to works of Satan  

In the Bible, Satan is presented as the cause of some aspects of suffering as in the 

case of Job (Job 1-2) and the case of the persecuted Christians (1 Pet 5:8-9).Satan's 

main objective for every kind of suffering is that we might curse God and deny Him. 

He is able to harness the power of the fallen world to bring suffering to the believer 

(Job 1:14-19, 2:7). Clearly, the Bible indicates that the devil instigates persecution 

against Christians which results in suffering and in some cases, the death of 

believers (E. g. Rev 2:9, 13; Rev 3:9; Rev 13;7; 1 Pet 5:8-9).  Again, the Bible hints 

that the devil induces spiritual attack which may manifest in physical infirmity as in 

the case of Paul’s “thorn in the flesh” (2 Cor 12:7). It is, however, refreshing to 

know that in the case of the believer, Satan cannot touch him except with God’s 

permission (Job 1:10). Even in cases where Satan is granted permission, God further 

places limits on him (Job 1:12, 2:6). Thus, Satan cannot just request God to bring 

suffering to a believer anytime. As promised (1 Cor 10:13), God will not tempt us 

beyond our ability and even with each temptation, He makes a way of escape.  

1.1.3 Suffering Coming from God 

In both the Old and New Testaments, God is sometimes presented as the source of 

various kinds of suffering. When God is presented as the source of suffering, it could 

either be as a result of no wrong done as in the case of Job (Job 1-2) and Paul’s 

thorn in the flesh (2 Cor 12:7-12) or as a result of sin as in the case of David’s 

suffering for killing Uriah and taking his wife (2 Sam 12:13-18). Like a loving parent, 

God chastises His children not because He delights in doing so but because it is 

necessary; to correct us (Heb 12:9), that we may be partakers of His Holiness (Heb. 

12:10), that we may yield the peaceable fruit of righteousness (Heb 12:11) and so 

that we will not be condemned with the world (1 Cor 11:32). God uses the sufferings 

we go through to perfect, establish, strengthen and settle us (1 Pet 5:10).   

1.2 Our Response 

How then should we respond to suffering as Christians? Throughout scripture, 

servants of the Lord have gone through one form of suffering or another. No matter 

the source of the suffering, it is for a purpose and therefore we must seek to 

understand it and learn from the experience. David said in Psalm 119:67, ‘before I 

was afflicted I went astray but now I obey your word’. Thus, suffering has a way of 

keeping us closer to God and consequently, in obedience to Him. In the book of Job, 

Satan made some remarkable revelations about the grace and blessings we enjoy 

from God. He asked, ‘does Job fear God for nothing, have you not put a hedge 

around him and his household and everything he has? You have blessed the work of 
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His hands, so that his flocks and herds are spread throughout the land” (Job 1:9-

10). The implication is that the believer is so secure in the hands of the Master such 

that no one can harm him. Unless God permits it, Satan cannot touch the Christian. 

Thus, the focus of believers on Satan is misguided and NOT NECESSARY. In the case 

of Job, God permitted the suffering to prove to Satan that His servants believe Him 

not because of what they get but because they love Him.   

In every case of suffering, we must believe that God cares deeply for us no matter 

the circumstances (Rom8:37-39); we must expect God to give us the grace we need 

to bear the affliction until deliverance comes (1 Cor 10:13) and always remember 

that our High Priest is interceding for us (Heb 4:14-16). The Apostle Peter exhorts 

that when going through suffering, we should rejoice (1 Pet 4:13), praise God that 

we bear the name of Christ (1 Pet 4:17), commit ourselves to God (1 Pet 4:19) and 

continue to do good (1 Pet 4:19). James also encourages believers (1:2-4) to ‘count 

it all joy when you go through diverse trials”. Paul says in 2 Corinthians 4:17 that 

these very sufferings are achieving for us ‘an eternal glory that far outweighs them 

all’ and that in comparison to this glory, these troubles are light and momentary”. 

The mark of maturity in a Christian is not freedom from pain but total trust during 

pain.  

2.0 THE NATURE OF SATANIC ATTACK    

2.1We have established that Satan is one source of suffering. As a follow up, we 

want to consider ‘what is the nature of satanic attack’? In the Bible, the voice of 

Satan is heard directly three times. The first time was in the Garden of Eden(Gen 

3:1-5), the second in the book of Job (Job 1:9-11, 2:1-5) and the third with Jesus 

after his forty days fast (Matt 4:1-11; Lk 4:1-13). In Eden, Satan attacked the truth 

of God’s word and caused Eve to doubt God. While speaking with God in the book of 

Job, Satan attacked God’s blessing of Job and even tried to cause God to doubt 

man. When he spoke directly with Christ, he attacked the power of God and tried to 

cause the Son to doubt the Father. Satan’s arsenal against the Christian is to cause 

him to doubt God and His word. In other places where the work of Satan and his 

cohorts are evident, they try to oppose God by influencing believers to live in ways 

which are contrary to their expressed intentions and the word of God. Satan’s 

objective in the suffering of Job was for him ‘to curse God to the face (Job 1:11, 

2:5); he misled Eve to doubt God (Gen 3:1-7); he incited David to take a census of 

Israel against the counsel of his leaders (1 Chr 21:1-4). In Luke, Peter is influenced 

to live in a way contrary to his expressed intention (Lk 22:31-34, cf. 22:55-62). In 

the Pauline corpus, Satan is portrayed as living up to his name “adversary,” ; he 

tempts, misleads, torments, traps, hinders and deceives Christians (1 Thess 3:5; 1 

Cor 7:5; 1 Tim 5:15; 2 Cor 12:7; 1Thess 2:18;  2 Cor 11:14). Thus, the nature of 

Satan’s attack is basically to get Christians to doubt God’s Word and live contrary to 

the word of God.  He twists God’s word to confuse believers.  
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2.2 Normally, Satan’s assault on believers is in the mind (Eph 6:12, 2 Cor 10:3-5).  

In 2 Corinthians 10:5, Paul describes the strongholds of Satan as arguments which 

involve ideas, beliefs, doctrines, teachings and practices that make people disobey 

God. Satan tries to entrench these in the hearts of people such that, they are held 

captive to it. However, in an attempt to influence believers, he sometimes includes 

physical attacks. Clearly, the Bible indicates that the devil instigated persecution 

against Christians which resulted in suffering and, in some cases, the death of 

believers (E. g. Rev 2:9, 13; Rev 3:9; Rev 13;7; 1 Pet 5:8-9).  Again, the Bible hints 

that the devil induces spiritual attack which may manifest in physical infirmity as in 

the case of Paul’s “thorn in the flesh” (2 Cor 12:7). As already noted, the 

eschatological tension displayed in the New Testament means Christians are still 

exposed to the attack of demonic powers which, although defeated, may attack with  

the permission of God.  Thus, the nature of Satan’s attack may be physical or on the 

mind.  

 

2.3 Our Response  

Satan’s primary method has not changed. Whenever you hear God’s Word being 

attacked, contradicted, twisted, mocked or dismissed, he may be speaking. He may 

speak through neighbors and friends, parents and siblings, teachers and classmates, 

sitcoms and cinema, celebrities and musical lyrics, pastors and priests. In all his 

works, the aim is to get the believer to deny and forsake the Lord. In Job 1: 9, Satan 

asked the Lord, ‘Does Job serve you for nothing?’ According to Satan, Job was  

serving the Lord because of the blessings of the Lord. Indeed, this stance of Satan 

reflects the African view which seeks to promote the worship of a deity who gives 

you something: protection, bumper harvest, fertility, and prosperity among others. 

When this deity fails to deliver, you discard it or better still you get a more powerful 

one. Unfortunately, this voice is speaking even among believers today.  Some people 

are tempted to worship God for what they can get; once God does not provide the 

expected blessings, they feel disappointed and sometimes seek alternative help. It is 

this same tendency that pushes believers to move from one ‘man of God’ to another. 

Beware! Satan may be speaking. Christians must know that Satan is still speaking 

through false teachings, syncretism, and wrong practices to attack them. Believers 

must flee from such tendencies and serve God contentedly wherever they find 

themselves. Appropriate the victory of Christ wrought on your behalf on the cross. 

 

 

 

3.0 THE SOVEREIGNTY OF GOD 

Another voice that is speaking loudly today is that which seeks to assert that Satan 

is all-powerful. Indeed, once we attribute almost all issues to Satan, we have made 

him all-powerful already. But the Bible is clear that ‘the Lord He is God, the one true 

God, with overall supremacy over all spiritual powers’ (Deut 6:4; Deut 33:2-3; 1 Kgs 
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18:39; Neh 9:6; Job 38:7; Ps 89: 5-8; Ps 148:2; Eph 4:4-6). An understanding of the 

sovereignty of God will correct this error. The sovereignty of God is the biblical 

teaching that all things are under God's rule and control, and that nothing happens 

without His direction or permission. In the Bible, God has overall supremacy over all 

spiritual powers and Satan is simply one of the spirits under God’s authority (Job 

1:6-7). These spirits, whether good or evil, remain under God’s sovereignty.   

The fact of God’s sovereignty implies that Satan cannot take his own course in this 

life without the knowledge and the permission of God. This is God’s world and 

everything and everybody is accountable to Him. Satan can tempt or afflict God’s 

children by divine permission (Job 1:12; Matt 4:1; Lk 22:31; 2 Cor 12:7).  The 

agents he uses can be used of God to effect his divine plan (Matt 16:21-23, Lk 

24:25-26 cf. Acts 2:23-24). For example, spirits designated as evil spirits (Jud 9:23; 

1 Sam 16:14-16) and lying spirits (1 Kgs 22:19-23; 2 Chr 18:18-22) became envoys 

of God.  

God’s sovereignty is demonstrated explicitly in the Book of Job.  God is seen as 

accepting Satan into His presence (Job 1:6), initiating the suffering of Job by asking 

Satan ‘have you considered my servant Job?’(Job 1:8).He permits Satan to touch 

Job’s possessions and body but limits him from taking his life (Job 2:6). He permits 

the suffering of a righteous and blameless man. God’s words to Job in Job 38-41 

defend his authority to govern his creation without being accountable to mankind for 

his actions. In his sovereignty, ‘he blessed the latter part of Job’s life more than the 

first’ (Job 42:12-17). He has the final say.   

3.1 Our Response 

For us Christians, the sovereignty of God should make us rest, knowing that God is 

in total control of our lives. Even when it hurts, He works it out for our good (Rom 

8:28). Unfortunately, some people resign in life because of the sovereignty of God. 

They argue ‘what will be will be’ and so no need to plan or work. However, the 

sovereignty of God does not take away personal responsibility; it does not make us 

puppets in the hands of God. God is able to work within the confines of man’s 

limitations, mistakes and correct choices. Job got it right when he declared ‘though 

he slays me, I will trust him’ (13:15). Job made this statement when he was in a 

terrible time of pain and suffering. He had lost his possessions and his health. His 

friends were of no help. His wife offered no support and, in fact, told him to give up 

and curse God (Job 2:9). Yet Job realizes that, ultimately, the suffering he endures 

is allowed by God. It is God who has the right and the power to “slay” him. Even in 

the midst of his pain, Job knows that ‘the Lord gave and the Lord has taken away’ 

(Job 1:21), “the LORD brings death and makes alive; and he brings down to the 

grave and raises up” (1 Sam 2:6). The Lord alone holds the “keys of death” (Rev 

1:18). The quality of Job’s faith is seen in his resolve that even if God’s plans result 

in his (Job’s) death, he will continue to trust Him. Job may not have understood 

http://www.gotquestions.org/life-Job.html
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Job%202.9
http://www.gotquestions.org/innocent-suffer.html
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/1%20Sam%202.6
http://www.gotquestions.org/keys-of-death.html
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Rev%201.18
http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Rev%201.18
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what was the cause and purpose of his suffering, but he knew that God is good, 

loving, and trustworthy. Indeed, in times when the Christian cannot see the hand of 

God, he can believe in His heart that, ‘he will never abandon his chosen ones’. 

Another response of Job in his understanding of God was to worship. When Job 

heard the horrific news of the total loss of everything he once enjoyed, he did what 

many would consider an unusual thing: "then Job arose and tore his robe and 

shaved his head, and he fell to the ground and worshiped" (Job 1:20). He was so 

settled that God is still God and deserves to be worshipped.  Job could only respond 

this way because he understood the sovereignty of God. No matter what happens, 

God still reigns and deserves our worship. This should be the Christian’s response in 

a world of different voices. Let’s learn from Job.  

4.0 KNOWING THE MASTER’S VOICE 

From the foregoing, it is obvious that the major key to living victoriously in this world 

is the ability to know the voice of the Master. Once you know the Master and His 

voice, no matter the conditions of life, you will hear him-in prosperity or poverty, life 

or death, sickness or health, peace or turmoil. Throughout the scriptures, we see 

God taking initiatives to commune and communicate with man. As men walked and 

talked with God, they were led, encouraged and guided; they received 

understanding to act upon God’s will, which brought them blessings. However, 

anytime the men of old listened to another voice, the consequences were dire, as 

suffered by Adam and Eve (Gen 3:1-19), David (1 Chron 21:1-3), Saul (1 Sam 13, 

15), the man of God from Judah (1 Kgs 13) among others. Thus, we must seek to 

know our Master’s voice so we can follow Him and avoid the ‘stranger’s’ voice. The 

passage in John 10 provides some insight.  

 

4.1 My Sheep Know Me (John 10:14) 

Jesus said, "I am the good shepherd; I know my sheep and my sheep know me”. 

Unlike other animals, sheep rarely find their own way safely and so their guidance 

and safety lies in the Shepherd's leadership (Ps 23:1-2). A stranger may call the 

sheep by name and try to imitate their Shepherd's voice, but through long usage 

and intimacy, the sheep can discern a strange voice and become alarmed. In this 

passage, Jesus compared his disciples and followers to sheep implying that we share 

some similarities. Firstly, Jesus’ usage of ‘my sheep’, is a picture of ownership, the 

sheep belong to Him. Those who hear God’s voice are those who belong to Him—

those who have been saved by His grace through faith in Him, those who have been 

bought at a price and have surrendered their lives to Him. These are the sheep who 

hear and recognize His voice, because they know Him as their Shepherd. According 

to Jesus, those who belong to Him know Him and His voice (Jn 10:4). If we are to 

recognize the Master’s voice, we must belong to Him and also know Him. This 

knowledge is not just head-based but heart-based. It is interesting how the different 

understandings of the word ‘knowledge’ (gnosis), by the Greeks and Hebrews’ relate 

http://www.bibletools.org/index.cfm/fuseaction/bible.show/sVerseID/12890/eVerseID/12890
http://www.bibletools.org/index.cfm/fuseaction/bible.show/sVerseID/14237/eVerseID/14238
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to our knowledge of the Master. For the Greeks, ‘knowledge’ was that which was 

studied with the mind and mastered whereas for the Hebrew, true ‘knowledge’ was 

truth that had the potential to change or affect the whole of one’s life. To know God, 

therefore, for a Greek was to seek to master the different ideas about God-ideas 

that could be discussed and debated; whereas for the Hebrew, to know God was to 

know His acts experientially, to hear His words of truth and to fall down in absolute 

surrender before God, worship Him and praise His name.  The Greek knowledge of 

God puffs a person up with spiritual pride (1 Cor 8:1); whereas the Hebrew 

knowledge of God, brings one to his knees.  Thus as we seek to know our Master 

and consequently identify his voice, we must pursue the Lord not just intellectually 

but experientially. When Paul cried, ‘Nothing is more precious, of greater value than 

knowing Christ’ Phil 3:8, 10, 1 Cor 2:15, it did not mean to know Jesus as a religious 

idea or an important historical figure, it was to know Him as a person. He had once 

‘known’ Christ in a human or worldly way but now wanted a personal knowledge of 

His Lord (2 Cor 5:16). This should be the pursuit of Christians.  This can be achieved 

through God’s benevolent revelation of himself to you (as he did to Samuel). Also, as 

we study God’s word through consistent devotions and prayer, we grow in intimacy 

with Christ and know him more.  

4.2 My Sheep Listen to My voice …and they follow Me (Jn 10:27) 

The theme for 2016 is focused not only on hearing the voice of the Lord but also on 

obeying Him. Indeed, obedience is arguably the greatest challenge to today’s 

Christian. Most Christians know what the Lord wants them to do at any given time 

but refuse to obey. The Lord, through the various means mentioned so far, tells us 

what to do but we disobey most of the times. Jesus said categorically, “My sheep 

listen to my voice; I know them, and they follow me” (Jn 10:27). His sheep do not 

only know Him and His voice but they listen to Him and follow Him. He goes before 

them to lead them. He leads in order to pick out the safe and secure way to the 

pasture. The sheep know this and so they willingly follow. As the sheep of His 

pasture, we are expected to follow Him ‘wherever He may lead’. Our Obedience 

demonstrates true submission to the lordship of Christ. It is easy to call Him ‘Lord’ 

and yet not do the things he says (Lk 4:46). Jesus asserts that what we do, not 

what we say, determines our eternal status (Matt 7:21). It is wrong to confess Him 

with our words but deny Him by our deeds. It is wrong to hear His voice constantly 

and yet consistently refuse to do His will. By practicing God’s Word in our lives, 

obedient Christians submit to the authority of Jesus and make Him-the living 

expression of the written Word-their Lord in the truest and most practical sense. In 

John’s Gospel, Jesus emphasizes three times that those who love Him, obey Him 

(Jn14:15, 21, 23). Clearly Jesus measures our love for Him by our obedience to His 

words. If we obey His words we love Him. If we don’t obey His word, we don’t love 

Him. Jesus says His sheep listen to His voice and follow Him. Knowing the Master is 

about knowing Him and His words and then following His Words and ways 

culminating in true worship.   

http://biblia.com/bible/esv/John%2010.27
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5.0 CONCLUSION  

This presentation considered the response of the Christian to the various voices in 

our generation. The issues of suffering, the nature of satanic attack and the 

sovereignty of God were raised and appropriate responses gleaned from the book of 

Job were given. The presentation challenged us to know the Master and his voice as 

the key to victorious Christian living in this world. In conclusion, God still speaks 

today and those who belong to him can hear his voice through scripture, prophecy, 

word of knowledge, word of wisdom, special impression by the Holy Spirit, dreams, 

visions, circumstances and through the exhortations of other people.  

However, since scripture is the standard of measure for all we hear from the Lord, 

we must spend time in Bible study and quiet meditation.  

The more time we spend intimately with God and His Word, the easier it is to 

recognize His voice and His leading in our lives through any other means. Employees 

at a bank are trained to recognize counterfeit currency notes by studying genuine 

ones so closely that it is easy to spot a fake one. When we are so familiar with God’s 

Word, we can easily recognize error when someone distorts any part of it to us.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The subject of hearing from God is very important in the life of every Christian. 

Knowing God and hearing from Him gives you the assurance that you are in His 

will. The ability to identify God’s voice in the midst of many voices grounds you in 

the faith in such a way that nothing can snatch you out of His 

hands. Jesus declared in John 10:27-28 that “My sheep listen to my voice; I know 

them, and they follow me.  I give them eternal life, and they shall never perish; no 

one will snatch them out of my hand.” The passage makes it clear that if you listen 

to His voice, you will follow Him. The assurance in this is that as you do that He will 

also know you and protect you in such a way that no one will snatch you out of His 

hands. This emphasizes the importance of hearing and obeying God’s voice. 

Because of its importance, quite a number of people have written books on the 

subject under discussion. In spite of this, it is not common to find books that share 

practical experiences of hearing from God. In this exposition, I will share with you 

my personal experiences as a practicing prophet of The Church of Pentecost for the 

past 20 years. I have attempted to do this in a manner that will help you understand 

the place of the prophetic ministry in the church and at the same time, identify ways 

in which God speaks to us as his children.  

2.0 DIFFERENT WAYS OF HEARING FROM GOD 

It is clear from scriptures that right from creation, God has always sought to have 

fellowship with man through various forms of communication. He spoke to Adam 

and Eve face to face, spoke to the Israelites through the prophets and in our 

time, He has spoken through His Son and continues to speak through the Holy Spirit 

to the heart of every Christian. Hebrews 1:1-2 points out that,  “In the past God 

spoke to our ancestors through the prophets at many times and in various ways, but 

in these last days he has spoken to us by his Son, whom he appointed heir of all 

things, and through whom also he made the universe.” That is why before He left 

for the Father, Jesus Himself made it clear that “I have much more to say to you, 

more than you can now bear. But when he, the Spirit of truth comes, he will guide 

you into all truth. He will not speak on his own: he will speak only what he hears, 

and he will tell you what is yet to come. He will bring glory to me by taking from 

what is mine and making it known to you”. (Jn. 16:12-14, NIV). 

Also, writing to the Romans, the Apostle Paul pointed out that “… those who are led 

by the Spirit of God are sons of God” (Rom. 8:14, NIV). You can hear God speak 

through his word as well as through prophecy, dream, vision, trances, intuition and 

word of knowledge and word of wisdom. God through the Holy Spirit speaks to us in 

different ways at all times. The difficulty for some Christians is how to hear God’s 

voice when He speaks. As we discuss the various ways of hearing from God, I trust 

that the Holy Spirit Himself will open the eyes of your understanding to comprehend 

the different ways in which we can hear from God.  
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3.0 OFFICE OF THE PROPHET 

Before we discuss the specific ways of hearing from God, it is important for us to 

look at the Office of the Prophet as well as the character of 

the Prophet. The exercise of the gift of prophecy is available to all Christians who are 

obedient to the voice of the Lord.  Prophecy edifies, exhorts and comforts the saints 

(1 Cor. 14:3, 4). It must be stated here that the exercise of this gift is distinguished 

from the Office of the Prophet in the Church of Pentecost (CoP). To be considered a 

prophet in the CoP, one should be an ordained pastor, who has exercised the gift of 

prophecy with precision and integrity over a period of time. The leadership of the 

Church then calls such a person into the Office of the Prophet by ordination. 

4.0 LIFE, CHARACTER AND INTEGRITY OF THE PROPHET 

The Bible reveals the life, character and integrity of different prophets. This 

presentation will not allow for elaborate exposition on this, but a brief 

explanation on the topic will be indispensable here. We read about prophets such as 

Samuel who was very calm, gentle and had integrity. Samuel’s prophetic ministry in 

Israel was outstanding in that, he combined courage with meekness, walked closely 

with God and exhibited selfless leadership in Israel. At the end of his ministry, he 

made a profound declaration in 1 Samuel 12:1-5. 

Then Samuel addressed all Israel: “I have done as you asked and given 

you a king. Your king is now your leader. I stand here before you—an 

old, gray-haired man—and my sons serve you. I have served as your 

leader from the time I was a boy to this very day. Now testify against 

me in the presence of the LORD and before his anointed one. Whose ox 

or donkey have I stolen? Have I ever cheated any of you? Have I ever 

oppressed you? Have I ever taken a bribe and perverted justice? Tell 

me and I will make right whatever I have done wrong.” “No,” they 

replied, “you have never cheated or oppressed us, and you have never 

taken even a single bribe.” “The LORD and his anointed one are my 

witnesses today,” Samuel declared, “that my hands are clean.” “Yes, he 

is a witness,” they replied. 

On the other hand, we read about prophets such as Elijah who was not as meek as 

Samuel. He was choleric in temperament and very outspoken. Prophet Elijah was a 

major prophet, full of faith and zeal for the Lord. One of the exploits of Elijah was 

his fight against the prophets of Baal (1 Kgs 18:1ff). Even though he was not as 

calm as Samuel, he was a man of integrity and selfless. The contrast between 

Samuel and Elijah reveals that prophets are not always supposed to be quiet and 

reserved. Some could be very outspoken and choleric.  

Again, we see from Scriptures that as God speaks through some prophets in plain 

words, He speaks through others by parables and complex revelations that 

need further interpretations for others to comprehend. A typical example can be 

seen in the prophetic ministry of Daniel.  We find some examples in Daniel chapters 

1, 7 and 12. We, however, see that just as is evident in Samuel and Elijah, Daniel 
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was also a man of integrity, walking closely with God in prayer. His critics could not 

even find any grounds to accuse him. He was diligent in his administration and 

accurate in his prophetic and spiritual callings (Dan 6:1ff). 

Irrespective of the ways in which a prophet’s calling and operations are, one thing is 

key: he/she needs to be trustworthy, he should be a person of integrity, he should 

walk closely with God and be selfless. It is sometimes confusing to see people whose 

moral lives are questionable and even have records 

of persistent shameful behaviour, but call themselves Prophet. We need to be 

mindful of such people. For a person to speak the mind of God, that person needs to 

be trustworthy.  

5.0 PROPHECIES 

The gift of prophecy forms part of the nine gifts of the Spirit as found in 1 

Corinthians 12: 7-12. It is normally classified as a vocal gift. Like other revelatory 

gifts, prophecies give divine direction to the church and hint about what God is 

doing. 

For example, when I was an elder of the Church in Kumasi, I gave a prophecy in 

1980, which made the then chairman and founder of the church, Pastor 

James McKeown, change a sermon he intended to preach at church that day. He 

preached on the themes of the prophetic message since he believed that, that was 

exactly what God wanted the church to hear. After service, he approached me and 

stated that the form of presentation and the content of the message was what he 

had planned to teach the prophets of the church. This was to teach them how to 

handle the prophetic gift and deliver prophetic messages. After this speech, he 

added that he had found a young emerging prophet from Kumasi and that he would 

inform them (the ordained prophets). 

Sometimes, God uses prophetic messages to lead the church away from evil and get 

the congregation closer to Himself. In 1991, while I was pastoring at Darkuman in 

Accra, God gave me a prophetic message when I was leading worship and when I 

spoke it, Prophet M. K. Yeboah who had visited us at church that day also had to 

change his sermon towards the direction of the prophecy since he identified that 

God was speaking to the church in a particular direction to draw the congregation to 

Himself.  

It should also be noted that some prophetic messages take time to be fulfilled as 

revealed in Habakkuk 2:3, “For the revelation awaits an appointed time; it speaks of 

the end and will not prove false. Though it linger, wait for it; it will certainly 

come and will not delay.” From this scripture, it is evident that it is not every divine 

revelation that is fulfilled instantly. For example, when Aps. Dr. Opoku Onyinah, the 

current Chairman of the Church (then Pastor Opoku Onyinah) was being transferred 

from Kumasi to Ho, God gave me a prophetic message that He, the Lord, will make 
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him (Opoku Onyinah) a leader among his peers. This prophecy has been fulfilled 

severally and in many ways, but more clearly, after so many years when he became 

the Chairman of the Church. I wrote the content of the prophecy and gave it to him 

before its fulfilment. 

The various examples reveal that God speaks to His church through prophetic 

messages for different purposes. Some of the prophecies may have instant fulfilment 

while others may point to the future. Prophecies, however, should always speak the 

mind of God and not human imagination. 

6.0 DREAMS 

God uses dreams to communicate hidden things to his children. Examples of these 

abound in the Scriptures (Gen. 37:5-11; 41:1-7; Matt. 1:20; 2:13). It 

should, however, be understood that it is not every dream that is a revelation from 

God. Different things can cause people to dream (Ecc. 5:3).  Some of these include 

the state of your health, the experiences of the day, things you have been thinking 

about and even the food you ate and the time you ate before going to bed. . To 

distinguish between dreams that are God’s revelation and dreams that are 

natural, spiritual discernment is of utmost importance. We are in a dispensation 

where people have tried to read meaning into every dream. Two people can have 

the same kind of dream, but the causes and meanings of the dream could be 

different. Christians, therefore, need to be careful about books that have dreams 

with interpretations and spiritual directions as to what one should do if one had a 

particular dream. 

As stated earlier, however, it should be understood that God uses dreams to 

communicate divine truths to His children. Some dreams are meant to prompt the 

leadership of the church and sometimes the entire congregation about something, 

people or even an event that the individual or the church will need to be careful 

about.  

For example, I was in Singapore in February 1993 when I had a dream that Prophet 

J. K. Ennumh had given a prophecy that the then Chairman of the CoP, Prophet 

M.K. Yeboah should be maintained as the Chairman of The Church of Pentecost for 

the second term of office. In the dream, it turned out that this prophecy was false. It 

was not too long after this dream when Prophet J. K. Ennumh had a case and had to 

be disciplined by the Church. The dream, therefore, came to prompt us that 

something was not going on well in the life and ministry of this prophet. This 

prophecy created a lot of confusion at the various levels of the councils. 

I went on a mission’s trip and the dawn before leaving there, I dreamt that the soft 

drinks in the mission house were kept in the water closet and the rice and other 

foods meant to be stored in the kitchen and refrigerator were kept at inappropriate 

places. Garbage and other waste were in the living room and 

Commented [A10]: Please you stated in the first sentence of 
this paragraph that it was a dream that you had. For the sake of 
clarity, it would be helpful if you could tell us whether the Prophet 
really prophesied something like that. 
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everything seemed disorganized. Before they escorted me to the airport, I wept 

uncontrollably       though I did not understand the dream and all attempts by the 

National Head and the officers around to console me proved futile.. Few weeks after 

the dream and the weeping incident, there emerged hidden immoral issues 

concerning the National Head. This eventually led to his dismissal.  

7.0 VISIONS 

Just as we discussed concerning dreams, the scriptures are full of examples of how 

God uses visions to communicate hidden things to  His servants (Gen. 15:1; 

46:2; Acts 16:9-10; 18:9-11). Some visions are meant to encourage while others 

help one to see what will happen in the future. Through prayers, some difficult 

situations could be averted while in other cases, what was seen in the vision may 

still happen, but God knows how to protect His people and keep them in the midst 

of the storm.  

For example, when I was a Pastor in Darkuman District, I saw in a vision that I 

had a big farm, which had yielded fruits in abundance. Suddenly, some cows came 

to destroy the fruits in the farm. I, therefore, struggled with the cows in order to 

prevent them from destroying the farm. My impression about the vision was that my 

ministry was under attack, so I kept praying about it.  Not long after, Prophet M. 

K. Yeboah, called me to his house and informed me that leadership wanted to 

transfer me from Darkuman District to Madina because some people in the district 

were against me for no apparent reason. I told him the vision I had and suspected 

that this transfer was linked to it. I was still transferred any way, but God kept me in 

the midst of the challenging times. This can be likened to the story of Joseph as 

found in Genesis Chapter 37 to Chapter 47. It is clear in these passages that his 

brothers had an evil intention for selling him, but God willed it to be good. Through 

that transfer and subsequent events that unfolded, God taught me many lessons for 

life and ministry. These lessons culminated into great leadership experiences that 

have made me a better Christian and leader of God’s flock today. 

Again, some visions are purposely for confirmation of what God wants to do. During 

the 2015 Ministers and Wives’ Conference held at the Pentecost Convention Centre 

(PCC), I saw in a vision that an angel walked to the Chairman on the platform to 

give him a bottle of oil. After receiving the bottle, it broke and the aroma filled the 

whole place. I narrated this revelation to him and as I made an attempt to tell him 

my impression of the vision, he asked me to wait and further reiterated that I would 

understand. Little did I know that God had given him a message on the topic “The 

Oil of Gladness” to preach on at the closing of the conference.  Thus, the vision was 

a confirmation that God had given the oil of gladness to the chairman to anoint all 

the pastors and their wives. In his sermon, he mentioned that the message for the 

closing ceremony of the conference was confirmed through a vision God had given 

to one of the prophets of the church. During the 2013 November Heads Meeting that 
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was held at the PCC, I saw in a vision, two sofa chairs that had been set to be 

occupied by two men.  

It was, therefore, not surprising to me when, in  the same meeting, chairman 

informed the Executive Council members that he had received a word of Knowledge 

that two national heads should be ordained as apostles. This led to the ordination of 

Apostle Dr. Jamel Nasir and Apostle Andy Donkor. Additionally, two other Pastors 

were ordained apostles at the All Ministers and Wives Conference that was held in 

the year 2015.  

Similar to this is a vision God gave me earlier concerning the Office of the Women’s 

Director. Prior to the end of tenure in office of Deaconess Beatrice Kwafo, I saw in a 

vision that the chairman had asked me to scout and find out who would replace her 

as the Women’s Director. In the vision, my wife and I were going for a women’s 

convention at Sunyani and were picked up at the airport by Apostle Kyei-Mensah. As 

we were going to the convention grounds, we met Deaconess Grace Lucy Yeboah-

Asuama and she asked me to leave my wife, who had suddenly gotten ill with 

her, so that she would take care of her. This vision was confirmed when chairman 

later presented this Deaconess I saw in the vision for consideration as the Women’s 

Director, and the Executive Council left Mrs. Amaniampong as the only executive 

committee member on the previous administration. 

Some visions also come as a warning to the church. For example, I saw three obese 

women in a vision squatting as if they wanted to defecate. This, I understood to be 

a warning against sexual immorality. Not long after, three prominent ministers 

(names withheld) were dismissed from ministry on grounds of sexual unfaithfulness. 

In another vision, I saw an obese person who was deformed beyond any possibility 

of weight loss. The person could not even enter through the entrance of the 

church's auditorium. When I narrated this vision, Prophet M. K. Yeboah of blessed 

memory affirmed his impression of the revelation that the obese person's inability to 

reduce in size and enter through the gate could be likened to 

Evangelist Owusu Tabiri's reluctance or refusal to have a change of mind. True to 

this, he did not have a repentant heart or a change of mind to rescind his decision 

to secede from the Church of Pentecost. 

 

8.0 TRANCES 

Closely related to dreams and visions is to fall into a trance. In a trance, one may 

not be sleeping as in the case of dreams, but may also not be awake as in the case 

of visions. One may feel very heavy and unconscious while God speaks to him/her or 

reveals divine truths to him/her. God uses this means also to speak to his people 

concerning future events. 

Commented [A11]: Not very clear. 
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In 1989, when I was transferred from Old-Tafo to Darkuman, two days before our 

welcome service in the night, I was reading and waiting on the Lord. At a point, I 

got up and moved from my study table towards my bedroom. I fell down when I 

was moving towards the bedroom, and I cannot comprehend how the incident 

happened. I felt I was dead, and in a trance I laid on the floor. I found myself as 

someone literally chewing the Bible. When I regained consciousness, 

I realised the tip of my tongue had been bruised. When I narrated the incident 

to Apostle Agyemang-Baduh the following day at the Mamprobi beach where we had 

taken some members for water baptism, he was shocked upon seeing how my 

tongue had turned out, looking burnt without any fire set on it. 

In the trance, God said He was going to make me a Prophet for the nations. He was 

going to change my language and my personality and that He would endow me with 

prophetic gifts, and that was the reason for the state of my tongue. On the Sunday 

morning, during the welcome service, Pastor Peter Ayerakwa now 

Apostle Ayerakwa (Rtd) preached the sermon on Jeremiah Chapter 1 where the 

verse 5 reads;"Before I formed you in the womb I knew you, before you were born I 

set you apart, I appointed you as a Prophet to the nations." This sermon was a 

confirmation of God's promise concerning my life through the trance I had two days 

before the welcome service.  

Here, I stand now as a Prophet of God, fully seasoned to carry out His good work as 

a fulfilment of that divine revelation. 

9.0 INTUITIONS 

Unlike dreams, visions and trances, intuitions may not be visual. They come as deep 

convictions within the spirit of the prophet of what God wants His people to know.  

It should, however, be noted that since the human spirit as well as evil spirits could 

be speaking to you as well, it is important for the prophet or the child of God to have 

very deep relationship with God to be able to discern His voice from the others. 

For example, in a meeting that was held at the Mataheko transit, Apostle Ladejo 

shared a revelation that Prophet M. K. Yeboah should be given another term (third 

term) as the Chairman of the Church. I received an intuition that we as a 

church have had more than enough of his leadership and that the church 

would suffer and would also be worrying the old man if he was given another 

term. So I spoke into it that leadership should allow him to exit after his second term 

of office and rest.  

In another instance, I received an intuition that the security of Apostle Ntumy (then  

Chairman of the Church of Pentecost) and Apostle Opoku Onyinah(then Rector of 

Pentecost University College) needed to be strengthened since there was a security 

threat against them. I, therefore, informed them to put in place a security plan for 

their safety. Both of them were attacked at different places and in different 
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ways, but around the same period. First, Apostle Michael Ntumy was attacked by an 

unknown assailant, but the grace of God delivered him. On his part, some 

portions of the roof of Apostle Dr. Opoku Onyinah were secretly removed on top of 

the master bedroom. According to police investigations, it was a planned armed 

robbery or murder. God, however, caused rainfall to expose the plan. 

10 WORD OF WISDOM/WORD OF KNOWLEDGE 

The gift of Word of Wisdom is listed among the nine gifts of the Holy Spirit 

as presented in 1 Corinthians 12: 7-12. This gift helps the church in giving direction 

in times when divine wisdom is needed in taking difficult and complex decisions.  

Some examples in the Bible:  

 Elisha and the story of Gehazi’s greed. Thus Gehazi pursued Naaman for 

goods and Elisha perceived it as stated in 2 Kings 5:26. 

 Paul assured the survivors of the shipwreck of their safety according to Acts 

27:33-36 

 Saul and Samuel’s story when Saul and the servant were looking for the 

father’s donkeys as found in 1 Samuel 9:17-20.   

For example, in 1997, all prophets of the church met in Tema to pray. During this 

meeting, Prophet Osei, the leader of the group, gave a revelation that Prophet M. 

K. Yeboah had given birth to a child. This child was supposed to be christened and 

the proposed names were Ansong, Arthur and Annan. Among these names was a 

particular one which had been ticked (Name withheld).This was interpreted to 

imply that the ticked name was the choice for the chairman of the church after 

Prophet M. K. Yeboah. God gave me a word of knowledge concerning the 

revelation that “the cloud had formed and that the way forward was not clear. 

However, God was doing His work so the house should be patient in revealing 

names for the chairmanship until the clouds were cleared." 

It was, therefore, not surprising when finally, young Michael Ntumy was called by 

God to take over the chairmanship from Prophet M. K. Yeboah. The Word of 

knowledge at that instance came to prompt the house to be careful and not be hasty 

about the decision on the choice of a chairman as the way forward was not clear. 

The gift of Word of Knowledge works together with Word of Wisdom. It is able to 

discern what is not available to the physical senses. It was by Word of Knowledge 

that Apostle Peter recognized that Ananias and Sapphira were telling lies (Acts 5:1-

11). This gift helps bring sanity to the church.  

For example, before my transfer to missions in The Gambia, I heard God’s voice 

within my spirit saying, “I’m going to hide you”. I really did not understand, but by 

this Word of Knowledge, I kept thinking about it. As the practice has been in 

the COP, before a minister is transferred or sent to missions outside the country, he 
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is normally invited by the Executive Council and interviewed to see his preparedness 

and to also prepare him for the work of missions. In my case, however, I was 

neither invited nor given any hint of my going to missions. I only heard it being read 

when the ‘white paper’ was released at the General Council meeting. I 

was initially worried since I thought there was something wrong with the process. 

But when I remembered the Word of Knowledge I received from God, I realized it 

was His plan to hide me for reasons known to Him. This reminds me of the story of 

Moses when God took him away from Egypt to Median in order to prepare him for 

the assignment ahead. My going to The Gambia was really a hiding and preparatory 

period for the rest of the assignment God has for me. 

In another instance, as I was leaving my room for the afternoon session for the 

election of the position of IMD of the Church, as Apostle S.K. Baidoo was leaving 

office, I perceived in my heart that Apostle Gyesi Addo was the man for the position. 

This was confirmed when it turned out that he was the one presented by 

the Electoral College and subsequently approved by the General Council. 

At times, I perceive people coming to me and the reason for their coming. They do 

come as perceived and their reasons for coming are exactly what I perceived. 

Recently, the Chairman, Aps. Dr. Opoku Onyinah came to Teshie Nungua Area to 

dedicate Joy Church building and the song I raised was the exact topic he spoke on. 

That song was sung throughout the program. The song 

was “Wo nsa ano adwuma 1y1 nwanwa, ooampa ampa”2x. 

11 CONCLUSION 

From all the practical experiences shared so far, it is clear that God knows 

everything before it happens. He holds the keys to secret and future events. He 

decides to reveal them to whomever he wishes. It is, therefore, important for the 

child of God to open his heart and be attentive to what God says in everyday life and 

ministry. We read in Romans 8:14-16 that “For those who are led by the Spirit of 

God are the children of God. The Spirit you received does not make you slaves, so 

that you live in fear again; rather, the Spirit you received brought about your 

adoption to sonship. And by him we cry, “Abba, Father.” The Spirit himself testifies 

with our spirit that we are God’s children.” 

Paul prayed for the Ephesian Church that the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the 

glorious Father, may give them the Spirit of wisdom and revelation, so that they may 

know him better. It is my prayer also that our Lord Jesus Christ will make us 

spiritually sensitive to his voice so that we can hear clearly from Him and as we obey 

His voice, we will get to know Him better and better. 
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PREPARED TO HEAR FROM THE LORD 

 

Apostle Dr. Alfred Koduah 

 

Therefore consider carefully how you listen... (Mk. 4:24; Lk. 8:18). 

Hear, O Israel, and be careful to obey so that it may go well with you 

and that you may increase greatly in a land flowing with milk and 

honey, just as the LORD, the God of your fathers, promised you. Hear, 

O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is one. Love the LORD your God 

with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength  

(Deut. 6:3-5). 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The need for the contemporary church to hear appropriately from the Lord cannot 

be overemphasised. The reason is that the church today is being bombarded with a 

myriad of voices from all angles vying for attention. Whereas false teachings and 

practices are confusing the average Christian, the media has become the main tool 

for engaging and disrupting the attention of contemporary Christians. The advent of  

social media has worsened the already bad situation to the extent that many 

Christians now spend very little time studying and meditating on the word of God. 

Indeed, some Christians have become addicted to the social media at the expense of 

their time with the Lord. This has resulted in many Christians being caught up in the 
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unfortunate web of spiritual ignorance of all kinds. This has also given false teachers 

a field day to deceive and manipulate some Christians.  

No wonder, when cautioning the people of Israel in a very polytheistic environment 

in which they could easily have fallen prey to ungodly voices, the Bible says: “Hear, 

O Israel, and be careful to obey so that it may go well with you and that you may 

increase greatly in a land flowing with milk and honey, just as the LORD, the God of 

your fathers, promised you. Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is one. 

Love the LORD your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your 

strength” (Deut. 6:3-5). Jesus emphasised this caution in Mark 12:29.  

In trying to enable His people hear adequately from Him, the Lord has spoken 

severally saying: “He who has ears to hear, let him hear” (Mk. 4:9, 23; Rev. 2:7, 11, 

17, 29; 3:6, 13, 22). The Bible has also repeatedly said: “Today, if you hear his 

voice, do not harden your hearts...” (Ps. 95:7; Heb. 3:7, 15; 4:7). Because hearing is 

so closely linked to faith, the Bible says: “Faith comes by hearing...” (Rom. 10:17). 

Accordingly, Jesus said: “Whoever hears my word and believes in him who sent me 

has eternal life” (Jn. 5:24). He further said: “My sheep hear my voice” (Jn. 10:16). 

This means true Christians must be able to differentiate between strange voices and 

that of the Lord (Jn. 10:3-5, 8). It is unfortunate that some are ever hearing, but will  

never be able to understand (Isa. 6:9-9; Jer. 5:21; Ezek. 12:1; Matt. 13:13-15; Mk. 

4:21; Acts 28:26-27; Rom. 11:8). 

The specific clause: “hear what the word of the Lord says” appears 32 times in the 

Bible. Whereas the word “listen” occurs 331 times in the Bible, the word “hear” is 

found 347 times in the Bible. Most of these involve listening to or hearing from the 

Lord. In line with this, D. P. Teague notes that the Hebrew approach to the study of 

Scripture depended on their “hearing culture”, where God spoke to them through 

prophets and not philosophers. In that approach, theirs was simply to listen and 

obey as refusal to listen and obey was “to refuse to participate in what God was 

doing”. This was considered a rebellion by the prophets. The Greeks, on the other 

hand, had a “seeing culture” in which they interpreted Scripture with their 

intellectual understanding. So whereas the Hebrews used the “ear approach”, the 

Greeks used the “eye approach”. Contemporary people, however, use the 

“experiential approach” to assimilate Scripture. It can, therefore, be said that 

whereas the secular world says: “Seeing is believing”, Jesus says, “...Blessed are 

those who have not seen and yet have believed” (Jn. 20:29). This means that within 

biblical Christianity, the adage should be: “Believing is seeing.”  

This study examines the need for Christians to be prepared to hear from the Lord at 

all times regardless of the environment in which they find themselves. Specifically, 

the study will look at the various voices vying for the attention of contemporary 

Christians. It will also explore the cost of spiritual ignorance from the biblical and 

Pentecostal experiences, as well as draw attention to some biblical prophets who 
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failed to adequately hear from the Lord. The study will finally consider God’s 

prescribed antidote to spiritual ignorance from biblical and contemporary examples.  

1.1 VOICES VYING FOR THE ATTENTION OF CHRISTIANS TODAY 

1.1.1 The Media 

The internet, television, newspapers, magazines, mobile phones, iPads, laptops, 

Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Flikr, Snapchat, Disqus, Google+, Vine, Linkedin, 

CafeMom, Tumblr, YouTube, WhatSapp, Tango, Instagram, Imo, sms, and other 

related media gadgets and activities have kept many Christians so busy that they 

have very little time to hear from the Lord.   

1.1.2  Social Activities 

Funerals, weddings, child naming ceremonies, birthdays, partying, beach-going, 

picnics, outing, ‘having fun’, sports, and other social activities have engaged the 

attention of many Christians to the extent that their personal devotional lives have 

been compromised. This has thus almost deprived some Christians of hearing 

adequately from the Lord. The heavy traffic problems in the cities have also 

worsened the situation. 

1.1.3  High Workplace Expectations 

The high expectations from employers, coupled with the high responsibilities placed 

on some workers, have compelled them to compromise their personal devotional 

lives to the extent that they have very little time to hear from the Lord. 

1.1.4  Sin and Iniquity 

When a Christian is entangled in sin and iniquities, he or she finds it difficult to hear 

adequately from the Lord.  

1.1.5 Prevailing Permissive Postmodern Environment 

The prevailing permissive postmodern environment is making it extra difficult for 

some Christians to hear exclusively from the Lord. The reason is that postmodernity, 

as a cultural and intellectual phenomenon, which is leading to a radical social 

change, is marked by the rejection of absolute truth, metanarratives, and claims of 

universality. It promotes relativism, omni-tolerance, permissiveness, pluralism and 

individually-constructed or community-constructed truth. Disregarding established 

rules or authority, postmodernity brings to the fore issues concerning marginalised 

groups and minorities such as homosexuals, same-sex partners, and persons with 

disabilities. The multi-choice opportunities offered by postmodernity make 

contemporary people think that each of the voices being heard is equally as valid as 

any other. 

1.1.6  False Teachings and Practices 
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The level of false teachings and practices being propagated in this generation is 

offering varying and confusing ungodly voices to ordinary Christians to the extent 

that many are finding it difficult to differentiate between theological error and 

biblical orthodoxy. The myriad of teachings from various angles is making it difficult 

for some Christians to know exactly which one is the voice of God. Today, it is on 

record that through the activities of false teachers, two new religions are started 

every day somewhere in the world. This situation, which is referred to as ‘religion 

quake’, is making people to return to pre-Christian primal religions by synchronising  

spiritualities and beliefs from various sources into a do-it-yourself religion. 

In view of the devastating effects that false teachers and their activities can have on 

the church, the Bible warns Christians to be wary of their activities (1 Tim. 4:1-2). 

Unfortunately, many contemporary Christians appear not only to be hearing 

inadequately from the Lord, but they have also been caught up in the web of 

spiritual ignorance because of the activities of false teachers. 

 

 

2.0 THE COST OF SPIRITUAL IGNORANCE: BIBLICAL AND PENTECOSTAL 

EXPERIENCES 

There is no doubt that spiritual ignorance is expensive and dangerous. Quite 

regrettably, because of inadequate hearing from the Lord, some Christians in every 

generation, including Pentecostals, have experienced one form of spiritual ignorance 

or the other. The apostle Paul wanted Christians to avoid falling into the trap of 

spiritual ignorance as he wrote severally:  

 “I do not want you to be ignorant of this mystery, brothers so that you may 

not be conceited...” (Rom. 11:25).  

 “For I do not want you to be ignorant of the fact, brothers, that our 

forefathers were all under the cloud and that they all passed through the 

sea... Nevertheless, God was not pleased with most of them; their bodies 

were scattered over the desert” (1 Cor. 10:1-5). 

 “Now about spiritual gifts, brothers, I do not want you to be ignorant” (1 Cor. 

12:1).  

 “...There are some who are ignorant of God – I say this to your shame” (1 

Cor. 15:34).  

 “Brothers, we do not want you to be ignorant about those who fall asleep, or 

to grieve like the rest of men, who have no hope” (1 Thess. 4:13). 
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 To drive home the seriousness of spiritual ignorance, the Lord said: “My 

people are destroyed for lack of knowledge; because thou hast rejected 

knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me...” (Hos. 

4:6 KJV).  

 Again, the Lord declared: “Therefore my people are gone into captivity, 

because they have no knowledge...” (Isa. 5:13 KJV).  

 On the basis of all these, Jesus postulated: “Then you will know the truth, 

and the truth will set you free” (Jn. 8:32).  

 Peter also prayed that grace and peace be multiplied unto God’s people 

through the knowledge of God and of Christ Jesus (2 Pet. 1:2). 

It is heart-breaking to note that in spite of all these biblical admonitions, some 

Christians are still wallowing in spiritual ignorance because they fail to hear 

adequately from the Lord. It is, therefore, important to highlight some acts of 

inadequate hearing from the Lord, and spiritual ignorance in this generation. 

 

2.1   Examples of Spiritual Ignorance and Inadequate Hearing from God 

within Contemporary Christianity  

 In their quest to hear from the Lord, some Christians are being coerced to 

pay consultation fees, counselling fees, breakthrough fees, and Akwankyerε 

fees. Others are being made to buy breakthrough water, Abura mu nsuo, 

anointing oil, water from the Jordan River, anointed koko, coconut water, 

anointed gari, anointed armbands, anointed canes to whip the devil and 

demons, anointed Coca Cola, and many others. 

 Convinced that he had heard from the Lord, Pastor Daniel Lesego of the 

Rabboni Centre Ministries in Setlogelo, Ga-Rankuwa near Pretoria, South 

Africa, persuaded his church members to drink petrol after making them 

believe that the substance had been turned into pineapple juice. He also 

made his unsuspecting members chew grass in order for them to get closer to 

God. Additionally, he made some female members of his church remove their 

dresses in church in order to facilitate their deliverance process. Furthermore, 

he has been trampling on the church members for added spiritual effect.  

 Believing to have heard from the Lord, 24-year old Prophet Penuel Mnguni, 

leader of the End Times Disciples Ministries of South Africa, asked his church 

members to eat live snakes as a test of faith. He promised them that the 

snakes would taste like chocolate. Additionally, he directed his female church 

members to eat pieces of synthetic hair and clothes as food. 
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 Thinking that he had heard the voice of the Lord, Prophet Shamiso Kanyama 

of Zimbabwe asked his followers to bury him alive so that he could summon 

more cleansing powers to heal a family that had been plagued by mysterious 

deaths. He has since died in the grave. 

 Apparently following a divine directive, 73-year old Prophet Reinfirst Manyuka 

of Masvingo, Zimbabwe, has died after fasting for 30 days without food or 

water. 

 Pastor Franck Kabele of Libreville, Gabon, told his congregation that he could 

walk on water like Jesus. The 35-year old Pastor drowned just after taking the 

second step in the water in the full glare of his church members. 

 Possibly believing a divine order, Pastor Njohi of the Lord’s Propeller 

Redemption Church in Kenya instructed his female members not to put on 

any underwear as they go to church so that the Holy Spirit can easily enter 

them. 

 

 53-year old Pastor Timothy Ngwu, the General Overseer of the Vineyard 

Ministry of the Holy Trinity at Umudikwere, Ihe/Owerre, Nsukka in Enugu 

State, Nigeria, has been arrested for impregnating more than 20 female 

members of his church. He told the police that he usually gets prophetic 

messages from God to impregnate the women so that they and the children 

that would be born would remain church members for the rest of their lives.  

 Convinced that he had heard a message from the Lord, 59-year old Pastor 

Sobrino Valdeci Picando of Apore, Goias, Brazil persuaded his female church 

members to drink his “anointed milk” through oral sex. He managed to 

convince the gullible women that because he had been consecrated with 

“divine semen of the Holy Spirit”, the Lord would enter into them after they 

had drunk the “holy milk”. 

 Obviously believing that he was undertaking a divine activity, Prophet Obinim 

openly took hold of a man’s genital organ in church in order to administer 

healing to him. He caused this to be filmed for public display. He has also 

been stepping on the bellies of pregnant women in the hope of facilitating 

safe delivery. 

 Within Christianity today, some preachers are using several unbiblical means 

to administer deliverance. These include the medium of augury (fortune 

telling by interpreting omens), clairaudience (spiritualistic faculty for hearing 

voices not normally heard), clairsentience (spiritualistic diagnosis of diseases) 

and clairvoyance (discerning of things not normally present to the senses). 

Others are hypnotism or mesmerism, which is defined as the “healing of 
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diseases by charms and rituals”. The practice of palmistry or chiromancy 

(divination by analysis of lines and shapes of the human palm), are also used 

by some contemporary preachers. Although these methods are unbiblical, 

those practising them erroneously think that they have heard from the Lord. 

It has only led them and their gullible followers into spiritual ignorance. 

2.2 Spiritual ignorance and inadequate theological understanding within 

early Pentecostalism 

Out of inadequate theological understanding and spiritual ignorance, the early 

Pentecostals believed that they had received, together with the gift of glossolalia, a 

call to the foreign mission field. They thought that because people were baptised  in 

the Holy Spirit and were able to speak different languages, missionaries would no 

longer be compelled to study foreign languages to preach in the mission fields. All 

that was needed was the baptism in the Holy Spirit to enable them go to the furthest 

corners of the earth and preach to the natives in languages unknown to the 

speakers. They believed that the xenolalic tongues made all recipients instant 

missionaries. In other words, they thought that God had solved the missionary 

problem by sending out the new tongues. Consequently, based on the supposed gift 

of xenolalia, many Pentecostals hurriedly went into foreign mission fields and other 

cross cultural mission environments only to realise later that they had deceived 

themselves. Many of such missionaries, therefore, returned home disappointed and 

disillusioned.  

One classical Pentecostal lady, for instance, claimed that she had been called to be a 

missionary to Africa since she could speak miraculously an African dialect. Alfred 

Gaelton Garr, who is acclaimed as the first white man to receive the Holy Spirit 

baptism at Azusa Street, also believed the gift had empowered him and his wife to 

go to India as missionaries, but their attempt ended in failure. By 1908, it had 

become apparent to the early Pentecostals that speaking in tongues was not to 

equip people to preach in other languages. The question is: Did they adequately 

hear from the Lord? 

Nevertheless, the initial dispersion of missionaries from Azusa Street was basically 

influenced by the xenolalia theory. It significantly enabled the early Pentecostals to 

demonstrate a concern for world evangelization. Indeed, the first known missionary 

activity of the Pentecostal movement was as a result of the xenolalia theory, but all 

18 of such missionaries failed in China, Japan and India. 

The early Pentecostals appeared content that they were proclaimers and not 

academic theologians. Most of them, therefore, took Bible stories literally and 

devised their own explanations.  

The Pentecostal Movement, at the very beginning, did not require any educational 

qualification for their missionaries. Some early Pentecostals believed that education 
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might dampen the Spirit’s power in their ministry. One missionary secretary of the 

British Assemblies of God once said that the primary objective of the church was the 

winning of souls. 

The early Pentecostals kept themselves busy, believing in the literal appearance of 

Jesus Christ and limited their literary works to popular tracts and periodicals as they 

did not want to concern themselves with any elaborate theological training. Although 

they considered themselves as the “people of the book”, they were not concerned 

about the intellectual content of their faith. In general, however, it would be 

inaccurate to think that the early Pentecostals were entirely anti-education as they 

established some Bible schools. Their problem was with “the accumulation of biblical 

texts with little regard to context”. In all these, they thought they had heard 

adequately from the Lord. 

The few Bible Institutes established by the early Pentecostals were more interested 

in basic Bible training, practical ministry, and missiological endeavours. They mainly 

emphasised the mastering of doctrinal positions and the memorisation of Scripture 

rather than any critical thought or scholarly research. The reason for this was that 

the early Pentecostals believed that through prayer, the Spirit would lead them into 

all truth. Also, they wanted to avoid formalism and spiritual laxity that had 

characterised most of the churches that were being led by seminary-trained pastors.  

The few textbooks used in those Pentecostal Bible Institutes were largely written by 

Reformed systematic theologians such as Henry Thiessen and Augustus Strong. 

These books eventually influenced Pentecostals to accept Reformed doctrinal 

positions such as predestination. In the process, many classical Pentecostals failed to 

write or publish books on their doctrines. They did not also engage in serious 

theological research at graduate level.  

The few notable early classical Pentecostal writers were Donald Gee, who published 

Concerning Spiritual Gifts and Concerning Shepherds and Sheepfolds. Harold Horton 

also published The Gifts of the Spirit in 1934. Their books were extensively used in 

most Pentecostal Bible schools. 

The few Pentecostals, who took to academic studies, went in for the practical areas 

for Doctor of Ministry (D. Min), or Doctor of Missions (D. Miss) programmes. Again, 

the textbooks used for most of the courses were published by Evangelical authors. 

Furthermore, most of the Pentecostal graduates received their doctorates from non-

denominational or non-Evangelical schools such as Harvard University, Emory 

University, Baylor University, Boston University, Duke University, Union Theological 

Seminary, and many others. 

In order to protect their doctrinal beliefs and practices, some Pentecostals who 

decided to undertake academic studies did so in nationally unaccredited institutions. 

Rather, they studied in institutions that had been accredited by Christian bodies that 
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were not nationally accepted by academic accreditation boards. Such Pentecostals 

feared that by subjecting their courses to national accreditation boards, their 

doctrines and practices could be compromised. As a result, schools of higher 

learning and National Accreditation Boards find it difficult to recognise degrees 

acquired from such regionally accredited institutions. Using such degrees to teach in 

government accredited institutions has also become problematic. 

Today, although a few classical Pentecostals have started emphasising formal 

theological and missionary education, their standard is still comparatively lower than 

that of the average missionary of the older denominations.  

Most of what is taught in most Pentecostal institutes today has been influenced by 

the writings of leaders of the Third Wave movement such as Peter Wagner, Charles 

Kraft and John Wimber. As is typical of neo-Pentecostals, these leaders do not 

believe in any post-conversion experience called “the Baptism in the Holy Spirit” with 

the initial evidence of speaking in tongues. Quite regrettably, classical Pentecostals 

who read their books, and attended their conferences have been influenced by their 

teachings. Their emphasis on spiritual warfare has also influenced classical 

Pentecostal thought to the extent that many of them now see demons in virtually 

everything. Additionally, their teaching on demonology has also impacted some 

classical Pentecostals to shift their position on the issue to the extent that some of 

them have now become more demon-conscious than Christ-conscious.   

It is, therefore, lamentable that classical Pentecostals still rely on their Evangelical 

and Third Wave friends for theological materials for their Bible Schools. In the end, 

many Pentecostal pastors, missionaries and young people are not theologically well 

equipped in their own Pentecostal doctrine and practice. 

As a result of all these, the true classical Pentecostal doctrines and practices have 

not yet been adequately systematised.  What we practise today in many Pentecostal 

circles appears to be a blend of theologies from virtually all traditions of Christianity. 

This has led to what can be labelled as “Pentecostal doctrinal and identity crises”. 

This is a critical recipe for spiritual ignorance and syncretism. 

Today, most Pentecostal Bible schools are trying to transform themselves into 

universities so that they can run secular disciplines. However, because national 

accreditation bodies expect university courses to include critical thinking and 

liberalism, many Pentecostal Bible schools are faced with the dilemma of how to 

maintain the burning Pentecostal spirituality and the expected conventional 

pedagogies expected in universities. The dilemma is even made worse when 

business models of management, goal setting and other incentives are used to teach 

church leadership courses in a way that is not considered biblical by Pentecostals. In 

view of this dilemma, some Pentecostal denominations are trying to transform their 

Bible Colleges into seminaries where they think they can engage in scholarly work 

and at the same time maintain their denominational distinctiveness. An example is 
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what The Church of Pentecost is trying to do at the Pentecost Theological Seminary 

at Gomoa Fetteh. 

Although Pentecostalism has managed to survive without much formal theological 

training, the new generations will undergo a very stressful period if Pentecostals do 

not give the due attention to theological reflection now. The question now is: Will 

The Church of Pentecost be able to take up the challenge of establishing a fully-

fledged classical Pentecostal seminary to research, teach, and promote classical 

Pentecostal doctrine and practice? That would be one of the best legacies this 

generation of Pentecostals would leave for the generations to come.  

Currently, Pentecost University College is among the few institutions in Ghana that 

offer courses in Pentecostal Studies at the postgraduate level. However, the courses 

are being offered through the mentorship of some secular universities or private 

universities. How can classical Pentecostals be sure that their doctrinal 

distinctiveness would be protected within this kind of arrangement? 

 

The renowned theological institutions, Akrofi-Christaller Institute of Theology, 

Mission and Culture, and Trinity Theological Seminary offer Master’s and PhD 

programmes, but these institutions are not Pentecostal. The former was established 

by the Presbyterian Church of Ghana, and the latter is an ecumenical Evangelical 

tertiary institute established jointly by the Methodist Church Ghana, The Presbyterian 

Church of Ghana, and The Evangelical Presbyterian Church in 1942.  

The Assemblies of God co-operated with sixteen African countries to run the East 

Africa School of Theology in Nairobi, Kenya, and the West Africa Advanced School of 

Theology (WAAST) in Lome, Togo. In West Africa, the main classical Pentecostal 

institute of higher learning offering Master’s programmes in Theology is WAAST, 

which was established in 1971. 

Started in 1945 with Bible Correspondence courses, the Auckland Park Theological 

Seminary (formerly Apostolic Faith Mission Theological College), and the Pan-Africa 

Theological Seminary (in league with WAAST), seem to be the only classical 

Pentecostal institutes that offer theological courses at the PhD level in Africa. 

Needless to say, the above stories should be able to inform us that in order to be 

sure that we have heard adequately from the Lord, we need to constantly subject 

our doctrines and practices to critical theological and biblical reflections.  

2.3 Stories of Some Pentecostal Giants and Healing Evangelists Who 

Slacked in Ministry because of Spiritual Ignorance and Inadequate 

Understanding of God’s Voice (Culled from the book, God’s Generals by 

Robert Liardon) 
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2.3.1 John Alexander Dowie (1847-1907), the Healing Apostle: Due to frequent ill 

health, the brilliant young Dowie, with a photographic memory, had very little formal 

education. He later studied at the Free Church School in Australia. During his 

ministry in Chicago, USA, everyone in the city heard the gospel message. He 

“literally ruled the city of Chicago for Jesus Christ”. He built the 40-acre City of Zion 

in Chicago. This was a healing city or a prayer centre city where people from all over 

the world visited for prayer and healing. He is credited to have prophesied the 

coming of radio and television. 

Because of his extraordinary healing and miracle gifts, he “developed a strong 

antipathy to surgery and medicine”, and condemned the medical field. Due to lack of 

ministerial guidance, “He sometimes worked forty-three hours straight in his 

passion.” “Because of his lack of knowledge and understanding, he misread the 

spiritual operations of his office.” Accordingly, as his ministry succeeded, he became 

proud and would not take counsel from anyone. He declared himself the new Elijah. 

He planned to “buy out the Turks, the Muslims and the Jews to take over Jerusalem 

for Jesus so He could establish His city during the millennial reign”. 

2.3.2 Maria Woodworth Etter (1844-1924), the Demonstrator of the Spirit: Although 

she desired to have formal education and training for missionary work with her 

husband, a family tragedy shattered her academic hopes. She demonstrated several 

gifts of the Spirit. Her ministry, which was characterised by miracles, signs, wonders, 

slaying and many Pentecostal manifestations, led to the conversion of doctors, 

lawyers, drunkards, adulterers and many others to the extent that because of one of 

her meetings in one American city in 1885, “the police said they had never seen 

such a change in their city. The city had been so cleaned up that they had nothing 

to do!” 

Her teachings and ministry contributed to the establishment of many Pentecostal 

denominations including the Assemblies of God. However, due to inadequate 

theological understanding on the operations of the gifts of the Spirit, she 

encouraged Pentecostal emotional experiences. She sometimes went into extremes 

and even “believed that a lack of physical manifestation was a sign of apostasy”. She 

sometimes punched sick people in the stomach or whacked them on the neck for 

healing. 

2.3.3 Evans Roberts (1878-1951), the Welsh Revivalist 

He had very little education because his injured father took the highly religious boy 

out of school to help him in the coal mines. He was so religious that he was 

sometimes accused of suffering from ‘religious mania’, and was considered by some 

as a ‘mystical lunatic’. 

His two-week long revival services led to the famous Welsh Revival. The impact of 

the revival was so much that it even affected the workhorses of the coal miners. 
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Before the revival, the horses would only respond to the instructions of their 

masters, which included profanity. During and after the revival, the horse-owners 

became so spiritually transformed that they stopped using profane language. The 

horses also responded to those same instructions without the profane language.  

However, because Evans Roberts misunderstood the operations of the Holy Spirit, he 

made serious ministerial mistakes. Apart from organising very disorganised or 

sometimes chaotic services, he slept and ate very little during the first two months 

of the revival. He sometimes slept for only two or three hours a night and spent the 

rest of the period in spiritual exercises. When people advised him, he reacted 

against them. He, therefore, became exhausted, suffered from emotional strain, and 

his body started wearing down rapidly. He eventually suffered emotional, nervous, 

and physical breakdown, and started hearing strange voices. As a result of these 

challenges, the ministry of Evans Roberts, the notable national revivalist of Wales, 

came to a sad end. Because of that, after forty years, there was no trace of the 

revival in Wales. 

2.3.4 Charles Fox Parham (1873-1929), the Father of Pentecostalism: Called at the 

age of nine, Parham had formal education at the South-western Kansas College at 

the age of sixteen. It is on record that he made over two million converts for the 

Lord during his ministry. 

As a lover of theological education, he established two Bible Schools – one in 

Topeka, Kansas and the other in Houston, USA. It was in one of these, Bethel Bible 

School in Topeka, where through Bible study and prayer, a student, Agnes Ozman, 

spoke in tongues for the first time in the 20th century. It was also at his Bible school 

that William Seymour learnt about the gifts and operations of the Holy Spirit such as 

tongues speaking. 

Although Parham had a heart condition at the latter part of his life, because he had 

always believed, taught, and held on to the ‘no medication’ doctrine, when he 

collapsed one day on the platform, he refused medication and only asked for prayer. 

He died the following day at the age of 56. Indeed, spiritual ignorance is expensive. 

2.3.5 William J. Seymour (1870-1922), the Catalyst of Pentecostalism: He had no 

formal education, but he taught himself how to read the Bible. He later became a 

student at Parham’s Bible School in Topeka, Kansas, USA. His ministry at the Azusa 

Street touched the world with the Pentecostal message, especially the baptism in the 

Holy Spirit with the initial evidence of tongues speaking. 

However, due to inadequate understanding of the operations of the Holy Spirit and 

tongues speaking, many of his leaders and followers believed that tongues were for 

foreign missions. They believed that if people were to go to the mission field, they 

would be gifted to preach in the nation’s language. Many Azusa missionaries were 
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greatly disappointed when they discovered this was not the rule. They simply 

misunderstood the purpose of tongues speaking. 

Realising his short-comings, Seymour requested theological and ministerial 

assistance from his learned friend, Parham. Upon arrival, Parham observed that 

there were some extreme practices during the services such as the massaging of 

throats and chins to stimulate tongues speaking, and even some hypnotic influences. 

Later, when Seymour married his secretary, Clara Cum, some women in the group 

became offended. Clara resigned and took away Seymour’s official mailing list 

containing some 50,000 addresses. This crippled Seymour’s ministry. Due to 

inadequate theological understanding and spiritual ignorance, Clara and her group 

had argued that Seymour should not have married. They thought that since they 

were in the last days and Jesus was returning so soon, marriage was not that 

important. As a result of the inadequate knowledge in the management of the 

spiritual gifts and the stealing of the mailing addresses, Seymour’s Azusa street 

ministry, which had a global impact, lasted for only three years. 

2.3.6 John G. Lake (1870-1935), the Great Man of Healing: Having studied science 

and majoring in chemistry, Lake took to serious theological research. This rich man 

was mightily used by the Lord in the area of healing and miracles after he had left all 

the riches to respond to the full-time ministerial call. 

During his ministry in South Africa, he planted some 100 churches in less than a 

year. As someone with the gift of healing, the Queen of Holland, who had had six 

previous miscarriages, asked for prayer from John G. Lake. In less than a year, she 

gave birth to Queen Juliana.  

After 5 years in South Africa, Lake’s ministry had produced 625 churches, 1,250 

leaders, and some 100,000 converts. He established two mainstream denominations, 

the Apostolic Faith Mission and the Zion Christian Church in South Africa. However, 

through sheer ignorance about how to manage a successful ministry and family life, 

the miracles and healings kept him and his wife too busy to the extent that his wife 

died of malnutrition, and physical exhaustion. His zeal for the ministry made him to 

neglect his family, especially his children. 

2.3.7 Smith Wigglesworth (1859-1947), the Apostle of Faith: He had no formal 

education and worked as a plumber. He did not want to read any other literature or 

newspaper apart from the Bible. He was mightily used in healing, miracles, and acts 

of faith to the extent of raising people back to life through prayer. However, because 

he believed in the ‘no medication’ doctrine, when he suffered from excruciating 

kidney stones for six years, he refused surgery that could have saved his life.  

2.3.8 Aimee Semple McPherson (1890-1944), A Woman of Destiny: This flamboyant, 

but controversial lady of God left high school in order to marry. Having succeeded in 

establishing the Foursquare Gospel Church, she graduated over 8,000 ministers from 
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her LIFE Bible College. She established the first ever Christian Radio Station in 1924. 

Today, her denomination has a membership of over 8 million globally. 

However, due to inadequate knowledge in how to manage ministerial success and 

popularity, her ministry suffered greatly. She remarried twice after her first husband 

died. Her alleged kidnapping for 32 days made her lose a lot of followers, who either 

betrayed her or abandoned the faith because of criticism. Eventually, she was 

saddled with debts and lawsuits, which led to physical and emotional breakdown. At 

the tail end of her life, she had to rely on sedatives before she could sleep. She was 

said to have died from an overdose of sleeping tablets at the age of 53. 

2.3.9 Kathryn Kuhlman (1907-1976), the Woman Who Believed in Miracles: She 

graduated from high school. She was mightily used in the gift of miracles in an 

unprecedented manner. However, due to inadequate knowledge in marital affairs, 

she entered into a questionable marriage with a Texas-based Evangelist, Burroughs 

Waltrip, who had divorced his wife in some bizarre manner. This ruined Kathryn 

Kuhlman’s ministry for some time. After rebuilding her ministry and being used 

tremendously by the Lord, she overworked herself and suffered physical and mental 

exhaustion while at the same time enduring a serious heart condition.  

2.3.10 William Marrion Branham (1909-1965), the Man of Notable Signs 

andWonders: He was a semi-literate preacher with unique spiritual gifting. He came 

from a very poor family background. His ministry witnessed spectacular healings and 

miracles. He was so over-taken by the supernatural to the extent that “He refuted 

any person who was led by intellectualism.” However, due to inadequate knowledge 

in the operations of the Holy Spirit, he entertained several extreme practices and 

doctrinal error such as angelic visitations and personality cult. He even developed 

derogatory perceptions about women. He also changed the salvation message. His 

ministerial failure is summed up: “Branham had an incredible healing gift. But having 

no Bible knowledge to match it, he turned into a doctrinal disaster. Ignorance is not 

bliss, especially when you affect the multitudes with your words.” He deceived his 

followers to the extent that even when he died, they believed he would be raised 

from the dead. Although his funeral was held on December 29, 1965, they delayed 

his burial until April 11, 1966. To date, the Branhamites have never accepted his 

death.  

3.0 BIBLICAL PROPHETS WHO COULD NOT HEAR ADEQUATELY FROM 

GOD 

Since the Bible says: “For we know in part and we prophesy in part” (1 Cor. 13:9), 

even some prominent prophets in the Bible sometimes got it wrong by not hearing 

adequately from the Lord. Here are some examples: 

 Nathan: It would be seen from the narration in 2 Samuel 7:1-17 that when 

King David initially enquired from his trusted prophet whether he could 
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construct a temple for the Lord, the prophet responded: “Whatever you have 

in mind, go ahead and do it, for the LORD is with you” (verse 3). However, 

from verses 4-17, the word of the Lord came to Nathan forbidding David from 

undertaking the construction project. The question is: Who initially spoke 

through the prophet Nathan? Was it his own spirit, or what? Meanwhile, he 

had used the name of the Lord. 

 Isaiah: The story in Isaiah 38:1-6 indicates that when King Hezekiah was 

sick, the prophet Isaiah went to him and said: “This is what the LORD says: 

Put your house in order, because you are going to die; you will not recover.” 

This saddened the king, who prayed and wept bitterly. From verse 4-6, the 

Bible says: “Then the word of the LORD came to Isaiah: Go and tell Hezekiah, 

‘this is what the LORD, the God of your father David, says: I have heard your 

prayer and seen your tears; I will add fifteen years to your life...” The 

question is: Did Isaiah get his prophetic message right at the initial stages?  

 Elisha: From the narration in 2 Kings 4:8-37, it would be seen that when the 

Shunamite woman lost her son and she went and called the prophet Elisha, 

neither the prophet nor his servant Gehazi had any idea of the death of the 

boy. Even as the woman took hold of the feet of Elisha, his servant Gehazi 

was trying to restrain her. It was at that time that Elisha realised the problem 

and said: “Leave her alone! She is in bitter distress, but the LORD has hidden 

it from me and has not told me why” (2 Kgs. 4:27). This shows how sincere 

the prophet Elisha was. He did not claim to know everything as some 

contemporary prophets try to project themselves.  

It is important to note that Paul also demonstrated this kind of faithfulness and 

sincerity when he informed the Christians in Corinth: “To the rest I say this (I, not 

the Lord)...” (1 Cor. 7:12). We should be careful not to put words into God’s mouth 

or claim to have heard from the Lord when the Lord has actually not spoken. The 

Lord has seriously warned against people who try to put words into His  mouth and 

make it appear as if He (God)has actually spoken (Jer. 23:9-40). 

4.0 GOD’S ANTIDOTE TO IGNORANCE: BIBLICAL AND CONTEMPORARY 

EXAMPLES 

From the stories above, it would be seen that the early Pentecostals in all sincerity 

thought that they had heard the most authentic message from the Lord. Although 

they were very sure of it, they were sincerely mistaken. Many contemporary 

Christians also sincerely think that they have the most authentic doctrinal practices, 

but they may also be sincerely wrong. The question, therefore, is: How can anyone 

be sure that what they are teaching is the most authentic? The answer is going back 

to the Bible to know what the Lord is actually saying. Here again, Christians are 

faced with even more critical question of who has the most accurate interpretation 

to the biblical texts. It is quite obvious that it was because of that that the apostle 
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Paul directed: “Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth 

not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth” (2 Tim. 2:15, KJV). That is the 

main antidote to spiritual ignorance! Until Christians learn to rightly divide the word 

of God, there is no way they can come out of spiritual ignorance.  

Another thing Christians can do in order to come out of spiritual ignorance is for 

them to understand that hearing from the Lord involves willingness to seek His face 

through waiting, meditation, studying the word, personal experiences, and openness 

to spiritual reality. The process of hearing from the Lord, therefore, involves: 

 Listening to God. 

 Comprehending or understanding what God is saying. 

 Believing and trusting in, and practising what the Lord is saying. 

 Being transformed by what God has said. 

Meanwhile, there are several specific ways God speaks to His children. These 

include:  

 Through the Bible, the written word (Ps. 119:105; 2 Tim. 3:16-17). 

 Through prophecy (Acts 11:28; 21:10-11; 1 Thess. 5:19-21). 

 Through dreams (Gen. 20:3-7; 1 Kgs. 3:5-15; Matt. 1:20-24). 

 Through visions: A vision may be received when a person is wide awake 

(Dan. 10:7; Acts 9:3-7), or during the day time (Acts 10:3), or at night (Gen. 

46:2). 

 Through intuition: Where the Holy Spirit impresses issues on the heart of the 

Christian or where a Christian is intuitively convinced that something has to 

be done a certain way (Acts 16:1-3).  

 Through godly counsel (Prov. 11:14). 

 Through meditation on the word of God (Josh. 1:8; Ps. 63:6; 104:34: 119:97, 

148). Meditation involves shutting oneself up before the Lord, keeping oneself 

from distractions such as television, phone calls and routine daily activities, 

and focusing full attention on Scripture. 

 Through some circumstances: By some divine arrangements, Paul left Athens 

for Corinth. Circumstantially, he happened to meet Priscilla and Aquila who 

had also recently returned from Italy. Since they were both of the same 

trade, they came together to form a strategic partnership, which helped to 

advance the course of Christianity (Acts 18:1-3). 
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 Through an inner peace experience: Where the Christian has inner peace 

about an issue, he or she can consider it as a confirmation of God’s will (Col. 

3:15). Care must, however, be taken so that we do not build our faith on 

feelings, which can change with circumstances. 

 Through other persons, both Christians and non-Christians (Ezr. 1:1; Isa. 45:1 

 Through angelic visitations (Gen. 16:7-11; Lk. 1:11-20, 28-37; Acts 8:26; 

10:3-5; 12:7-9). 

 Through supernatural encounters (Gen. 28:10-22; Ex. 19:16-19; Josh. 5:13-

15; Lk. 24:31-32; Acts 9:3-9).  

 Through nature or creation (Rom. 1:20). The Bible says: “Go to the ant, O 

sluggard; consider her ways, and be wise” (Prov. 6:6).  

 Through observation such as that of Jeremiah observing at the Potter’s house 

and drawing lessons for the people of God (Jer. 18:1-11). 

 Through “a still small voice” or “a gentle whisper” (1 Kgs. 19:11-13). 

 Through the leading of the Holy Spirit (Rom. 8:14). 

 Through “a voice in your ears” or “a voice behind you” (Isa. 30:21). 

It would be seen from the above means of communications that with the exception 

of the written word, the Bible, each of the ways has some limitations. After all, the 

Bible says: “For we know in part and we prophesy in part...” (1 Cor. 13:9). Also, 

whereas everything, including heaven and earth shall pass away, the word of God 

shall never pass away (Matt. 24:35). Furthermore, God who in times past spoke to 

His people through diverse ways, is in these last days speaking to them through His 

Son, Jesus Christ, who is the Word (Heb. 1:1-2). It is, therefore, important for 

Christians to appreciate this and always use the Bible as the main yardstick for 

measuring the authenticity of any other means of hearing from God. Even with that, 

the various biblical interpretations have made it difficult for Christians to know which 

one is the most authentic. How can they be sure? They can know this by having 

proper theological and hermeneutical training. 

Unfortunately, however, in a typical Pentecostal denomination such as The Church of 

Pentecost, there is always a genuine fear in the hearts of many that pursuing formal 

theological training can/will destroy its cherished spirituality. Conversely, there are 

some who believe that there is the need for pastors and church leaders to acquire 

higher theological training to enable them meet contemporary ministerial challenges. 

This brings about a serious tension, which some Pentecostals verbalise as follows: 

 “The Holy Spirit will do it.” 
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 “Our forefathers did a lot of good ministerial and evangelistic work without 

any formal theological training so we can also do it like that.” 

 “The disciples of Jesus did not receive any formal theological training, but 

they turned the world upside down for the Lord.” 

 “The ministry is simply prayer, fasting, meditation, and engagement in other 

spiritual activities.” 

 “The work is not nwoma sua.” 

But others are also arguing: 

 “If you think education is expensive, try ignorance (The story of the old lady 

and the green papers). 

 “Ignorance is a disease.”  

 “The complexities and challenges of contemporary society require well-trained 

and well-informed ministers.” 

 “People perish not because of lack of faith; they perish because of lack of 

knowledge...” – Israelmore Ayivor. 

 “As you grow older you will realize that entertaining ignorance is a waste of 

time.” – Sonya Parker. 

 “Education is light, ignorance is darkness”. 

These, notwithstanding, the fact cannot be denied that we need to have a balance 

between acquiring formal theological training and maintaining our high Pentecostal 

spirituality. We need to study enough to reach hermeneutical accuracy in all our 

doctrines and practices so that no wind of teaching can blow us up and down. No 

wonder, Paul admonishes: “Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman 

that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth” (2 Tim. 2:15 

KJV). This is surely the way forward. This is the biblical antidote to spiritual 

ignorance. Commenting on how ministers of The Church of Pentecost are now 

seeking higher theological education in Ghana, one professor of Theology at the 

University of Ghana, Legon, once told Apostle Dr. Ntumy: “You people have the 

spirituality and you are now adding academics; you will soon take over the whole 

nation for Christ.” 

4.1 Formal Theological Education and Spirituality at Work: A Biblical 

Perspective 

Moses was an educated man who blended education with spirituality. Acts 7:22 

states: “Moses was educated in all the wisdom of the Egyptians and was powerful in 

speech and action.” Growing up in the palace of Pharoah, Moses had the best 
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education available in the best university of the time. He might have studied 

astronomy, chemistry, mathematics, engineering, music, and art. Stephen says that 

Moses was “mighty in words and deeds” (Acts 7:22 KJV). How can Acts 7:22 say 

that Moses was very good in words and deeds when in the Book of Exodus he 

himself said he was not eloquent? (Ex. 4:10). He was simply afraid of going back to 

face Pharoah, who was then the most powerful king on earth (the Obama of his 

time). He was also not sure the people would listen to him (Ex. 3:11; 4:1, 8-14). 

People might have given special honour to Moses wherever he went. Probably, 

because of the higher academic knowledge, he might have been puffed up (1 Cor. 

8:1). God had to take him to the wilderness in Midian for 40 years to enable him 

learn how he could blend his high academic knowledge with spiritual leadership 

principles. It can, therefore, be said that Moses used the first 40 years of his life 

thinking he was ‘a somebody’; he used the second 40 years of his life learning he 

was ‘a nobody’; and he used the last 40 years of his life learning what God could  do 

with ‘a nobody’. Indeed, our efficiency without his sufficiency is only a deficiency.   

Daniel, Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego were very well educated in the best 

university of their time in Babylon (Dan. 1:4, 17-20). They had been selected 

through certain set criteria. Daniel 1:3-4 reads:  

Then the king ordered Ashpenaz, the chief of his officials, to bring in 

some of the sons of Israel, including some of the royal family and of 

the nobles, youths in whom was no defect, who were good-looking, 

showing intelligence in every branch of wisdom, endowed with 

understanding and discerning knowledge, and who had ability for 

serving in the king’s court; and he ordered him to teach them the 

literature and language of the Chaldeans. 

After their training, the Bible states: “To these four young men God gave knowledge 

and understanding of all kinds of literature and learning. And Daniel could 

understand visions and dreams of all kinds” (Dan. 1:17). The Bible further states: 

“In every matter of wisdom and understanding about which the king questioned 

them, he found them ten times better than all the magicians and enchanters in his 

whole kingdom” (Dan. 1:20). Daniel and his colleagues demonstrated special 

administrative acumen partly because of the special education they had and partly 

because of the special divine grace upon their lives. This is a clear demonstration of 

spirituality blending with education. 

4.2 Paul was an Educated Man who Blended Education with Spirituality 

Having been educated under Gamaliel, Paul was a highly educated man in his time 

(Acts 22:3). When he was called, he was instructed: “The God of our fathers has 

chosen you to know his will and to see the Righteous One and to hear words from 

his mouth” (Acts 22:14). He also received divine revelation, which gave him special 

insights to the mysteries of God (Gal. 1:1, 12; 1 Cor. 2:10; 11:23; 2 Cor. 12:1; Eph. 
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3:2-12). He used his learned mind and divine revelation to argue persuasively with 

the philosophers of Athens (Acts 17:16-34). He blended his higher educational skills 

with the spiritual gifts the Lord gave him for the advancement of the kingdom 

business. When he was wrongly flogged and molested by the people, he used his 

legal background to plead his rights as a Roman citizen. He noted that as a Roman 

citizen, he could not be punished without appropriate trial. He questioned the 

Roman centurion: “Is it legal for you to flog a Roman citizen who hasn’t even been 

found guilty?” (Acts 22:26).  

During Paul’s trial before Felix, the Jews found him so well-informed that they had to 

hire the services of a well-known lawyer called Tertullus to help press charges 

against him (Acts 24:1-9). Paul used his legal background to defend himself before 

Festus and his Jewish accusers, and even appealed to Caesar (Acts 25:8-12). He 

used his academic ability and divine grace to write most of the New Testament – 

something an unschooled person could not have been able to do so easily. 

The divine revelation and academic insight of the gospel that had been uniquely 

entrusted to apostle Paul enabled him to confidently declare that that was ‘his 

gospel’. In Romans 2:16, he states: “This will take place on the day when God 

judges people’s secrets through Jesus Christ, as my gospel declares.” (Emphasis 

mine). Also in Romans 16:25, he declares: “Now to him who is able to establish you 

in accordance with my gospel, the message I proclaim about Jesus Christ...” 

(Emphasis mine). He further postulates in 2 Timothy 2:8-9, “Remember Jesus Christ, 

raised from the dead, descended from David. This is my gospel, for which I am 

suffering...” (Emphasis mine). 

4.3 Other Important Points  

The unlearned Peter did not condemn formal education, but he appreciated it. He 

spoke about the special grace the Lord had given to the learned Paul. Commenting 

on the special grace Paul had, Peter said: “Bear in mind that our Lord’s patience 

means salvation, just as our dear brother Paul also wrote to you with the wisdom 

that God gave him. He writes the same way in all his letters, speaking in them of 

these matters. His letters contain some things that are hard to understand, which 

ignorant and unstable people distort, as they do the other Scriptures, to their own 

destruction” (2 Pet. 3:15-16). 

In the area of prophecy, it can be seen from the Bible that the learned Isaiah 

prophesied better than the amateur Amos, who uttered “This is what the LORD 

says...” 42 times in the short Book of Amos. 

Analysing the gospels will reveal that Matthew, the learned tax (customs) officer, 

and Luke, the learned physician, were able to structure their writings better than 

that of Mark and John. 

5.0 CONCLUSION 
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The study has examined the need for Christians to prepare to hear from the Lord. It 

has been observed that even though contemporary Christians are expected to hear 

exclusively from the Lord, there are a myriad of external voices that are vying for 

their attention. These include the media, social activities, high expectations at 

workplaces, sin and iniquity, prevailing permissive postmodern environment, as well 

as false teachings and practices. As a result, some Christians have been caught up in 

the dreaded web of spiritual ignorance.  

Also noted in the study is that although the Bible has severally warned Christians 

against living in spiritual ignorance, some contemporary preachers erroneously think 

that they are hearing from the Lord and are preaching all sorts of falsehood, and 

taking advantage of certain gullible church members – all in the name of 

deliverance.  

The study has revealed that spiritual ignorance is not new as it was evident within 

early Pentecostalism. Apart from not taking formal theological training seriously to 

check the hermeneutical accuracy of their beliefs, the early Pentecostals thought 

that they had heard from God. Because they were baptised in the Holy Spirit and 

were able to speak different languages, they thought God had made them instant 

missionaries. They believed they would no longer have to study foreign languages to 

preach in the mission fields. All that was needed was the baptism in the Holy Spirit 

to enable them go to the furthest corners of the earth and preach to the natives in 

languages unknown to the speakers. Needless to say, many of them failed on the 

mission field and returned home disillusioned. 

Similarly, because of spiritual ignorance and inadequate understanding of the voice 

of God, some early Pentecostal giants and healing evangelists committed several 

ministerial errors, which greatly marred their ministries. The challenges of some 

prominent biblical prophets, who could not hear adequately from the Lord were also 

highlighted. 

The study has further shown that God has provided antidotes to spiritual ignorance. 

This includes understanding the various means by which the Lord communicates 

with His people such as through the written word of God, intuition, dreams, and 

visions. It has been demonstrated that apart from the written word of God, all the 

other means of communications have some limitations. Accordingly, it is important 

for Christians to major in Scripture as the most authentic means of hearing from 

God. However, the various scriptural interpretations have made it difficult for 

Christians to know which one is the most accurate. It is, therefore, important for 

Christians to engage in formal theological education to determine the hermeneutical 

accuracy of their doctrinal beliefs and practices. This will enable them to reduce 

spiritual ignorance and also enable them to be sure that they are hearing 

appropriately from the Lord. It will also enable them have a balance between formal 

theological education and spirituality. It can be concluded that Christians in this 
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generation must adopt a back-to-the-Bible approach in all their activities as a means 

of hearing adequately from God.  
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TWI 

1 

1. Awurade kasa, kasa, kasa 

Ma mente Wo nne 

W’akoa ay1 komm retw1n Wo 

Meretw1n W’akwan kyer1 papa no 

!no n’ 1de nkwa br1 me 

S1 mitu mu anamm4n daa 

Na mey1 sotie ma Wo a 

M1y1 s1 adwinne1 a w4asiesie 

De rey1 adwuma pa biara 

 

2. Awurade kasa, kasa, kasa, 

ma mente W’as1m  

Maw1n m’aso retie Wo 

W’as1m no kuratu-mi ne aho4den 

!no na 1kyer1 me kwan pa  

S1 mey1 aso ma W’as1m   

Na mey1 sotie ma Wo a 

M1y1 s1 dua fr4mfr4m a esi 

Asuten ho a 1so aba ne ber1 m’ 

 

3. Awurade kasa, kasa, kasa, 

ma 1ny1 hann 

W’akoa ay1 komm retw1n Wo 

Meretw1n Wa-na-mm4ntu pa no  

!no na ‘de hann br1 me 

S1 metena Wo hann no mu  

Na mey1 sotie ma Wo a 

M1y1 s1 kanea a 1hyer1n kyer1 

kwan w4 wiase sum yi mu 

 

4. Awurade kasa, kasa, kasa, 

ma 1ny1 d1  

W’akoa ‘y1 komm retw1n Wo 

Meretw1n W’ano m’ as1m d11d1 no 

!no na ‘ma ‘koma t4 yam 

S1 menam Wo nney11 pa mu  

Na mey1 sotie ma Wo a 

M1y1 s1 asaase so nkyene a  

1y1 d1, tum’ sa wiase yare 

 

5. Awurade kasa, kasa, kasa, 

ma ensi me yie 

W’akoa ay1 komm retw1n Wo 

Meretw1n W’ahy1de1 papa no 

!no na 1ma midi yie 

S1 w’as1m hy1 m’akoma mu  

Na mey1 sotie ma Wo a 

M1y1 s1 abusua gyefo a 4de 

nkwa br1 ne manfo nyinaa 

 

6. Awurade kasa, kasa, kasa, 

w4 Kristo mu 

Kristo na merehw1 no 

Onyamey1 a edi mu nipadua mu 

Kristo m’ na mudi nyinaa w4 

S1 mema Kristo so s1n 

Na mey1 sotie ma Wo a 

M1y1 s1 W’akoa nokwafo a 

4twe nnipa nyinaa br1 Wo 

 

7.  Awurade kasa kasa kasa 

Kyer1 me kwan 

Mer’tw1n Honhom Kronkron nne 

M’agyae me mu ama Honhom Kronkron 

$no na $ma mihu W’akwan 

S1 metie N’akwankyer1 no 

Na mey1 sotie ma Wo a 

M1y1 s1 kwankyer1fo pa a 

$kyer1 nkyirimma nyina W’akwan 

Opoku Onyinah 

 

2 
1. Awurade kasa na W'akoa retie 

Bue m'aso na mente W'asumas1m  

M'ay1 komm w4 W'anim  
May1 komm w4 W'anim 

Awurade kasa na W'akoa retie. 

 

2. Awurade kasa na W'akoa retie 

Ho'ro m'ani so na minhu Wo yie M'ay1  

komm w4 W'anim 

M'ay1 komm w4 W'anim 

Awurade kasa na W'akoa retie  

 

3. Awurade kasa na W 'akoa retie 

Home nnepa nyinaa gu me mu  

May1 komm w4 W'anim  
May1 komm w4 W'anim 

Awurade kasa na W'akoa retie  

Kwasi Annor 

 

 

 

3 

1. $hemp4n Kristo no te N’ahennwa no so 

Na wafa nnipa mma nnomum rey1 adwuma 

Ma minhu 4hene no w4 N’animuonyam mu 

Na mate ne nne na mahunu N’akwan kyer1 

Ma minhu $hene no 

Ma mente ne nne no nte ase1 

Na may1 nea W’ahy1 me no 
Opoku Onyinah 

 

4 

Bue maso na mente W’as1m 

Na mente ase yiye. 

Bue m’ano na menka W’as1m 
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Na menka nea woahy1 me no 

Na s1 wobue m’aniwa 

Na mihu Wo yiye a, 

Na mehu wo mmara mu anwonwade 

Enti boa me na mensom Wo yie 

W4 Wo fr1 adwuma yi mu 







5
Agya Onyame Na Way1 

Way1 me yie; 

Agya Onyame na way1, 

Way1 woyie; 

Way1 me yie, way1 wo yie(2X) 

Way1 me yie, way1 wo yie. 

Grace Gakpetor 

 

6 

Eso sen adze nyinaa 

Idzi mu sen adze nyinaa 

Esombo sen wiadze m’ ndz1mba papa nyinaa. 

Manya Wo yi, manya adze nyinaa 

Grace Gakpetor 

 

7 

Ma mente Wo nne daa 

Me wura ne me hene 

Na mahu nea Wo p1 

Daa nyinaa na may1 

Ma mente Wo nne 

Kasa na m1tie 

Mesr1 Wo ma mente Wo nne 

Grace Gakpetor 

 

8 

1. S1 mehw1 Wo d4 a Wode d4 me no a  

!ma me daa nkwa mu anidaso 

S1 Woyi Wo d4 a Wode d4 me no a 

B4ne nti m1b4 asesa (2x) 

 

2. Wode w’ankasa wo nne na 1fr11 

Na midii Wo d4 n’ akyi baa Wo nky1n 

M’abenya daa nkwa mu anidaso a  

1ma me nante trenee mu 

 

3. Fa Wo d4 nne so ne me nkasa daa 

Na mahu nea Worey1 na may1 bi 

Na masow aba pii w4 me bere yi so 

‘ma afofor4 anya nkwa anidaso 

Seth Asare Ofei Badu 

 

9 

Me gyefo ne Wo Awurade 

Wo kura me mu 

Me gyefo ne Wo Kristo 

Woka me ho 

W’ahy1 me b4 s1  

Wo kura me mu 

Na worennya me da  

Enti minsuro b4ne bi 

Wo kura me mu. 

Me gyefo ne Wo Awurade 

Megyefo ne Wo Kristo 

Wo kura me mu,  

Woka me ho 

OpokuOnyinah 

 

10 

Mete w4 soro s1 w4reb4 sanku 

Mete w4soro s1 w4rehy1 No anuonyam 

Asafo d4m yi monka me ho 

Nto ay1yi dwom ma y1n hene no 

Nea w’adi nkunim ama y1n 

Ay1yi dwom na m1to,  

Ay1yi dwom na m1to,  

Kristo na m1to ama No 

Opoku Oniynah 

 

11 

Sra me ngo, Ngo kronkron no 

Sra me ngo, na meny1 foforo 
Sra me ngo, ahosan ngo no 

Fa sra me na matumi ay1 adwuma yi 

Opoku Oniynah 

 
 

12 

Aseda fata Wo 
Ayeyi fata Wo, y1n hene, Kristo! 

Aseda fata Wo, 

Ayeyi fata Wo, y1n hene, Kristo! 

Aseda ahy1 y1n ma, y1de b1ma Wo 

Aseda wura ne Wo, y1d1 ma Wo daa 

Aseda ahy1 y1n ma, y1de b1ma Wo 

Aseda wura ne Wo, y1de ma Wo daa 

Opoku Oniynah 

 

13 

1. Nyansabuakwa Nyame 

$hunu akyiri ‘de1 y1 no nn1 

$rennya y1n mu da 

Ne nsam na y1w4 

Awurade, wo nsam na y1w4 daa 

Awurade, wo nsam na y1w4 daa 

 

2. $nokwafo Awurade 

Wunim ade nyinaa 

Worennya y1n mu da 

Wo nsam na y1w4 

Awurade, Wo nsam na y1w4 daa 

Awurade, Wo nsam na y1w4 daa 

Opoku Onyinah 
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14 

Osoro d4m no atwa ahyia redi ahurisi 

Osoro d4m no atwa ahyia rehy1 No anounyam 

Yuda abusua mu Gyata no adi nkonim 

Kristo no 'hwie ne mogya 'gu ama y1n 

Amen, Wo s1 nnaase,  

Amen, Wo s1 ayeyie 

Amen, Wo s1 nnaase,  

Kristo no 'hwie ne mogya 'gu ama y1n 
Opoku Onyinah 

 

15 

Awurade bue m’aniwa ma minhu W’ 

Awurade bue m’aniwa ma minhu W’ 

Wo mu na nkwa w4 

Wo mu na tumi w4 

Awurade bue m’aniwa ma minhu W’ 

PAN (F) 445 

 

 

 

 

 

16 

1. S1 $fr1 me a m1gye No so 

Efis1 $no na $y1 me guanhw1fo pa 

$de me k4 adidibea fr4mfr4m 

$gya me k4 nsu a 1ho dwo ho 

 

2.  S1 $fr1 me a m1gye No so 

Efis1 $no na $y1 me guahw1fo pa 

‘Nso s1 menam Owu sum b4n mu a 

Merennsuro bx-ne bi 

 

3. S1 $fr1 me a m1gye No so 

Efis1 $no na $y1 me guanhw1fo pa 

$to me pon m’atamfo anim 

$de ngo f4 me tirim 

 

4. S1 $fr1 me a m1gye No so 

Efis1 $no na $y1 me guanhw1fo pa 

Yiye ne ad4e na ebedi m’akyi 

M1tena Awurade fie 

Eunice Johnson 

 

17 

1. Nea wafr1 me no, $nim nea 4de me  

b1y1 

Me de mey1 adwinnade w4 ne nsam ara 

Me wura mate Wo fr1 

Fa me y1 nea Wop1 s1 Wode me y1 

 

2. Adwuma wura no $no na wafr1 me  

$de adwuma bi agya me s1 meny1 

Owura no p1 nokwaredi 

Medi mu nokwar’, anya akatua pa. 

 

3. Mede aho4har’ ne anidah4 

M1y1 me wura a wafr1 me no adwuma 

M1hw1 na may1 no yie 

S1 $ba a W’ab1ma me akatua pa 

Eunice Johnson 

 

18 

Me wura Yesu y1 nkwa nsu a 1repem 

!p1m firi 4dom ahengua no anim 

Obiara a 4p1 mm1nom bi kwa 

Obiara a 4p1 mm1nom nkwa nsu no bi 

P.B. AppiahAdu 

 

19 
Kasa, $hene kasa 

Ma nsu no ny1 komm w4 m’anim 

Kasa, $hene kasa 

Ma nsu no ny1 komm w4 m’anim 

Awer1ho nyinaa m’ 

Ahokyere nyinaa m’ 

Kasa ma nsu no ny1 komm (x2) 

Eunice Addison - PAN (F) 466 

 

20 
Nka emi nko a 

Nkyq meehu Wo yie 

Nka emi nko a  

Nkyq meehu Wo yie 

Na maadx Wo 

Na maasom Wo 

Medze moho nyinaa ama Wo 

 

21 

Kasa ma y1nte Wo nne 

Kasa ma y1nte Wo nne 

Tetefo tee Wo nne no w4 sare so 

Kasa ma y1nte no nn1 

PB Appiah-Adu - PAN (T) 946 

 

22  

Abere nyinaa, me Wura no hia me 

$no na Wato nsa afr1 me aba ne fie 

Way1 me somfo a mete na meka 

Wahy1 me s1 mente me ho mma No  

Abere nyinaa, m1tena ase ama No 

M1te me ho, s1 adwinne1 kronkron 

Asiesie me ho, ama ‘teneneeni No 

Ama me Wura Jesus 

Opoku Onyinah 
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23 

M’aho4den sa a Wo ne m’aho4den 

M’anuonyam sa a Wo ne m’anuonyam 

M’anidaso sa a Wo ne m’anidaso 

Yesu Kristo Woy1 m’ade nyinaa 

Eunice Johnson 

 

24 

1. Ma minhu Wo,  

S1 tete mpanimfo no huu Wo n’;  

Wohuu Wo w4 mmep4w ahorow no so no.  

Ma minhu Wo, na mekra b1mee;  

Ma minhu W’anuonyam aho4f1 f1f1 no;  

Ma minhu Wo, Ma minhu Wo,  

Ma minhu Wo, na mekra b1me 

 

2. Ma minhu Wo,  

S1 tete mpanimfo no huu Wo n’;  

W4tee Wo nne Horeb ogya bep4 no so 

Ma minhu Wo na mekra b1mee;  

Ma mente Wo nne ne w’akwankyer1 no bi;  

Ma minhu Wo, ma minhu Wo,  

Ma minhu Wo, Na me kra b1mee 

 
3. Ma minhu Wo 

S1 tete mpanimfo no huu Wo n’  

Wohuu W’anuonyam w4 Sinai bep4w n’ so n’;  

Ma minhu Wo, na me kra b1mee;  

Ma w’anuoyam aho4f1 no nkata me so bi;  

Ma minhu Wo, na mens1 Wo;  

Ma minhu Wo, na me kra b1mee 

 
4. Ma minhu Wo s1 tete  

mpanimfo no huu Wo n’ 

S1 w4hwehw1 wo a Woma wohuu Wo 

Ma minhu Wo na me kra b1mee,  

Na me kra ant4 piti w4 akwantu yi mu 

Ma minhu Wo, na mens1 Wo 

Ma minhu Wo, na me kra b1mee 

Eunice Johnson - PANT (T) 1329 

 

25 

1. Montintim, mma monhinhim da 

Monk4 so Nyame adwumay1 yi mu 

Na mo br1 renny1 kwa da 

Na mobenya akatua pa. 

Grace Gakpetor 

 

26 

1.  MahyiaNo, Jesus 

Nea $ma nkwa n’, Mahyia N’ 

Wasesa m’ ay1 me fofor’ 

Way1 me Wura, $ne me nam 

Mahyia No, Jesus 

Nea $ma nkwa n’ Mahyia n’ 

Grace Gakpetor 

 

 

 

 

 

27 

1. Awurade y1 ade fofor 

Ma nnipa nyinaa nhunu. 

S1 Woda so y1 Onyame a 

Wutumi ade nyinaa y1 
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28 

1. Ma menka Was1mpa no daa 

N-k4sime wuda 

Na manya anuonyam abotire 

W4 da k1se no mu 

Awurade boa m’ 

!nn1 da yi 

Na menka W’as1mpa no 

Na manya anuonyam abotire 

W4 da k1se no mu. 
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ENGLISH 

1 

SPEAK TO ME LORD  

1.  Speak to me, Lord, speak, that I may hear 

Your servant waits upon you 

Longing for you to show me your ways 

That bring me eternal life 

If I daily keep your ways 

And I am obedient to you,  

I shall be like a vessel of honour prepared for every 

good work.   

 

2.  Speak to me, Lord, speak, let me hear you 

My ears are itching for your word 

Your word is full of power and might 

Your word shows me your good path 

If my ears are opened to you 

And I am obedient to you 

I shall be like a tree by streams  

of water yielding fruit in season 

 

3.  Speak to me, Lord speak, let there be light 

Your servant waits upon you 

Waiting for your own good direction 

That brings me light on my path 

If I live in your light 

And I am obedient to you,  

I shall be like a light that shines to show the right 

ways in this dark world. 

 

4. Speak to me Lord, speak, speak so sweetly 

Your servant waits upon you 

Longing for your word that is so sweet 

Which soothes and comforts the heart 

If I walk in your good path 

And I am obedient to you 

I shall be like a tasty salt on earth that heals the world 

of sickness 

 

5. Speak to me, Lord, speak, let me prosper 

Your servant waits upon you 

Longing for your very good statutes 

For they would make me prosper 

If your word dwells in my heart 

And I am obedient to you 

I shall be like a kinsman redeemer who brings life to 

his nation. 

 

6. Speak to me, Lord, speak, to me in Christ   

I am looking unto Christ 

Fullness and Godhead in bodily form 

Perfection manifests in Christ 

If I lift Christ up on high 

And I am obedient to you 

I shall be like a true servant who draws all people to 

his Master 

 

7. Speak to me, Lord, speak, show me your way 

Waiting on the Holy Spirit 

I am yielded to the Holy Spirit 

He 's the One who shows me your way 

If I follow his leadings 

And I am obedient to you 

I shall be like a good mentor who shows your way to 

generations 

Translation of Awurade Kasa by Opoku Onyinah 

 

2 
1. Exalted one is He on the throne 

Around the throne are the heavenly hosts 

Bow before Him the Holy one 

The Lord God Almighty is He on the throne 

He’s worthy of praise 

The Lord God Almighty is He on the throne 

He’s worthy of praise 

He is the King of kings 

He is the Lord of lords 

Jesus Christ is the King of kings 

Jesus Christ is the Lord of lords 

OpokuOnyinah 

 

3 
Be steadfast and Immovable 

Abounding in the work of the Lord 

Your labour won’t be in vain 

And your reward will be great. 

Grace Gakpetor 

4 

1. Great Is The Lord,  

And he’s worthy to be praised 

Great is the Lord 

Great is the Lord 

Great is the Lord, forever more 
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2. Holy is the Lord,  

And he’s worthy to be praised 

Holy is the Lord 

Holy is the Lord 

Holy is the Lord, forever more 

 

3. Mighty is the Lord,  

And he’s worthy to be praised 

Mighty is the Lord 

Mighty is the Lord 

Mighty is the Lord, forever more. 

Grace Gakpetor 

5 

I Have Come To You 

Lord I ‘ve come, just as I am 

I’ve opened up to you (2X) 

For a touch of you. 

Grace Gakpetor 

6 

I Surrender My Life To Jesus 

I surrender my all to him 

He is King,  

He is Lord, 

I give my life to him. 

He is king 

He is Lord 

I give my life to Him. 

Grace Gakpetor 

7 

1.  When I consider Your love for me 

It gives me hope of eternal life 

Should you  take your love away from me 

Sin would make me wander away. 

 

2. You called me with Your very own voice 

And I followed Your love and came to You 

To find the hope of eternal life 

I am walking in righteousness 

 

3. Let Your voice of love always speak to me 

So I should see and do what You would do 

To bear much fruit in my generation 

Bringing others the hope of glory. 

Seth AsareOfei Badu 

 

 

8 

1. Master speak! Thy servant heareth 

Waiting for thy gracious word, 

Longing for thy voice that cheereth 

Master, let it now be heard. 

I am listening, Lord, for thee; 

What hast Thou to say to me! 

 

2. Speak to me by name O master, 

Let me know it is to me, 

Speak, that I may follow faster, 

With a step more firm and free, 

Where the shepherd leads the flock 

In the shadow of the rock. 

 

3. Master speak! Though least and lowest. 

Let me not unheard depart; 

Master, speak for oh, 

Thou knowest 

All the yearning of my heart, 

Knowest all its truest need; 

Speak! And make me blest indeed. 

 

4. Master, speak and make me ready, 

When thy voice is truly heard, 

With obedience glad and steady, 

Still to follow every word, 

I am listening Lord, for Thee, 

Master, speak, oh, speak to me! 

Frances R. Havergal 

 

9 

1. More about Jesus would I know 

More of His grace to others show 

More of His saving fullness see 

More of His love who died for me 

More, more about Jesus 

More, more about Jesus 

More of His saving fullness see 

More of His love who died for me. 

2. More about Jesus let me learn 

More of His holy will discern 

Spirit of God my teacher be 

Showing the things of Christ to me. 
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3. More about Jesus, in His Word 

Holding communion with my Lord 

Hearing His voice in every line 

Making each faithful saying mine. 

 

4. More about Jesus on His throne 

Riches in glory all His own 

More of His kingdom’s sure increase 

More of His coming, Prince of Peace 

 

10 

Draw me to the living stream Oh Lord. 

Draw me to the living stream 2x 

The living stream of God is flowing now 

Flowing through those who wait on Him 

Draw me to the living stream of life 

Draw me to the living stream. 

Opoku Oniynah 

 

11 

Yes, it's true, the Saviour of the world,  

Found himself in the arms of Simeon.  

Anna got a glimpse of His glory 

Jesus Christ, the Son of God 

Showed himself in the temple of the Lord 

He that is greater than the temple, 

Found himself in the arms of Simeon 

Blessed is he who held the Lord of glory 

His glory has impacted him 

The Most High God has blessed him by shining on 

him. 

Come and see the glory of the temple 

Greater than the temple is here 

Found himself in the arms of Simeon 

Anna got a glimpse of him 

Come to Him the Centre of glory 

Come to Him the Redeeming One 

Come to Him the Saviour of the world 

Jesus Christ, the Son of God 

Opoku Onyinah 

 

12 

Blessing and honour be unto You,  

Oh Lord our God 

Blessing and honour be unto you 

to the Lord our God 

You are the Lord of Lords 

The Only God 

The King of kings in the world 

We will lift up you name 

Will praise your name 

Declare your glorious works 

Blessing and honour be unto you 

Oh Lord our God 

Opoku Onyinah 

 

13 

You are the one I need  

Cause me to know 

Bring me to my knees 

You are my desire 

Cause me to see 

Hold me in your arms 

Bring me to your Brook 

And feed me with your very self 

A touch of you can change my life 

And set my soul on fire 

To do your will 

OpokuOnyinah 

 

14 

Jesus your name is great 

We love to sing your praise. 

There is no name so great. 

We love to lift up your name. 

We lift up your name on high, Jesus. 

We lift up your name 

We lift up your name on high, Jesus. 

We lift up your name. 

OpokuOnyinah 

 

15 

1. Worshipping the Lord 

In spirit and truth 

That’s the kind the Father seeks 

I celebrate your awesome greatness 

Glory and power belong to our king 

Worshipping the Lord 

In spirit and truth 

That’s the kind the Father seeks. 

 

2. Ascribe to the Lord  

Glory due His name  

With my, lifestyle 

Lord, that’s my desire I celebrate 
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Your awesome greatness 

Glory due His name 

With my lifestyle 

Lord! That’s my desire 

James Quaicoe 

 

16 

1. To be in your presence 

To sit at your feet, 
Where Your love surrounds me, 
And makes me complete. 
 
This is my desire, O Lord, 
This is my desire, 
This is my desire, O Lord,  
This is my desire 
 
2. To rest in Your presence  
Not rushing away; 
To cherish each moment, 
Here I would stay 
Noel Richards 
Songs of Fellowship, 1067 

 

17 

Purify my heart 

Let me be as gold 

And precious silver 

Purify my heart 

Let me be as gold 

Pure gold 

Refiner's fire 

My heart's one desire 

Is to be holy 

Set apart for You Lord 

I choose to be holy 

Set apart for You My Master 

Ready to do Your will 

 

2. Purify my heart 

Cleanse me from within 

And make me holy 

Purify my heart 

Cleanse me from my sin 

Deep within 

Refiner's fire 

My heart's one desire 

Is to be holy 

Set apart for You Lord 

I choose to be holy 

Set apart for You My Master 

Ready to do Your will 

Brian Doerks 

 

18 
Open my eyes, Lord 

 I want to see Jesus. 

To reach out and touch him 

And say that I love Him 

Open my ears, Lord 

And help me to listen 

Open my eyes, Lord 

I want to see Jesus 

 

19 

1 The Lord is the Sovereign One 

He knows, and weighs everything He does 

I bow to him in humility 

May His will be accomplished 

It is the Lord I look up to Him 

Nothing can I offer to please Him 

I look to Him for grace and mercy 

It is the Lord may His will be done 

 

2. The Lord is the First and the Last 

No One can change His sovereign will 

He brings one down and lifts another up  

May He cause me to do His will 

 

3. The Lord is the King of kings 

He delights not just in sacrifice 

He seeks to cap-ti-vate my heart 

And use me to accomplish His will 

 

4. The Lord is the All Knowing One 

He shows no sign of injustice 

He bestows gifts freely to all 

His Will shall certainly be done 

Opoku Onyinah 

 

20 

May Your Will be done, oh my Lord 

May your will be done in my life 

At your feet I fall, oh my Lord 

May your will be done 

Nothing in my hand I bring 

To your cross I cling, oh my Lord 

In mercy take me in, just as I am 

May your will be done in my life 

Opoku Onyinah 
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21 
1.  He Who has called you, the Faithful One, 

He goes before you, orders your steps, 

He will never leave his own people, to suffer loss. 

He will protect you, take care of you. 

He who has called you is the Strong To-wer. 

Do not fear him who is in the world. 

The mountains shall be brought low before you. 

The crooked shall be made straight before you 

All shall see the glo-ry of the Lord (x2) 

 

2. He who has loved you, Unfailing One 

He goes ahead of you, prepares the way 

Defeat is not seen in his own if they look up to Him. 

He will guide them and show them the way. 

Rock of Ages is He in whom you hide. 

Nothing can hurt you or destroy you. 

All strongholds shall be pulled down before you. 

All captives shall be set free before you. 

The name of God shall be glorified. (x2) 

 

3. He who has sent you, the Son of God. 

Always available, to show the way. 

Victory is assured for you in his name, when you call 

him. 

He will provide you with all your needs. 

The Spiritual Rock is that which follows you. 

You shall lack nothing on your journey. 

You will drink from Him the living water. 

You will be fed by Him Manna from a-bove . 

Lord Jesus Christ shall be lifted up. (x2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. He who is with you, Unchanging One. 

He knows the future, past and present. 

He is never taken by surprises, ready to help. 

He assures you his ever presence 

He who is with you is the Ageless One. 

Do not fear him who roars like lion 

Breaking chains and sha-ckles that bind people. 

Setting at liberty those who are oppressed. 

The Lord Jesus shall be glorified. (x2) 

 

5. He who has promised, the Mighty one. 

He carries His people on eagle’s wings. 

He shows strength with His arms to His own in 

generations. 

He puts down the mighty from their thrones. 

He who has promised is the Mighty Rock. 

You shall tread on serpents and scorpions. 

Satan falls down like lightning from heaven. 

Demons flee at the mention of His name. 

All shall see the power of Lord. (x2) 

Opoku Onyinah 

 

 


